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''Pt1RPOSE: OF THE STUDY

The ffliegon System, in Mather4Lcs EdimatiOn (OSME),: was funded by the
e-

. .

Natiorial'Scien,ce rotihdaflOn. (NSF) as. five year "syst4ms.experiment"'

.ta,imptove mathematips 'education cri.a Statewide' basis. Ovpr that

five year pericid, the Project 'created, a delivery systdm for upgradi
_

teacher* skills at tie elementary , secondary , and preservice Ifeve s.

This was accomplished' through ..a. variety ,of'' activities which, re
:organized and coordinated thropgh existing agencies and stitutiotis. '

A

-, AS the. Project drew to a- cloSe,_ many questions if iMpact and trAns,-.
portability needed' to be resolved. On 0 er 1, 1977.,--.Capla .1*

,Associates, Inc. was awarded a ,contra ttby NSF to conduct a- sumrnatiive

third party evaluation of ORE. The major rposes of the study
were to determine the effectivenkss . -nd impact of OSME and .a t, sy 1gstems

approach and to address questiong of . uture replicability. The

CaRla Evaluation thus .focused.on three broad concerns:

. To what extent ad NSF fund g of °SEE result
in an dffective systems mod 1 for .achieving

, program improvement on a st tewide basisl

. ..What was the impact ,of OS
students? --

. what Project elements had he greatest potdntial
for transportability?

on teachers and,,..

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Tos-tudy these areas of concern"; Capla° conduc4d a systems-based

evaluation': The theoretical framework that was used,. Consisted of

evaluation stages which could be dIreCtly related to the ;properties
of a system, as follows.



.-,:Properties

ahe conceptual :definition: o
.Philosophy
.Goa3i

The inputele0ens of a .syStem:
. .Agencies, institutionS,. and
components which:form the
system, boUndaries

.Role definitions and interrelationships'

The:process-lements of a systeirL,
.Activities
:PiodedUres. -(g'r.:nting /local

problem identificatio
?moniOring)
.Rewads'AriciSanctions
'.Communication

The-output elements ofa system
.Effecis upon Participaftta

,

METHODOLOGY

Data ,tollection Procedures
r

4,0
-

To gather 'information reldted,to the Above system properties,. the,

t

"research: design incorpcitated several dat ,collection methods and

'procedures., and 'relied upon the ''principles of rePlicatioii and ,cCin-

vergent validity: In all cases., the Evaluators made maximum-use of

availatrle-s ctiments;.logs, records, and evalUation reports., ;Ad-
1 .

4",
ditibnal\ ''in was.as. cololected where necessary, to expand upon-/

1 ° , A'

.
. Ithe' existing data, fill in information:gaps, _Clarify discrepancies,

1-

and validate previously gathereC1 information.

U
Val

.
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Data was gathered through five major activitie
review, interviews and .a system questionnaire

OSME system properties 'rerated to the design, structure

Document/record

re used Ito assess
and oper-.

ation. A, teachei./ survey and a student survey, provided ata on
OSME's effectupon students.and teachers.

7

:Data. Sources
C

The data sources for viewin. OSME ,as ,a system included' 1f34 OSME

.' system pemhers who were identified as having had a-major participa-

Cory role in the Project. :.The pool included the OSME

members of p,artipipating. agencies, workshop leaders,

directors and consultlants. All system members receivied .-.the System'

-Questionnaire '(70% response) and 20% of themwere interviewed

central staff,

local project

- .
Data sourdep' fdr 'determinipg OSN impact' included. 293 teachers and

521 students. The sainpling destp for assessing OSME's effect upon
h --teacners and students was influenced by two factors the dikficUlty

cof finding a true control -group, and the ipability;to randOmly
..

sample. Because of these factors , the Evaluators limited the ,study
\
i

,

ri
, -

to districts where there had bzn extensive -0SME aativity. High-
, ,

involvement schools and loWLi4Volveliiiit-,schools within these districts
.. '

were selected and all ttaph&-s and fourth grade students within these'... .

schools were sampled.
/ - 1

create a. comparison group,. the Teacher. Survey included participa-

tion variables to clasSify teachers-,.along.a continuum of project
system involvement . ..'Studerits. were .classified based upon . the degree.

.___

teacher's inVolvement. The sampling, inference was.thus not

°to ,generalize.,,po theentire potpurion, but to look at OSME,'S 'best
,e' t, .
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chances. It was assumed that within.this:framework, the.more

posed teaChe4s_(and'their :students) would demonstrate improVed,at-

titudes and skills related:to mathematibd education..

Findings and Conclusions,

The Capla Study reyealed the following:

System Effectiveness.

OSME did indeed achieve the "systems" approach .to, program'
improvement envisioned by NSE'-- "an effort to sharpen the
focus of stateand local ,government. and prOate agencies,
now engaged in educational activities,more or less, indepen-
dently, to deal with the mathematics needd of a region'or
state." Almost every major agency and institution in.` the'
state involved with mathematicd education played a role
in the Project: Moreover, in terms of-the stronger criteria
of "systemness" imposed in the Capla .study, the results
produced impressive evidence of OSME's effectiveness The
goals of the systpm were understood and valued by system
members. Structual relationships were broad .and well
integrated. Although evidential 'data on the effects of in
dividual projects were not gathered systematically during
the course bf the Project, there was concrete evidence that
change, was effected within Oregon educational agencies
through participation in OSME activities. Furthermore,
there was evidence of inAtitutionalization of some ofithese
.changes: At'-the SEA level, as a-result of involvement with
OSME, the role of the Mathematics Specialist changed from
that of a Oirect consultant to a facilitator and respurce
linker. Mathematics professional organiz ions in Oregon

Itflourished' as 4 result of -upport 'and inf ence. .At the
LEA level, elethentary' resource centers funded by OSME,were
maintained, and the Project's "circuit rider" programs were
continued through local support'it Harney, Lake, and Eugene
counties. . Higher education instittitions were also influ-
enced. OSME methods were adopted, in the pre=seevice train-
ing programs at all major schools of education in the state,
and these institutions are maintaining the instructional
resource..anters initiated 'through OSME funding.

,'.

"Certain features appeared to be essential -to the su
OSME and might be termed the.System's rerigths

.--N

O.

A consensus-based philosophica --6iientation

cess of
ese were:

toward
program improvement whiCh was exemplified by the
developmental problem-solving approach to learning;,

viii i



- A sanctioning organization which.' integrated OSNE
with the state leadersh0 in mathematics educatiori--
the Oregon Mathematics Education Council,. This
might be considered a device for sustaining an op-

- erationa level of consensus.

A leadershiTteam and staff committed to: (a) advo-
-cacy of the philosophical orientation; (b) confidence
in local professionals, and (c) a genera posture
of stimulation and support rather than specifibatiaa

control.

I

An inclusive program approach, with activities span-
ning elementary through collegiate levels and- .invol-
ving all concerned state agencies;

,An, overall change strategy which did no
frograms or solutions,but sought to acc
iduals and agencies as they were and supp
grolt.th through various avenues of Project

imptse
pt ind

eir
participation.

.Procedure9 which were consonaht with the emphasis on
stimulation and support: (a) a proactive staff
traveling throughout the state to gtimulate,interest
iin the Project; (b) a personalized grantiqg process
which minimized red tape and was designed to, help
rather than judge sftmitters of proposals;. (c) a
flexible financing structure; and (d) an Informal
neward\system.

One feature of the system which could be construed as its
major weakness _was a lack'of formal dOcumentation and.
monitoring procedures 'cotbined with an internal evaluation
component which was nbt.well integrated with system activ-
'ides.- This resulted in little written documentatiad of
Project activities. Thus, there is much that will never be
known, about' projects that were implemeAted at'the local
level, and it was virtually impossible-1n the summative
phase of. the Project to determine the rear impact of OSNE
on teacher behavior in the state.

,However, it must be noted that the nature o6 how syspems
operate complicates.the process ,of classifying character-
istics as either strengths or-weaknesses. Elements are
integrated within a system and madipulations to remedy an
apparent weakness might provoke unanticipated consequences
ifs. other ,areas. It is not at all obvious that if OSME had4
remedied, its most visable weakness in evaluation, documen-
tation, and monitoring procedures, it could still have
retained.its,flexibility, responsiveness, informality and
confidence in local professionals., The components of a

' dissemination/training system such as OSME are probably
best viewed as a series of trade-offs rather than a list



of strengths 'and weaknesses.. Tie lOw level,of OSME func"- 7'

tioning in evaluation and monitoring may have been necessary
to the maintenance of qthtr'positive system features.

Participant Involvement

The level of teacher involvement stimulated by PrOje,ct activ-
ities was remarkably high. For example, OSME's varied
component projects reached an estimated 61% of Oregon's
elementary teachers and an estimated 71% of its secondary
Feathers. Moreover, active system members expressed uniform-
1.1Y positive perceptions of and satisfaction with OSME
programs and activities.

Teacher and Student Impact
1

o Available evidence did not support the contention of impact
by OSME on either the classroom behavior of teachers or on
the attitudes of students toward mathematics except in the
area of computer use. HoVever, this conclusion must be, ex-
amined in light of certain factors. The dearth of dummative
impact data cannot be interpreted as a totally negative judg-
ment of Ole Project's efforts in Oregon. As mentioned
earlier, therecais much that ten never be determined about
OSME's impact on teachers and students because of weaknesses
in the internal monitoring and evaluation procedures. Also,;.
in light of the' large numbers of teachers that had been
reached by OSNE:it not definite that the OSME and the
non-OSME comparison; teacher- groups in the Current study were
substantially different in terms of: their exposure of .OSME.
The fact that some teachers had not participated directly
in OSME projects does not rule out strong contamination fac
tors. It is also important to note that the: absence of
pre -poet, measurements obviated the possibility of eStablishing
changes in the behavior of OSME teachers. The comparison
of post-treatment findings for OSME and.non-OSME teachers
does not of itself attest to the'fact\that 'gains had not
occurred in the OSME group as a result of participation.
In terms of student impact, this outcome was not 'overtly
specified, by OSME as a. direct consequence to be expedted
from the Project. Since direct student results had. not been
built into the Project, design, OSME cannot"be judged a
failure in this respect:

ortabili

Many fac rs complicate an ass'e'ssment. of OSME's potential
for transportability to:other'states., These include: the
state's past program . improvement efforts .in mathemaacs;
the configuration, of education prganizations and agencies
within states;ana, the size and complexity of States.
Thus, in terms of replication, it is more meaningful to
conjecture about the features of OSME which seem worthy Of

tfuture exploration and experimentation in other states
,These are:



Few change agencies have adopted the pos,ture that
educational agencies

of

individuals have self-
improvement agendas of their own. and that `supporting
their ideas and programs will cumulate efforts.
This posture deserves further exploratiop.

-OSME balance& a sen e of direction against overdir-
ectedhess . Perhaps his was 'achieved by .avoiding
a traditional needs urvey and concentrating" instead
on establishing goals. consensus. This ,approach
merits further use as an alternative ,goAl-setting'
process. in large scale projects.'
Th'e concept that grafits can be viewed, as mutually
developed performance contracts, and that the role
of the change agent is' to stimulate, 'foster, and
refine rather than judge ideas, is worthy of further
study..

9

Although OSME's philosophical orientatiort- placed some
broad boundaries on parti4pation, they Project's
-success can-be traced to its inclusiveness. This
approach is certainly worthy of replication. All'
educational )agencies. within. thy. StAte were encouraged
to participate inn the program, and no one cirga zation
dominated or constrained others by such proc s. as
approval or sanction.

OSME achieved communication among professionals, across
agency lines at a level that is 'rarely° discovered
in the e-valuation.of program improvement efforts.- ok

This seems to 'have been achieved by avoiding the error.
of compelling individuals and .agencies to submit joint.
projects or to work toge(ther.- Again the concept of
,allowing agencies and .agents to work at their own'program
improvement efforts' may be the best way to foster in:-
rteragency communication../ .

In conclusion, the overall impression of the Evaluation staff add
Review Psnel of.the Capla Study is that OSME was. a successful
Fimprovement effort. What made it work seems to have been'its

openness, inclusiveness, flexibility, and trust in Project partic,

program.

ipants.!!! ThoSp very features provoke an anomaly for most- funding

agencies which are required to demonstrate accountability; prudence,
and solid. evidence. of effectiyeness . We, May have to learn slowly
.
from. the incomplete dcupientation.. of many OSME -like ptograms, that

. _

effective change .systems- rely on less stringent management .structures

than
,

haVe been dconsidered tolerable in. the past.
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INTRODUCTION

IIhe Context for the P#ojeCt'.

The National, Science Foundation's Role in Education
A.

For the paste quartercentury the National .Science FaUndation
played a*Imajor role; in ensuring the capability of science to serve
as a vital resource to the Nation. ,Created in 1950, NSF was organ-
ized in the wake of the technological advances of World War ILI
These techhologicai successes had impressed-upon the Nation the im
portance of science to the well-being of the country. Within this
context, NSF was charged with improving' the potential of science in
the.areas'of research and education.

has

NSF's initial efforts in education were concerned with improving
science teaching at the college level. 'These efforts were barely.
mnderway however, whenthe launching of Sputnik-shocked the United
States into actions to acquire and maintain scientific and techno-
logical superiority over the Soviet Union. _

A variety of federally supported programs emerged from this eta.,
At NSF, one response, was to incr ase the budget for improving high

f
school science teaching (natura science, physicalssciences, physics,
chemistry, Aathematics, biology,.botady, and the social sciences).
While NSF had already shown concernfbr this level of science eduica:-
tioh;.a Congressional mandate soligYied the precedent for the Potin-
dation's subsequent involvement ino,precollege.science education ef-
'torts. By 1960, NSF's budget for the improvement of high school'::,
teaching was over $35'million, and in 1972, Congress amended the
National Science Fouddation Act of,.1950 to-give 'NSF responsibility
for research and development in science education at all levels.
(Library of

1

CoigressReport, 1976), j
,

Early ,NSF strategies in-this area were organized around the concept
of training institutes that.were offered primarily to secondary le-
vel teachers during the summer and academic year The general goals
'of these institutes'were to:broaden the mathematics and science
knowledge base of teachers as well as sharpen their methodological
_insights and skills. However, Higher Education Institutions were
given considerable latitude in formulating the content and metho-
dology of particular institute programs. .

This reflected an admt trative policy.at,NSF which respected local
initiative in running institute programs. While these institute pro-
grams were well'received by secondary teachers, it soon became evi-
dent to the.' Foundation that the goal'of improving'science at the
high school level was ,seriously impeded by the poor quality of sci-
ence'education at the etmentary level. NSF was then fated with the
complex problem of dealing with an enormous target population of edu-
.ca.tors. Their response was to sponsor more broad based institutes:

.,



EVentually the Foundation began to suppOrtlinstitdtes'
that todld (1) teach adrcanistr.Vors about' available
choices for new and improved curricula, (2) train-Ise
lected teachers in a school or district in a curricu-
lum to-betested,,and"(3)'thet instruct teachers in a
school ordistrict to teach other teachers'to use the
new curriculum. In addition, the Foiandation expanded
its prog4am to.support development of new and improved
curricula for instruction at all levels.
(Library of Congre'ss Report, 1976, p.15).

-These institutes created unprecedented linkages and communication
between,graduate school research faculties and those who taught at
the lower levels. In fact, some ,ofd the top research scientists in
the Country turned.their attention to the needs of science educa-.
tion at the elementary level.

As with many other "programs that released federal dollar6 to, agen-
cies and institutions to promote change and improvement, the NSF
Institute efforts underwent sharp scrutiny in the late 1960's. With
little solid data to justify the teacher instituteain terms of im-
pact on,dcience education in the schools, NSF began to questiOn the
wisdom: of this approach and explored alternative funding strdegies.

The Comprehensive Grant Program of 1969 was on "alternative which
integrated NSF projects within a single instit tionfinto a single
proposal with a unified financial commitment it was hoped that
this approach twould lead to better coordinatio and more innovative
program offerifigs. By the beginning of the 19 0's, neither the
Comprehensive- -Grant Programs nor the training nstitutes were conl-
sidered to be effective strategies by NSF. Ho ever, they had pro-
vided the groundwork for what became a major new thrust for NSF:
an experimental statewide systems approach.

The "systems" approach as defined by NSF was to be developed'as "an
effort to sharpen the focus of state and-local government and pri-
vate agencies, now engaged-in.educationaI activities more or less
independently,to deal with.the mathematics (or science) needs of a
region or state." Within this context, a 'system' was defined as' an
integrated group of interacting agencies designed.to carry out .co-
operatively a predetermined function," Two statewide systems were
funded in this approach: The Oregon System in Mathematics Educa-.
tion.,(0SME), and the Delaware Model System in Science Education.

The Oregon System in Mathematics Education -- Background

"NSF funding of the systems approach to mathematics education in Ore-
gon evolved out of an intensive history of institute activity in the
State. Essentially, the systems concept provide& a means for con-
verting the Staters extensive network of institute programs into a
unified systems project.



egon formally accepted the sygtems concept at an _NSF supported

c.nference.in the fall of 1970. This conference was attended' by
a'b'road representation of individuals associated with Statewide

a tivitids in mathematics education. In 1971, itt a second.con-

f ente at Salem, 6regon, a governance group, the Oregon Mathe-
ma cs Education Councill(OMEC) 'was created. It consisted of 18

rep esentatives from various organizations and institutions con-
ce ned with Mathematics education the State. pr. Eugene Maier

w s appointed Director and charged with preparing\the systems grant

p oposal which initiated Project funding in 1972.

Ove a five year period, the Oregon Project created a delivery sys-

t :411 for upgrading teacher skills at the elementary, secondary; and

p eservice leVels. It did this through a variety of activities or-

anized and coordinated through existing institutions and agencies:f

school districts, the State Department of Education, the Oregon
"Council of Teachers of Mathematics (OCTM), and Oregon's colleges

and universities. It was designed to generate ideas from within
tional system that it served, rather than to impose pro-'
thatsystem. 'Emphasis was placed upon personal,contact,

e management structure; minimum 'bureaucratic red tape,
roots problem-solving approach to identify needs and

AreMd upo
a `responsi
and a gran

;fashion so utions. It was hoped that these approaches would result

in a flexible service delivery system that would focus sharply on ,

both the needs and talents of its users.

Focus of the Evaluation

Over .a five ye 'period ending in'1977, approximately 3.8 million

dollars had bee .provided to OSME by the National Science Foundation.

This brought e Oregdn system's' experiment to a point where its ef-

fectivenes elm* many variableS, needed to be examinedbyNSF to
reso/v- .uestions of impact and transportability. Thus, NSF saw the

nee o conduct a summative third party evaluation of the Project

atwould have three major objectives (1) to validate information
previously colected; (2) to collect additional information; and

(3) to provide an authoritative judgment on the value of a systems

approach and its impact.

On October 1, 1917, Capla Associates, 'Inc., was awarded the contract

by-NSF to conduct this evaluation. In accordance with the RFP,'the.

Capla study would address the following broad areas of concern:

1.(What was the background for the !systems" approach in

Oregon?

2. How was (ME designed in terms of its, philosophy and

goals? °

3. What was .the system's structure?

4. How did the system.Joperate?

.2t3
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What evaluative judgments could. be 'made about the design,stracture, nd operattons of OSME?a.

6.-What was the impact of OSME Ele.mentary Programs uponteachers'and' students?.

*at was the impact of the OSME "Math for the Uninvolved"programs upon 'teachers?

. What was the impact of 'OSME
Computer Education programbUpon 'teachers?

90What Project elements heid the. greatest potential /lir
. _transportability?

10. Wlia.twere the overall implications for future systemsplanning and implementation efforts?
.t, .

A ystems Perspective

A
To study these broad areas. o-concern the Evaluators based their ap-proach upon the premise that the Project should be 'viewed and eval-uated in terms of its properties ap.d accomplishMents as 4 system.Sysem properties which were relevant to the concerns of the studyare described below.

.
,

ir

Systems Properties.

Over the past decade, general systems theory has 'emerged as a,broadframework of thinking. It has helped to 'explain° a, wide range of) phe-nomena'in the organizational structures which constitute a society.These structures are considered to be permanent systems, and consistof a aet of components organized to accomplish the purposes for whichthe system exists.'

Permanent systems vary in size and compleAty. SChools, for example,-exist as systems with interdependent *parts or subsystems.. Likewise,,national networks of interrelated. agencies °may also be -Viewed assystems.

Within the network of agencies,. institutiona?, organizations, adgroups which function a,s the permanesnt -systems of a society, a.largenuMber -of temporary strp.cture's exist. These temporary systems oper-ate within and between the permanent organizations. 'From the .start,their members operate on the b'asic assumption that'.at a clearly de-fineepoint 'in Urge, the system will.cease .td,'exist. Moreover, 'asmany writers point out, the central. purpose of ripst`tempoiary systemsis to_bring about the changes in persons, .groUps, and arzanizatidnsthat are so difficult to achieve irCperrnanent systems. .(Miles, 1964';,

Argyris, 1970; Rogers, 1962; Abbott, 1969)-
,f



kia

.Temporary' systems have :the. same properties-orAeleMents.as permanent
Oystemsi. HoWeVek, deacribed belOw,:unique features characterize .

how.theSe.ipropertieS are actualized in temporary systems.

System Properties

Philosophy anciGoals

Boundaries. ,

Role Definition
and Socialization

Communication and Per
0,

Features in a Temporary System

The intents of a temporarysystem are
sharply focused,. Goalt are ipecific-..
ally defined and .philosophical attitudes
bind members together:taward a Commonly'
UnderstoOd purpose.

In most temporarr.Systems, the classes.
of individuals Or agencies who may enter'
the systervfor its limited life are quite .

clear.. 'Very often a high degree of self-,.
selection takes place which,.miniinizes

conflict and.increases futuregoal focus.

Temporary. systems can free participants
from their,esUai role conflicts. and pro-
_vide them with-the freedom to experiment.

leads to the posSibility of role
redefinition.forthem as.a result of 4,

theit,ienure within .the temporary system.-.'

Activities and Procedures

-.

Communication is:generally encouraged in
itemporatysystems, and a common language-
with Special meanings.tends to graW among
participants.. New channels of communica-
tiOrOleVelbetween people whose roles
in permanent systems kept them apart:
There are strong tendencies for informa-
tian Sharing,:openness, and trust. As a

0, 0 .

teibult, equal statics relationships tend
to occur. .Since there is a tendency to
Ward egalitarian notions, a,single per -
son's influence can be substantial.

'Mor,eoVer,,,Productivework does' not usually
Occut'UntiVthe poWer structure is clear.

Activities ,and procedures,, have high impor.7

tance foT achieving -the goals of'the tern-

pora system. The procedures, (management/
Monitoring) WIthin a tempdrarysystem-are
usuilly.:atructured to. provlde an enviro#y,S`

,:ment Which meetsTersonal needs and reduces
defensiveness., thus releasing the potential
for activities to be carried:-out tit1Ccrea-
tivity and.innovation. ;
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System Properties

Rewards and Sanctions

Impact of Change

Features in .a Temporary 'System

The rewards and sanctions wfiich govern
behavior in a temporary system may be
Specific or very general: However, par-
ticipants tend to internalize them and.
value them. Typical nOrms.for temporary
systems emphasize equal-status relation-.
ships, openness and trust, probleth-

solving and innovation..
f

Teraporary$Y4teMS are organized to pro
duce change. Some system outputs involve
Changesjn ongoing aspects of people's
knowledge, attitudes,. or behavior. Others
can significantly alter the quality of
pre - existing relationships among system
:members; finally, other outputs of temporr,
'ary systems may, involve future actions on
the operations of permanent organizations.

4111,--
e Oregon. System in Mathematics Education, inasmuch as it was de-

finedias an 'integrated group of interacting agencies working coop-
eratively to carry out a predetermined function" for a defined per-
iod of time, represents a temporary system. The evaluation of OSME
presented in this report thus gives attention to its conceptual
definition; its unique features and evolution as a temporary system,
and the major accomplishments of its five years of existence,'

oaf
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EVALUATION DESIGN

Two features central to: the quality and usefulness of an evaluation
effort are: a) the soundness and explicitness of a theoretical frame-
work which guides the-research; and b) the comprehensiveness of a

'analysis,
design which systematizes data collection ptocedures, data

analysis, and related methodological issues. The 'systems-based ap-
proach used to study. OSME, therefore, incorporated both a.conceptual
framework and a research design tied to NSF's broad areas ,of concern.

Theoretical Framework

Given the scope of issues to be addressed and the need for a systems
orientation, the Evaluator's initial task was 10 provide a relevant
theoretical perspective for, organizing the study. The framework
that was developed consisted of evaluation stages that could be
directly related to the properties of a systems These relationships,
are depicted in Figure 1, and are described below.

Stages Properties

Design: The donceptual definition of a system
. Philosophy
. Goals

_
Structure: The input:elementa of a system.

.Agencies, institutions, -.and

components which form the System
'boundaries .

.T.ole 'definitions and interrelation. -

ships

Operations: The proass elements of a,system
.Activities
.Procedures (granting/local problem
identification and monitoring)
.Rewards and Sanctions
.Communication

Impact:, The output elements of a system'
...Effects upon participants

On
Research Design

The research design relied on the'principles of replication and
convergent validity, ancorporating several data collection methods
and procedures to obtain information related to the'concerns of
tiglla 'National Science Foundation. Essentially, .the `thrust was two-
fgld: a) to validate previously existing data; and b) to provide
an authoritative judgment regarding Project impact.



1TREORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR 'OSME EVALUATION

Evaluation Stages

DESIGN STRUCTURE

Philosophy .Goals

OSME System Properties.

1

BoundarieS

11

Role Defin-

ition &

Interrela-

tionships

OPERATIONS

Activ#i s ProcedFe

Rewards

Sanctions

Communi-

cation:

IMPACT

Teacher

Change

Student,

Change:



In all cases, the Evaluators,mede maximum use of available docu-
ments; Project Iogs, records, and Pravious:evaluation repOrts. Ad-
ditional information was also collected to expand upon the existing
data base wheie there were gaps or discrepancies, and to validate
the previously gathered information.

Data was gathered through five major activities

1. DocuMent/Record Review and. Informal Interview

2. Follow-Through Interview

3. System Questionnaire

4 Tepher Survey 4

5. Student Survey

Figure 2 summarizes hoT.4 the data collection activities relate to
the areas of concern addressed in the evaluation. The activities
are described in detail in the sections of this report whiCh deal
with OSME As A System and the Impact of OSME.

r.

.
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Figure 2: FOCUS OF EVALUATION'AND DATA COLLECTION PLAN
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FIgure 2: .FOCUS OFEVALUATION AND COLLECTION PLAN - ,Continued
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ORGANIZATION OF THE"REPORT

The report has three major sections. Section I is-concerned with
OSME as a system and deals with questions related to the Project's
design, structure and operations. Section II addresses OSME's
impact on teachers and students. Within,each of these iections
are presented the study'i data collection activities the context
for evaluating specific variables, the results and a discussion of
the results: Finally, Section III presents the study conclusions.

"'

6
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SECTION 1

.0SME AS A SYSTEM

4 .

.DATA' COLLEdTIPN. ACTIVITIES

SYSTEM' DES I'GN .

ISYSTE11::$TRUCTURE

'

YSTEW OPERATIONS
. .

DISCUSSION
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DATA',..COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

Three major data collection activities were cOnduc-
.

,It0eo.as'Sess OSME as a system: Document/Record Re-

iijiew and Informal. InterViewr.F!ollow,Through Interview;

and.a System Questieknaire: These detNities are

'...described here in terms of purpose, saMple-; instru-

th,eptation, procedures, and analysis.,



Document/Record Review and Informal Interviews

,,PurpOSe

The purPose of the Document/Record Review. and Informal, Interview
Analysis)*as:

, .

To 'respond to the NSF mandate to validate existing
daea;, -

. To 'establisti a comprehensive and reality based data
bank fo'i:'Constructing the pys tem questionnaire and
attitudesUrveys;

.
. To s e t the s t a ge for subsequent; data.. collection acti-
vities by identifying areas where inforr&tion was
inconsistent, unclear, or lacking; and

To proVide a descriptive account of system proper-.
ties: related to Design, Structure, and Operations
which WOuld'"feed-in" to further data colfection
activities as well as the final report.

LI

:Document Review Materials Acquisition and Procedure

Document/record review entailed 4L-e coding and analysis of the existing
Project data base. This data base included Project proposals;
general publications, evaluation,,reports flyers and brochures,
conference reports', component,Project re arts and. correspon-
dence.. This material ,waS raeased to the Elialuatots by the
NatAtital Science Foundation_ and by the OSME Staff:

1,*

Interviews Sample and Pr4cedurd

Infoimal discussions were conducted with 22 individuals ratsoci-
ated with OSEE during an October 977 visit to Project sites ,:'in

Portland, Salem, and Eugene, Oregon. Individuals were selected
on, the basis of their extensive involvement in Project activities
and included memb4rs of the °SEE° taff, recipients of OS grants,
advisors to the Project, and OSM workshop leaders.

and

No formal interview schedules -.ire used; during the discussions .

However, the Evaluators focbsed, the,, discussions ,pn the Project's
history, major,,purposes, organIzation, major Strategies, key ac-
tors,, and perceived successes and problems. Where discussions
were held in confined areas such *s-41assropms or offices, they,,,

re tape-recorded with the consent of the respondent. Twel"ve
etings with fifteen individuals were ,.ape recorded. Thege
scussions and the Evaluator'S taped notes and impressions *ere
en content. analyzed. ,



COntent.AnaliSIS
A , %

All doCUMent'audjintervie* transcriptions wire content analyzed
pelusing oitig tat'egories associated with the following system pro-

.

pertieS:

DESIGN
- .

. STRIVRE:.

.\*OPERATIONS-

Philosophy.

Goals

BoundAries: Agencies, InstitUtions and Components

Roles-and Interrelationships

, Project Activities

Procedures (Granting/local problem identification
and monitoring)

'Rewards and Sanctions

Communication'

Tge unit of analysis was the declarative,.sentence and enumeration
was in the form of frequency counts.

Two' coders w0e,involved iR the:4halysesijeach was given eight'hours
of training prior to coding. Interrater'reliability using a kappa
coefficient (Cohen, 1960) was found to be .93.

PurT9".se

Follow-Throukh Interview

,

Follow-through interviews were ccIlducted--to verify the data obtained
from the initial onsite discussions and the dotument review, The
information was used to .describe system properties related to Design,
Structure and Operationsft

Sample

Since a major focus of the interviews'was to verify preliminary find-
ings and to clarify areas where.information was unclear or lacking,
the salple was restricted to those who were thoroughly familiar with
the OSME Project. This included the Project Director, Component
Project Directors, and workshop leaders fipm areas in which there
was extensive 08ME activity--Portland, Salem,:Eugene, Albany, Med-
ford, Lebanon, Ashland, and Klamath Falls. A°.total of 16 individuals
were interviewed.

42



Procedure

The follow-through interviews took,place,during an onsite visit
in March, 1978. No formal interview schedules were used How-
ever, the Evaluators focused discussions on the' issues' raised by
the existing data base regarding aspects of OSME Designtruc-
ture, aild Operations. All discussions were tape-recorded wd:th.:
the consent of the respondents; the transcriptions were then
content analyzed using the schema described in the previous
section.

Purpose
a.

The System Questionnaire was,designed tO provide a comprehensive
assessment of OSME system. propeties. Specific areas addressed
included: 1)" goal clarity,,,apceptance, appropriateness, and achiev-
ment; b)2functions of agencies and system members; c)Imonitoring
procedures; d) rewards and sanctions; and,e) satisfttion with
system activities. In addition, the Questionnaire probed the
quality and intensity,of the communication network established
by OSME.

System Questionnaire

o.'

.Thet'System Questionnaire was sent to all',Available OSME members
Who'yere identified as haying played 'a "major participatory role

Project (N = 184).1 The pool included OSEE'central staff
members, members of the Oregon .Mathematics Education Council
(OMEC) andqther advising agencies,:vorkshop leaders, individual
project dire6tors, and participating consultants, still living
in Oregon. The individuals were identified through prelimitiary
onsite interviews with Project staff,, and through Project pi.opoSals
and ,mailing lists.

Of the 184 system members sentAhe questionnaire, 130 or 70 percent
responded.- A categorizatida,Of'the respondents according to
position/job' title is 'found in Table 1.

1
Note: Originally 216 system members were identified, but 32
either relocated or died. Thus, at the tithe of measurement,
184 system members existed.

4*
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TABLE 1

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SYSTEM

MEMBER RESPONDENTS -BY JOB TITLE

Job Titles. Relative %

OSME Staff

..School Administrators

. Elementary Teacher 19

MiddleSchool'Teacher 10

..High. School Teacher . 17

. College Faculty. 33

.. Other

MisSing 1

TOTAL 130'

3.8

9.2 .

14.6

7.7

13.1

25.4

25.4

0.8.

100.0

Note: The job titles for the intended population were not known.
Hence ,nonrespondent data could not be included in Table 1.

Instrument Development

Several, procedures were undertaken in the construction of the System
Questionnaire,

First, the Evaluators content analyzed a variety of OSME
documents and transcripts of onsit interviews to generate
the precise Language for the instrtment, as well as to
frame questions. in terms relevant to OSME program efforts.

Second, a draft version of the Questionnaire was submitted
to the Evaluation Review Panel for comments and suggestions;
revisions were incorporated through group consensus.

44
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Third, therevised instrument was pilot tested with
a sample pf OSME respondents (N=8) to determine
appropriateness of language and content as well as
response time; and,

Fivally, the instrument was submitted to the Office
of Management and Budget) (OMB) for approval; certain
changes were made as a result of OMB suggestions.

The approved version of the System Questionnaire (OMB Approval
'09-S78006) cousists of several scales as follows:

1. Network Analysis -- This was the primary scaling
methodology used to evaluate structure. The
analysis required individuals to specify the
frequency of their communication with other
system members related to three topics

a. OSME Approaches
b.. OSME Operations
c. Non-OSME/OMEC Professional Discussions

Activity Satisfaction Scales -- These scales
were developed during the previous evaluation
of the °SI system by Stufflebeam and Bunda.
The scales consisted of eight 5 point Likert-
type items. Each item required respondents ,

,to indicate how much the OSME program affec-
ted them. The items are listed below.

a. The activities in which I participated responded
to my professional needs.

b. I-have been able to utilize the ideas presented
. in the project(s) in my work.

The activities in which .I participated met my
expectations.

d. I woad welcome the opportunity to participate
in additional similar activities.

e. I would recommend the same experience to a
colleague.

Participation in the project(s) has led to .a
change in my teaching/administrative style.

Participation in the project(s) has led to ex-
panded communication with other professionals.

Noticeable changes have occurred i my students
because of my involvement with the project(s);



A. factor analysis performed on the scale items revealed
that All items loaded on .a single factor. Thus, they
were treated as if they were measuring a common under=
lying dimension, i.e., the degree to which OSME activities
were seen as having affected the professional life of
respondents. Factor loadings and inter-item correlations
for these scale items are found in. Tables A and B, re-
spectively, in Appendix A..

Participation Variablek -- Participation variables were
simply binary choices as to Whether or not a respondent
received one or more of the rewards available to OSME
system members. Scales are listed_ 'below:

a. Did you ever receive 'a fee or honorarium when you con-
ducted workshops or inservice courses?

b. As a result of. your OSME activities, did you ever attend
an out-of-state convention?

c. If yes, what percent of your expenses were ever paid by
OSME?

d. Did you ever make a formal presentation at an oUt-of-

f

state%convention (e.g., led a workshop)?

. Did you ever have an opportunity to speak before a gFou
as a result of OSME-related activities?"

Did your participation in OSME provide y&ti with an oppor-
tunity to publish your thoughts or views?

*Did you ever receive financial support from OSME or OMEC?

Do you provide leadership in mathematics education at

Do you annuals upgrade and/or change program material
you use'in providing service to your students?

your job or local district?

As described earlier, the selected items resulted from a
content analysis of OSME documents including the proposals,
reports, correspondence, etc, The items were verified
by comparing them to opportunities for rewards described
by interview respoddents.-

4. Other scales in.cluded in the questionnaire described sys-
tem process and strategies. These were

a. Goals -- a rank ordering of twelve goals both in terms of
theainportance for the OSME system and the importance for
the individual respondent.

. Goal Attainment -- a listing of respondents '-first, second,
and third choices as the goals which came closest to being
attained.
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c. Goal Failure -- an analysis of listed goals which respon-
dents felt were not attained.

d. Groups and Agencies -- a listing of OSME/OMEC related oF-
ganizations. This is a measure of the penetration of OSME,
personnel into a wide variety of statewide educational
agencies. *

Communication Methods -- a ranking of frequencyQand prefer-
ence for six communication media. These scales were designed
to-provide an understanding of how information flowed around
the system.

f. Monitoring -. number,of times A respondent had a project
monitored, and the methods employed.

Finally, a small amounC0 'descriptive data were gathered.
These: included positions:education level, and number of
workshops conducted.

ocedue .

members we're sent the .Questionnaire in April 1978. Twenty
.days-afteethe,iiiitiaa'ultailing.111 (60%) of the members returned
the Questionhail.es. Followrup letters were then sent to the 73
nonrespondents. Based upon the letters, an additiohal 19 indi-
viduals returned the surveys. Since the initial mailing and
follow-up letters produced the desired,response rate (i.e., 70%)
for accurately estimating.the pop4ation response, no further
follow-up procedures were utilized.

Analysis and Synthesis,

A variety of statistical procedures were used to analyze System
Questionnaire data including frequency distri4utions, measures
of central tendency, correlational measures, chi square, and
analysis of variance. Network Analysis data were analyzed using
an advanced network algorithm. This procedure allows for the
classification of individuals into informal structural roles,
identification ofppinion leadership, and influence, and the
structural graphing of the system. In short, analysis enables
the examination of a system as a whole in terms of the communi-
catiop,among its members.

4'r
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SYSTEM DESIGN

Design refers toi theConceptual definition of a

system in terms of its philosophy "and goals.

These provide the control mechanisms1whIch' should'

guide system structure, operations, and ultimate

impact. ,In temporary systems such as ORE,

design is especially important as it lends

credibility and focus to activities and binds

system members in a commonly .understood purpose. 1

22



_ *

A §ystem's philosophy is the foundation of _values and beliefs
which serve to orient the actions of system members., Essentially,
these beliefs provide important perspectives for operationalizing
the system. Whether a system is rigidly structured or flexible,
whether trust or control prevails, and whethei communication is
open or closed can be considered aspects of its philosophical
orientation. The orientation which motivated.OSME efforts to
improve mathematics education was elearly set forth in Project'
literature.

Results

. ,

Philosophically, OSME wad",designed to generate program ideas from
within the educational system it served, rather than to impose
piograms upon that system. Emphasis was placed upon personal
contact, respoilsive managemen , and minimum hureaucratic red tape.
The following'beliefs were i lustrative of the Project's philos-
ophy:

mutual respect for one another in the mathematics
educational community should guide efforts toward
improveiment

cooperative 40 coOrdieated efkOtgchieved through
pdrsonal contact with,educatorq,thi,diagAmitthe state
is ,.fundamental to improving m#11,,,matiee 'cation on

.a statewide 'basis )

it is more important, to identi
rather than to develop.opcpcedures,.
proposals 'k t

. a rapid response to local heeds re ni-
mization of bureaucratic red t4e.

flexibility should characterize the development and
coordination of various OSME projects

the most effective solutions to solving local
district problems are those which are developed
at the local level by the people who must im-
plement them



direct personal contact, trist, open communication,
and cooperative relationships'with individuals ex-
pressing a need are the best approaches to funding
and monitoring projects.

. teachers should be provided with opportunities to
grow professionally in order to become leaders of
'their peers.

Concisely, the OSME
,

philosophy can be characterized as personal-
ized, grass roots, flexible, responsive, and humanistic.
More, importantly, as.will be described in of
this report, SME represented a rare instance where Project
actually ope ationalized ithilosophical beliefs.



GOALS

' Context

For a temporary sNstez to function effectively', certain quality
ihdieators related to I--t1 goals should be evident. Goals should
be reasonably clear, and acceptable to system members-since ambi-:
guity and diffuseness diminish effectiveness and impede change
(Halpin, 1962, Miles, 1969; and Sieber, 1968). They should be
appropriate and achievable, (Miles, 1969), credible in terms of
the expert eVidence that supports their value, and relevant to
the solution of persistent concerns, (Rogers, 1962; Glaser,
1973). .Informatibn,.related to OSME goals was determined through
'document review; ohsite interviews, and questionnaire.

f5

The development of OSME's'goals can be traced' through a series .

of events which involved a broad sampling of individuals repre-(
senting every aspect, of mathefgatics education in Oregon. Dur-
ing the planning stages of the "system experiment," no forma
ca Statewide, needs assessment for mathematics education was avail-
sable. Tonclose this gap in the planning process, NSF provided
the impetus for two Statewide conferences which,were heldjh 1970

i

,and 1971. Paiticipants includ d educators from all areas of the
state, public school administr tors., curriculum supervisors, -and
mathematics teachers, as well' s college and university profes-
sors of mathematics and mathematics education.

During intensive work Sessions at the two conferences, the partic-
ipants defined the future thrust of the_Project through 4 series
of need statements and possible solutions`: Their fecommendations
consistently em asized the need tolupgrade-teacher knowledge and
skills throu cally-based inservice opportUnities, improved
preirvice training, workshops, and conferenCes which would reach
teabhers in'evety corner of the State. ,Improving Statewide com-
munication among mathematics educators was cited.as a primary
need, as well as proViding direct assistance to)local districts.
The need statements and recommendations developed by the Oregon
mathematics commuiity fiat these conferences were the basis of the
tdal statements found in OSME, proposalS and other documents.

'Table 2 lists the overall goal statements revealed in the 0$11E
documents as well as interviews with key members of the Project
system. They haVe been paraphrased to reflect informat'oh ,ob-
tained from these sources.



. To improve mathematics education in the State of Oregon

. To improve teacher attitudes toward mathematics-by creating
awareness of alternative teaching methods

. .To develop mathematics education leaders

. TO 'develop illustrative mathematics programs In eleMentary and
secondary schools

To improve.co.mmunication about matheMatics education among
educators and various organizations.

. To strengthen.and assist professional organizations

T
. Totimprove student attitudes toward mathematics

To. improve student performance in. mathematics

o

aGoals are listed in rank' order according to 'freqUency of citation.

OSME documents also revealed a set of sub-goals which were exten-
sions 9f the overall goals,,and provided & focus for subsystem
(component) activity. These goals contributed to a broader defin-
ition of the Project's purpose; they are presented in Table 3.

Given the fact , that- goals provide the definitions for a system's
intents, the statements in Tables 2 and 3-reveal -several important
factors:

OSHE,can be classified as. service oriented rather than
research, development or diffusion based;

I.



TABLE

OSME COMPONENT GOALS - OBTAINED 'FROM DOCUEENT AND INTMIEW ANALYSIS

Elementary in-Service

.To:iiprove, elementary matheMatics programs,

in,,schools

;o broaden elementary teachers concept of

, lathematics

,:r.,

To increase4eacher awareness of.pore varied

teaching4t,categies

.To enhance theAdentification and deiielopment,

of "matOnthusinsts"':

Le dershE

,To develop modes and/or, personnel for pro-

viding leadership in matheMatics education,

.To help bridge the communication tap that

traditionally separates elementary, and.

secondary teachers

Secondary' and College Curridula

To change the lihilosophy and methodology

of secondary teachers who teat general

mathematics courses (math for he uninvolved)

,To (level* a network of interrela ed mathe-

matic's resource centers

.To identify, mathematical needs and objectives'
for.vocational and technical training. programs

.To develop teaching strategies and curricula as

possible alternatives to the usual lecture courses

in algebra and..trigonometry

Computer-ScienC'Otucation Projects

;To improve the instructional use of computers

1

.To broaden Students! knowledge regarding Computers

(computer literacy)

,To' provide coordingion., for planning 'and develop-

men0fOnpnter.Trelate6dnoationprograms.

.To taintaintommunicet.ioi,amOngthote. involved in

computer activitiei:in, the!st,itt

.To establish curric4ar'.gnidelines,fo'r computer'

education

,To compile comparative data for various alternatives

for Dbtaining computer services

Commutications

,To collett, classify, and store data for the State'

Department. of ihication

.To distribute publicatino regardihg OSME, activities.

,,To conduct conferenCes opyto cs concerning

mathematiq education
I ,



; , 0

.0SME focused on the strengthening of teacher 'skills atall levels, with ,Primary _emphasis at the elementary, level;
represepted a 'ayatem orientation with respect to.ite

emphasis' upon communication ap .well as agency linkage
throughout the State-;

.0SME did not emphaAize g direct' impact upon student' cognitive skills, but reference as made ,to..bhanges in teacher
and student attitudes, toward. Mathematics. as a result Of
system efforts.-

While broad goal statements, lend purpose ,and credibility to a pro-ject.'s atruetivities, their true valith.,lies in the meaning -they, conyey,to those individuals 'affected by the .actiKties. Therefore; it 1, s
importapg to deterrh'ine the 'Congruency a project' s state'd,
goals atd howRepple perceive, and value those goals.
The Evaluators examined this relationship in..0SME through the Sys-
tems Questionnaire in which 130-respondepts were asked t9 rank 11
goal statements in terms pf their importance -to0SME and in terms,
of theiroimportancd to themselves. (The goal statements listed-in
the questionnaire were bassed upon documents and --interview data

`-'The results pf the rankings based:upon Mean regPOnses are wound in!'
Table 4. .

.,
,,,a can be seen, there was high .cOrtiruerlt-SF- between how"-6YStem MeMbers

,valued the Various: goal's and. :their perceiitions -of OSME ' s 'emphasis .,. . , .Upon the goals. A ..Spearma,n :rhO ;.y-ielded..a. reliability' coefficient
:.:,:i.-1),,of,,.:"93,.. Moreover; ''there: was7,Congruency..between the' iiiitiest ranked
...,"k.:4,; goals anethoae whiCh had'been''cited,thoat frequently -in;. doe-:=., ,,"- . ,bments . Thus, - system membeks also perceived : OSME as ,a -service-

oriented Pr,Olect: which emphasized the iMprOyetent..of,. eldffientary
mathemati, :.1:arid,, the development :of' Mathematics leaders'an the State.
- 1s;i: ..:.-,..
...,,,.-:-.-- ,n.**,:'-

-i-97nowe-Ve r igdificant finding is that while documentsand the,
'":1=, osk c staff did not emphasize the. improvement of student cog.,nitive Skills as. a direct result of .theProj!ect;' ttie'majority of sys--

tear: meMbers cited. thig goal as ,being- important to OSME as well as
to therftselves". -. . s' .t 4

:System members were also asked .'to indicate.whiaCgoals they felt
Jcame closeat to being Attained, -and whigh soals,`OSME failed, to attain.

Regarding attain'ed goals the following , were most frequentily cited:
." 4. , a

.DevelOp Mathetatica!";edUeation leaders-' !)

Improve' teachK:htViii. ii6e0 toward. mathematics

.Impirosige elementary mathematics education

. Improve!,ccommunication among mathematics educators
various organitationa

f
"4.
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Th findin is significant in that the; 'goals the members
f t tka been achieved by OSME were alsothose goals which had
been r4nked highest in importance.

Les than one-third of the-respondents felt that OSME ..had failed
to achieve any of the;goals. owever, there was little-,agreement
within this group as.to h goals weri-riOt achieved.

TABLE 4

It.

SYSTEM MEMBERS PERCEPTIONS OF OSME GOALS RANK

ORDERED ACCORDING TO IM?ORTANCE TO OSME AND:IMPORTANCETO "ME"
-

(N = 130).

Goals

Ranksa
important'. TO. Important To

OSME "Me"

1

. Improve elementary:mathematics education

Improve teacher attitudes towards
mathematics

Develop mathematics education leaders

. Improve student attitudes toward'P,
.mathematics Aft.

=
. Improve student performance in
mathematics

Improve communication among mathematics
gducatOrs and.various organizations

. Imkove secondary mathematics education

.;Develop illustrative mathematicsprograms
. --

. .Build and strengthen';Professional:organi
zatiOns in matheMatics education

. Improve the instructional use of computers,.
in She:schools ,

,- -

. Strengthen:and assist professional
organizations

.- Other

3

5

12.

2

1

. 7

10

11

12

The final ranks, were based upon mean responses of participants,
4
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.6 S' STENO STRUCTURE'

0

Structure refers .to those dimensiOns'of a system which

4

.

define' participants as well as the nature of,partici7'
:'

pation. Specific properties to examine within struc-
4

ture include: a) boundaries which delineate the classes

of,inpividuals or agencies who will enter the system;

and'b) roles which define the specific functions of
(participants and their

,

interactions. Structural.

properties are especially noteworthy.. They qre po-

tentially transportable to ether states 'and represent

working rel*ftonshbs that may afferct a project long

after the termination Of funding. ;

t

(
4

4r1

4



BOUNDARIES AND. ROLES

Context

The literature on systems. and organizations cites a number of
factoFs which should be examined when judging structural effec-
tiveness. Integration is one such factor. Blau and. Scott (1960),
and Thompson (1961), among others, contend that for systems to
work properly, there must be. integration. That is, system meth-
bers must',Associate with the structural parts, and, the parts must
relate tp the whole.

Degrees of formality or informality are also considered important
criteria inassessing system structure. Many of the findings in
this arena suggest that looser, flexible; and open structures
tend to make systems more effective (Thompson, 1965; Abbott, 1969;
Be11,41969;. Bennis, 1971). Another factor related to struc-
ture is'the distribution of influence. Strauss (1969) and Miles,
(1969) write that it.healthy organizations, the distribution of
power must be recognized and accepted by members so that produc-
tive work can occur and conflicts can be avoided.

In systems which are specifically concerned with innovation and
change, several authors cite the influence of personality charac-
teristics. Such writers as Havelock (1969), Sieber (1972),
Glaeer (1973), and Hall and Alford, (1976), emphasize the hpor-
Lance of the personal qualities associated with leaders tho.direct
change efforts. Qualities which they link to effectiveness in-
clude:

competence - perceived expertise and reliability:
of professional .credentials(

autonomy -" is self-directed

reputation - previous history of success

trustworthiness- perceived sensitivity to needs
and interests of others

integrity 7 displays a concern_for justice

openness - ability,trcommunicate in an open,
straightforward and candid* manner

compatibility- displays social Behaviors
appropriate to the system.

31
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Information related to the OSME structure was obtained primarily
through document review and interviews, although certain data was
gathered via the System Questionnaire.

Resul

The 'structure of OSNE involVed the cooperative interaction of a
.group 'of agencies:... OSME's general organization is shown in
Figure 5. :

ECC, OMEC, and OMSI

The Education Coordinating.Countil (ECC), the grant recipient
for the Project, was, a statutory body established by the. Oregon
state legislatbre to coordinate all educational activities ;in the
state.. ECC functioned only as the recipient of NSF funds, per-
functorily approving the Project proposal each year. Formal con-
trol for the Project was assumed by a governance gioup created
at the outset of the Project, the Oregon Mathematics Education
Council (OMEC) .

OMEC functioned as the coordinating, policy-making agency for
the system. It consisted of 18 representatives from various
organizations and institutions concerned with mathematics educa
tion in the State, as well as three ex-officio members. The
functions of OMEC were Well defined in early Project documents.
OMEC was to: set the goals of the system, establish operational
policies and procedures, assist in developing'program proposals,
approve all funded projects (except in the case of small amounts
wherein the OMEC Executive Committee, or the System Director
could approve funding without advice from the total grou0; act
as an advisory committee to ECC; and, select a system Director
and staff to operate the Project.

While ECC was the grantee, the Projects' fiscal administration
was performed by the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry,
(OMSI) , under subcontract to OMEC. There were several consider-
ations that resulted in the selection of OMSI as fiscal agent.
grarhead rates associated with, universities, as well as possible
negative perceptions of elementary teachers toward a university-
administered project were felt to be major 4sadvantages regard-
ing a university role as fiscal agent for the system. Regula-
tory practices of the, State Education Department were also viewed
as disadvantages which would complicate the Project in fiscal ad-
ministration. OMSI was 'an existing agency in Oregon with a hia-
tory of funding success and fiscal responsibility. These factora',
in addition tb a minimal service charge and its neutralposition
relative to both public and private educational institutions in
the State, contributed to.its selection as the agency which held
and disbursed project funds.
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Figure-

AN ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF OSME

Education Coordinating
Council MO

O

Teaching Research
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' Oregon Mathematics
.Education Council

(OMEC)-

Oregon System for
Mathematics Education

(OSME)
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Science and InduStry
(COSI):

Component 1
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Inservice

1

Component 2 Component 3 Component 4 CoMponent 5
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Curricula
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OSME and OMEC

The project was administered by a central OSME staff who reported
directly to OMEC. This staff consisted of a System: Directorx,two
Associate Directors, an Assistant Director for the computer comp-
onent of the system, and a public relations specialist.

This.central staff's major responsibilities were to carry out,
pplicy, develop Program proposals for submission-to OMEC, prepare
and submit funding proposals, coordinate various component 'Project
activities,. authorize the expenditure of grant funds according to -

grant terms, an select component directors in conjuilption with .

MEC:

Onsite discussions with 38 individuals who had functioned
in a variety of ways within,the Project system provided
many insights about the leadership qualities of.the
Project staff:. From respondent reactions, the following
characteristics emerged which provide a profile of the
leadership within OSME.

. highly competent and respected

self-directed an&strong

concerned withthe needs and-interests
of those who were served

. 'Supportive pf the creative effOrts Of
system participants

. flexible 3 4:

. trustworthy

. open .and :friendly

While these characteristics elicited very positive reactions'from
most of those interviewed, other evidence indicated that the sys-
tem was not withat conflict. Project document6, evaluation re-
ports, and interview transcripts revealed that tensions emerged
between the. central Project staff and certain members of OMEC as
the Project progressed. These problems seemed to be a direct re-
sult of the gradual erc4ion of OMEC's decision-making power as a
total group, and the,cond.omitant increase in the roles which OMEC's
Executive Committee and the OSME staff-played in decision-making
related to project funding.

6 -i
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The personal interaction clf OSME staff members with individuals de-,
veloping proposals at the local level led to situations where OSME
staff members acted as Project advocates in the review process.
This resulted in a reduction of OMEC's role to one of concurrence..
OSME thus changed from a proactive decision-making body at the
inception of the Project, to a reactive group which provided ap-
proval and support.

Teaching Research and Evaluation

Teaching Research (TR),, an agency of the Oregon State. System of
Higher Education, functioned as the internal, but independent,
evaluation agent for the Project. Its role was. to: 1) provide
ongoing evaluative information regarding how OSME functioned as a
system; 2) conduct studies to assess impact in pertinent areas of
interest; 3)-p:rovide direct assistance to local projects in evalu-

, ating-their,objectives, and; 4) proviA assistance to the OSME staff.
data interpretation.. While these were the functions inten4ed

*.,.feti TR , a retrospective view of the relationship between TR
'and OSME revealed that as the Project progressed, the evaluation
component became less and less integrated; into the mainstream of
Project activities.

Project documents and the interview ,transcripts al

tes

kudea
satisfaction on the part of NSF, OSME, and TR itself reg ding
TR's role in Project evaluation. At the. outset,. NSF had of
specified the key questions they, wanted answered 'as a t of
the "system experiment." There was thus no mandate'from thefund
ing source to dictate the course of thvinternal evalpation.

.OSME was equally non'specific with respect to the tiles! pf data
'theyAloped to obtain froth evaluation efforts._ iR:srebver, OSME:-

,
?neither established Systematic internal documentatiOn procedureS
nor ..reqUested evaluation designs as a requirement;ofAocalproject.
'funding:-

,
,:.

TR operated at a level -of utmost flexibility Atathe outset of the
Project, and could have influenced the .course 6f 'datalcollection
tremendously. However, TR neither developed' evaluation
designs, nor appeared to be, successful in covincing OSME of the
value and the need for systematic data collection. TR dicryisito
mairy-projects throughout the state, and attendecla wide range ,of
project activities for which descriptive accounts were prgvided.
In this sense, it genuinely sought to meet general types of
evaluation needs. However, itszettempts to provide technical'
assistance to local projeCts in evaluating their Objectives wer
often met with resistance.

By mid-Project, NtF was, expressing dissatisfaction ,with the 'evalu-
ation studies conduCted by TR. Also p formative evaluation of the
project conducted by the Evaluation Center- of Western Michigan
University, criticized TR's lack of concise methodology., . a

6,
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TM responded to mid-project requests bv NSF for impact studies.
By June 1978, it had completed four impact' studies related to

. the effects of OSME on teachers and students.

Component Clusters

For management purpOses, projects funded through the system were
clustered into a component structure, each having a Director andi
reflecting areas of emphasis. These components included:
Elementary Inservice Projects, Leadership Projects, Secondary
and College Curricula, Computer Science Education Projects, and
Communications.

Briefly, the elementary inservice projects/ involved college cre
dit workshops:is well as,subgrants to local- school districts
aimed at strengthening teachers' knowledge and skills. The
teadership component'2.trined individual's to become workshop lea
er's and resource perSor4 and also provided math specialists to
certlii.n- schools in remote, (Circuit Riders) . In :the .Sepon

,

da01and College Curriculd.:compbnent, inservice acti} ties;. were
proVided to secondary teachers, fon teaching mathb
volved'!' preservice programs ftir. prospeCtive mathematics teachers

re redesigned, and mathematids resource centers Were estab-
thed .dt, colleges and uniVersities. Computer- Science Education

'projects', prtivided, workshop-'-opportunities to increase teachers'.
computer literacy ,and motivate the instructional' use of computers
The ,projede Commtmicatons component -coordinated various
cations activities , ;;and generally functioned to strengtheri infor-,

mation linka,ge:s among math .educators- in the state. r"

linkages with 'Qther Agencies

In addition s to; the: relationships created through the internal
structure ;of the systeili,,-g§.1% established important .linkages withr

other a.gendie.S,: in :0.-regon-i4hlich, were concerned with mathemati s
education:. .-Pertinent.',aSPeOs 7.of these linkages are discussed be-
low.,

The State 'Department, of. 13Cation. For all of the disciplines,
the common pattern at e., Oregon 'State Department of Education
was to one specialist and some type of statewide general
assistab.ga,, cooidination-::and'superaiision. Historically, this
-resulted iri:-Ifery .*hine'doverage _for mathematics. education from a'
state depart` ent ecpersP

.

dOSME pr ta,-means. prgr.ea extending services to mathema-
tics. educata* throughOut'the state; recognizing this, the State
Math-6Maties 'Specialist worked' cloSely with the Project Staff.
Cooperative aptivities,inclucleel 'conferences , workshops , technical
assistance to local;p\ici,jeas-, and the development of a Mathematics
Guide which waS-pubLishe,03y the state Department. As a result of.

63
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involvement with OSME, the role of the State Mathematics Special-
ist changed from that of 'a direct consultant to a facilitator and
resource linker: That is, rather than functioning as a workshop
consultant for a ver) small part of the potential universe of
clients in Oregon, the Math Specialist began to directly,help
districts identify needs and to subseqpcntly link the districts
to mathematicS leaders in the State whbpcould meet Aose needs,

The Oregon Councilf,oL:Teachers of Mathematics (OCTM). bCTM was
established as a professional organization to increase commuhi7
tion among Mathematics educators in Oregon. OCTM and OSME mutual-
ly benefitted from their association over the course of the Pro-,
ject. Interviews indicated Ehat OCTM membership increased, es=
pecially with elementary teachers. HoweVer, in.subsequent in-
quiries the evaluators were uhable to determine the extent of
the membershipcarease due to the lack: of-recoid keeping'. OSMEY
also supported OCTM in terms of administrative funding. On the';','

other hand, OCTM publications and,activities provide' visibility
for OSME projects and heightened awareness of the problems the
projects were seeking,t6 address,

The Oregon Council for Computer Education (OCCE): Established on a
small scale basis prior to OSME funding, OCCE provided leader-
ship, planning, and information dissemination functions for com-
puter science educators in the state. OSME support for
administrative and publication costs helped to promdte an in-
crease, in,-the organization's, membership from less than 23 neMberS"
to approximately Z50 teMbers.

\

Teachers. of Teachers of Mathematics ( TOTOM). TOTOMN.ias established
as an organization to link theefforts of all community colleges,
:'colleges, and universities, both'public and private, in Oregon ,

that ,were involved with teacher preparation in mathematics. It
came into existence through planning conferences cooperatively
sponsored by OSME and the State,Department of Education. The
group bec6me ,self-sustaining through support from the participat-
ing'institutions.: Its major activities were to sponsor confer-
ences and develop position paper '4

V
(

Colleges and Universities, While 0 1E0 did not seek specific commit-
ments from institutions of higher education, all major colleges
and universities in the state were active within the project sys-
tem-in-someway. These instituttpnal-roles-ihcluded Sponsoring
inservice workshops for teachers and establishing resource'cen-
ters containing a variety ;of hands-on activities and materials.

System' Members

The distribution of positions among OSME'system members was pre-
sented earlier in. Table 1. The Table indicated that members'held a
variety of positions including OSME staff members, school diitrict
administrators and teachers, and college faculty members.
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Since dne of the goals of OSME was toeffect interaction among
individuals in a range of positions, the broad representation
of roles suggests success, at least among operating ,system mem-
-bers. Moreover, this representation suggests a wide range of
input ipto the Project system.

t

An .atalysis of4he edaCatibnal .qualifications of system'ystemmemher4%indicated thatghe System was charadterized by a high level of
,.7edgcational 'attainment. This is. shown in Table

TABLE

NUMBER-AND PERCENTA6EOF SYSTEM MEMBERS

ACCORDING TO EDUCATION4LLEVEL.

130)

dutationiCeve --Relative %
.

Bachelor's Degree

2. Bachelor's Degree + 45

3. Master's Degree

4. Master's Degree + 45

. Doctorate

Other

Missing

Total

21 16.2

20 15.4

46 35.4

24 18.5

7

5

130

5.4

3.8

100

Note:. The mean educational level was 3.5 or greater than a,Master's
Degree.

The fact that system members had an average educational level
that was above the Masters Degree suggests 'high professional
motivation among system members; this may also be.an important
aspect of leadership.



System Members and OSME Agencies

While the ,relationship which exists. among the part's of a system
are important to an understanding of its structure, it is equally -%

important to know the scope and extent of system member's'
association with the structural parts.,. The Evaluators examined
this aspect of the OS}' structure by asking system members to in-

. dicate the OSME agencies with which they associated as 'mathematics .

educators. The results in terms of percentage-of respondents
in4icating an association are erfOtnd in :Table 6.: The data reveal
that' EC'C,all agencies excerpt. t, forty-five percent or mord of the
system members indiaated. an aS-sdciation. Also; eighty-four percentor
more of theresponderits-6tate.cr that they),had gssociateddwith' OMEC
$DE, and;: the three 'major agencies by whieh program impxove7
merit .0.i.''ajstitewide basis in mathematics could have taken place.
These'findings indicate a great deal of interaction among the peopfe
and components of OSME.

TABLE fi

PERCENTAGE OF SYSTEM.; MEMBERS, ASSOCIATED

WITH VARIOUS OSMe AGENCIES

. (N =.130)

. Agency
%. Indicating

an Association
A.

.0regon Mathematics Education Council (MEC)

.State Departufet of. Education (SDE):

96

5

88

.Oregon 'Council of Teachers of 1 athematicsH(OCTM) 84

.Oregon Museum of Science and Industry (OMSt).
.

0

.Teaching Rpsearch (TR)

.Teathers of Teachere of Mathematics (TOTOM)

56.

.46

.0regon Council 'of Computer EchIcation (9CCE) 45

,Edutation CoordinatingLCouncil (ECC), , 26.



SYSTEM OPERATIONS

System .Operations refer to the process elements'_

of a'system These:inClude the actiVities'w1Mh.

are 1.MpleMented to o-achieve the system's.goals;

theprocedures which are used to' manage the

systeth, e., he 'communication flow whiLlh character-
.

izes link ges among parts of the system, and

the.reward and sanctions which motivate and

s- 6
guide the participation of system members.
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The activities of Pa system represent the energies which are expen
ded to achieve its goals. In Sys,tems which are involved with bring-
ing about change, the most common types of activities relate'toz
helping clients identify problems and initiate solutions; trairiing
clients to solve problems- and use new ideas and technologieS; and
conveying to clients information °which may be of interest to them
(Paul, 1977).

When examining how such activities are carried out to4chteve change,
the literature points to a number ',of consideration4. Initially, the'.
orientation which guides the seledtion or rejection of activities is
important. Whether a system is inclusive or 'exclusiVe' in the views
or perspectives it supports is fundamental ,to an Understanding, of
the activities it. conducts.' In terms of effectiveness on a process
level, however, the activities themselves emust. be judged in terms of
such indicators as coverage, appropriateness, salience, compatibility,
acceptance, and utility (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971; Hull & Kester,
1974; Brickell, 1971, Hall' 8 Alford, 1976)..

Information related to the nature, ,scope,. 'and qUality -Of
,
,OSME on the

activity level was obtained through the document' revieW.,- interviews,
and the System Questionnaire.

Results

The OSME Approach to Mathematics Education.

On the activity level, OSME can, be thought df as a comprehensive
training and technical assistance deliVery system which was organ-
ized to improve mathematics education on a 'Statewide basis. In at-
tempting to achieve this Statewide mission, it is important to note
that OSME could have been organized to support activities reflec
ti-ve of the variety of theories and approaches available today in
_mathematics education.. A broad orientation would have made the
dystem inclusive of .a number-of theoretical alternatives. This
was not the case.

OSME :Project literature clearly indicated a commitment to an activ-
ity based developmental problem-solving approach.which the OSME
staff linked to the cognitive theories of Piaget and Bruner
shotfld 13se noted, however, that OSME's connection to these theorists
was by association only They base,d this connection on their de-
veloprneneal and experiential view of learning. as yell, as their use
of instructional material which exemplified this approach:



The Project did not develop its own-developmental sequence 'as abasis for articulating, testing, and refining the,-implications ofthe cognitivetheories' of Piaget and Bruner.
Articles by the Praject staff, workshops, %iriserviee brochures, and
informal discussions condAbted by the Evaluators/wieh individuals °

in various parts of the State provided many illustrations of the
OSME approach.to^mathematics. .

,

' .

In particular.,, the TIT iltings of the Project Director stressed' the.use of mathematics in real 'life problem-solving .situatio . Maier
emphasized an active process involving mental .computation es-,-
timations, with calculators and computers serving as the ogiealtools for extending the process. The major goal`Of mat, ematicS
educatian for the ,general'oitizenry, Maier felt,iishoulqq,be the

, development of each perscin's ,,';apil.ityta recognize, formulatt; ,,and
solve mathematically-related problems that are inherent in his/her
Setting (Maier, 1976).

In Maier's view, students should be provided with '.a matheinatically
rich environment which encourage them "to foimulate, attempt
to solve, and communicate their di.Scoyeries about mathematical
questions arising. in their classroOms, their play yards, their
homes" (Maier, 1976,' p.6) . Thus, according to Maier, mathematics edu-
cation should be creative, interesting, 'even joyful, and refletive
of student's cognitive stages as well as -their inherent abilities.
It should not propagate ,those- learning encounters which seem designT
ed solely for acquiring mastery of page af,t,'or. page of:.textbook'
problems..

This view was .pperational'ized tlitoUgh OSME-sponsoredworkshops, si

service 6ourSes, and demonstrations. Here, 'teachers 'had direct ek-.
periences with' problem-solving activities, manipuiatiyes matcbed to','
leve10., of- development math games", °puzzles, siinuiationt, , ,,
and cokwoiters. Essentially, these encounters: ainiedii,at strengthen-!
ing teacher Skills Vin.. a context thatwauld Aff,41p thel recognize' itthe
active and creative 'element's in math "relatedirfirttblOrns ththat" arise in

Y: everyday life. Publications and conferencero&a. were also 'used
spread ideas abciut t4e ac,Okvity-ba§:ed elcVM'e tal a4-e-ptoach to

-, ItOchers throughout the StstV.,(4,1
r,,i-:,,.,,,. ...

,

The,"developinentaI VieW, .:13t .9e, g t iO.. t. .., 4y 'OSME was dissemina-
ted .6n a stateWide badis ;$*46efe egOrAE#t#-.Depe.Ftment .of- Education
in Math in Oi-,egoc6Sch,calS, ,r,4)."106), 4', ifoulurn,:guide.based largely.'
upon OSME approache0. The gkiag stressed the foiloWing4,

. .
,.Sensory learning .is.

,the faun atiOri of all experience
rid thus Lhe.h&art i.of learn], g: :

.Learning is a .growth procesSi develOpmental..iti natUrct
and characterized, by .distinct ..develppMentai stages.



, .

.Learning proceeds gradually from the concrete to th4
abstrAct, hence formulation of a mathematical abstrac-
tion is a long process.

.Concept formation is, the essence of learning mathe-
-. 'matics.

.Learning is. hased,4n experience.

.Learning is enhanced by motivation.

r

.Lear4ng requ s active participation by the learner.

The guide also emphasized mathematics activity stages reflective
a developmental view of learning as shown in Table 7.

TABLE. 7

MATHEMATICS ACTIVITY STAGES PRESENTED IN MATH IN OREGON SCHOOLS

of

Three Stages of'Dlath Activity 1

Preoperational

tudents are able eci man-.
i ulate physical objects
representing, the environ-
ment.

Concrete.

-Operational

Students are able to give
siMple,:br multiple class-
ifications for objects

conserve (recognizing
0 S . 11 11 . .

differences) length, area
And occupied volume

order objects with respect.
to one or more attributes.

, .

deal with number ideas and
.operationd

Formal'
Operational

Students are able to in-
itiate thought by sys-:

tematically listing pos=
sibiiities

ith premises not.
necessarily true

use proportions.

design experiments to
control varial?les
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Most writers of this guide were, individuals who had .become recog-
nized as mathematics leadert in the State asoAresult of their in;
volvement with CISME. The guide from its inceipticin was ekus4re-411
flective of the instructionalophilosophy andpracticesstemiihasized
by OSME. /

OSME CoFponent'ProjeCt Activities

Tqmorganize activities, OSME created a component structure r,elated
to five broad areas of emphasis:\ Elementary; Leadership, Secondary ,

and College Curricula, Computer Science Education, and Communications.

Aftivieles in the first four components were funded through a var-
iety of projects which were implemented by the agencies -partiCipa
ting in the system (local school districts, colleges, etc.): The
fifth component, ComMunications, provided a dissemination vehic4
for ill'of the others.

, s .

During the'five years of OSME funding, a total of
Elementary,;

154.differeht

doe of in-
wiprojects were funded within the. Elemdntar Leadership econda,

and College, and Computer components. This figure d
clude projects which were funded ;pr more than one year. When
those projects are included" in the total, over 260 projects were
funded during thvfive year period. Tab,j.e 8 partitions these, fig-
ures according to major component typegpnd year. It should be
noted that the,Leadership component was principally targeted at
the elementary level. Thus, the Table indicates that the majority
of local project& were funded for, elementary teachers, an obserVa-.A
tion which is certainly consistent witIJOSME goals. a

The Elementary.Cotponent

The Elementary Component aimed at improving mathematics prograMs1
in the sChoolSi broadening teacher's concepts of mathematics; in-*
creasing teacher awareness of varied teaching strategies, and
Identifying and training individuals who could function -as peer
trainers. As.Table°8 reveals, during the fivq,year course 6f the
Project, OSME funded 49 different elementary projects`.' These proj-
ects in conjunction with other OSME activities reached,an estimated
6500 (617.). of the State'S elementary teachers.

Many of these elementary 13Ojects were "Math Lab" workshops of- .(r.

fered through a school district or.c011ege/University, and carried
college or-in.-district credit.' ( "Math - Lab" can be characterized as
an activity-baied, instructional approach.) , Through these workshops;''
which typically consisted of a.series of all-day Saturday sessions,
teachers experienced how the use of manipulatives, games, and pro-
blem sotving activities could be used to facilitate cognitive de-
velopment:in mathematics These workshop topics dealt with meas
urement and metrics, art and mathematics, developing mathematics
interest centers, and the use.of calculators in the classroom.
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TAB,TrE 8.

NUMBER OF OSME FUNDED PROJECTS PER YEAR CATEGORIZED

ACCORDING TO COMPONENT TYPE

.,

Year
*

Elementary

.

Leadership
Secondary & ',.

College
Curricula

Computer

.
A.

1972 - 73 ,6; 10. ' 7

1973 - 74 10 -1 5 . '7.

1974 - 75 13 4 9 8
.

1975 76 12 '3 6 16'

:1976 77

TOTAL
d

8

49

3

25'

5

34

11

46
ti

s

ti

Another elementary level thrust was the r!MathEnthusiast" workshop.
This ,was destined to pr6Vide special training. in innovative fecfl-
niques for teachers who enjoyed mathematics and wanted tO help
others teach, it more effeively.

Interestedimath enthusiasts could also become active in adlitional
training activities provided through the Leadership Component of
the Project. Thus, the math enthusiasts werie viewed as potential
worlishop leadeTs, as-well as individuals'who could lead future ef-
forts to improve matheffatics education. During the five years of
theProject, theseworkshops' involved 3'50 (3%) af the State's ele-
mentay teache±s. By, the final _year of funding, forty of these
teachers were functigning as OSME workshbp leaders and consuftants
as aresult of their additioniVparticipation in Leadership Pro-
jects as-described ,iinder_ the n'ext Gomponeng activity area.

el I K .

Project indi1g for thik Elementry Component also established math-
ematics resodcpacenters in twelve ell.ementau schools in different
sections of the1 State. Organized and maintained by teachers, these
center's holised a varietyAof materials which teachers could borrow
for classroom use.. 'Costs for maintaining these resource' centers
were'abs8Prbeiby,the lbcal district after QSME funding ceased.

. 4.
a .4
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The Leadership CompOnent

,

The goals of thei Project's Leadership Component were to develop
modes and/or personnel to provide leadership in mathematics edu- .

cation, and/to bridge the gap that traditionally separated ele-
mentary and secondary teachers. Table 8 indicatesthat 25
projects were funded:to achieve these ends.

The most unique project4 and perhaps the best illustration of
the grass roots nature of OSME, were the three "Circuit Rider"
projects. ,

These projects provided math specialists-(cirouit riders) to schools
in the urban area of Eugene (Lane County) as well as to schools in
the isolated and spars'61y populated desert region of eastern Ore-
gon's Harney and Lake COuhties.

Many of the 3,000 children scattered over this region
attend one room schoolsolY0, miles from any town of
over 2,000 population. Understandably, teacher,s in
such schools often feel isolated and forgotten. They
have nowhere to turn if the youngster in the corner
flatly refused to learn sub traction. The math consul-
tant is the needed link with the outside world.
(Mitzman, 1976, p. 14).

Visiting
11
individual schOols one every two weeks, the circuit rider

helped teachers with particular math concepts, introduced them to
teaching strategies such as the Math Lab Approach, and gave class-
room'demonstrations. The circuit riders also conducted workshops,
and inservice courses gih each of .these counties, drawing upon ma-'
terials from the Matik Resource Centers which had been established
at the offices of the counties' Intermediate Education Districts.
Teacher and administrative support of the circuit rider program in
all three counties had.led to the transfer of. program costs to the
local districts after OSME funding ended.

Other Leadership Component projects were conducted in conjunction
Uith a Leadership Training Program to reinforce the skills of poi,
tential math leaders in the State, many of whom had been identified,
,through the "Math Enthusiast" activity of the Elementary Component.
By the last year of the Project, sixVy.individuals werefunctioning
as a pool of resource personnel f9,,both the secondary and eiemen-

-tary levels.

Onsite visits conducted by the Evaluators with 18 of these individ-
uals indicated that they had becothe recognized as curricular leaders
in mathematics education within their school districts or Interme-
diate Education Dittricts as a result of 'their association with
the Pi.ojept. In some cases, this had led to their advancethent to
a new position.
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Secondary and College Component

The primary aim of this Component was to effect major curricular
changes at the secondary and college levels. -Its undeFlying intent

:was to make various course and program activities more relevant to
student needs and interests. The,projects which were funded address
sed four major areas: (1) secondary school general mathematics
courses; (2) pre-service'elementary mathematics programs; (3) tech,
nical-vocational programs; and (4) pre-caltulus college mathematics
courses for teachers.

Secondary School General Mathematics-.,. OSME inservite projects which
sought. to improve general mathematics at the secondary level were
popularly referred to as "Math forethe Uninvolved" workshops. Their
specific aim was to help teachersrbecome more aware of the special
needs of studentS who were "turned off" by mathematics and to im-
plement ideas and materials appropriate to those needs. According
to'Project documents, uninvolved students included those with low
ability, those preparing for a profession that did not requires math-
emetics, andthose who simply did not like the subject. .

Specific workshops encouraged teachers to develop a personal in-
structional approach_ which responded to both the,affective and cog- '

nitive needslof students. Participants were introduced to problem
solving strategies, applications of mathematics to science and
society, and such instructional materials.as manipulatives,. game's,
puzzles, and simulations. In addition, they were presented with
ideas regarding the self-concept and attitudes of the uninvolved ,

student.

Over the .course of the five Project years, 20 "Math for the Unin-
volved" workshops were funded. These included projects'targeted
at specific regions in the State and funded fore one or two years --
LaGrande,Portland, Salem, Corvalis, Parkrose, Silverton, Wasco-
Hood Counties -- as well as eight-week summer workshops sponsored,
for four years which attracted teachers from all areas of the State.
By June, 1977, approximately. 500 secondary teachers (36% of the total
secondary 114 !teacher population) had attended one or tore of the
workshops, o 11*Eparticipated in a local distridt project.

e-Service :feather Training., OSME Pre-Service Projects focused
broadening-themathematics content'in teacher-training courses,
d introducing activity-based teaching methods andmotivational

Y4rtechniques, 'These methods included: (1) the laboralory approach to
Oeaching,mathqmatics; (2) application's as a way of teaching mathp-
iSatics; (3) problem-solving experiences; and (4) the use of manip--
ulative materials. As a result of OSME projects, majorinstitutions
Tf higher edu6ation in the State adopted these methods in their pre-,
service program's. These include Pacific University, Eastern. Oregon
State College, Southern Oregon State College, Oregon College of
'qtation, Portland State Uriiversity, Oregon State University, and ,

the University of Oregon.. ,
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In addition, with OSME assistance, these institutions established
resource centers which became major vehicles for conducting the
pre-service programs. These resource centers provide a place for
students to share experiences and give them access to a wide var-
iety.of instructional resources-

Technical-Vocational Programs. Document review indicated that the
intent of OSME-sponsored activities in this area was to identify
the mathematical needs of vocational-technical training programs
and to prepare instructional packages for specific occupational
programs.

In preparing the curricular material, the project received close
cooperation and financial support from the Career Education and

t Manpower Training Section of the Oregon State Department of Educa-
tion. After initial materials preparation activities had been com-
pleted for this area, OFHE involvement diminished. Subsequent ac-
tivities related to the development of materials for teaching
mathematics in vocational and technical courses were refunded through
support fTom the State Department of Education. These materials.
are currently being used in several .community colleges
and high schools in the -State.

p

Pre-Calculus College Mathematics. The major emphasis in this area
of the Secondary and College Component was on the development of
teaching strategies and curricula to be used as alternativesto
the traditional lecture approach in teaching algebra and trigo-
nometry. A series of conferences on this topic were,sponsored
for community and four year college teachers. However, activities
in this area did not progress to a stage,where either teacher
training materials or curricular materials were developed.

Computer Science Education Component

OSME's Computer Science Education Component was concerqed with'com
put4r literacy for Oregon Students. However, as with otter OSME?1,
projkcts, the direct target of extensive workshops an inservice
courses was the teacher._ This project Component hel teachers
to broaden their knowledge of computers and to explo Aheir
stiuctional use. One approach emphasized teaching cgmputfr'4teracy..
through existing science, social science, and mathemat&ftcokaes",
Another approach related to the development of spec lie ciomputO

,

literacy courses, for various student populations. 0

d'The various worshops, inservice courses and local ,p'Tice,vak
jects funded through thiS Component directly involvedloVeA(400 447#
secondary teachers (28% of all secondary math teachecp )4 As with
other OSME programs, the Computer Component emphasiziedespecif&f.
training for individuals who could emerge as futureq4ader0, in com
puter science education. Approximately 15 teadhers received f
ther leadership training through the project. This,pwepared

A 4

4:

7 5.
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to carry.out teacher training workshops and inservice programs intheir own districts.
Two additional aims of the Computer Component involved: (1) coord-inating iplanriialtg and development,.activities for computer-relatededucation ptogr'pis i the State,;;'.' and M maintaining communicationamong edAtat& d in'computer education activities,
A.riajor vehicle for achieving these aims was the Or,egon Council for
Computer Educatton (OCCE) , which, received funding support, from OSME.During the five years of the Project, pccE ,coordinatpd informationdisseminaeidin, as well as %planning and leadership functkons for
compUter science 'educators .

Commuriicat-iop Crponent
. t,

, The: Comniunication Component ,coordinated the Project's.Various pub-lications activities, and generally functioned to strengthen in-formation linkages, among matheinatics educators in the ':State. This-,
COmponent subs dizstcl the publicatiOns of the Oregon'Coundil,,,,.of ..Teach ' of Mathematics (OCTM) , and ',pro. ded the C.ounitil witth:. an I ,--ik
admi ..J.,..-: .":. e alpistant. As a result OC'TM was .",able to iMpr.emekt7reVist*, ',con - - -.: 4 .... 9

d,- grAfts,, for Oregithi teache and ConsOlAdat'e se.1.!.erar- 4"publi ' It ,
s into a major journal', regOn MatheAitids 'Teacher..

,., '. - ,4-., ,
0-1,.., cations Component also S 14 enlitia t ed infOrrri(ation 'about4' ivities throughOut the' ate. and,- sponsored tegion_al. con-,

1programs for teache on ;topics of.intereSit..,

ber s Perceptions
rTh: - ectiaveness" of OSME ab

,,,,in te of Ochanges:'in teac.

ki, HowevO, Other factors which.
'''" ' ext'enitt and nature , of act iitxit

Ithe system and system me
t .

%Ise issues were explo the 'System Questionnaire which, as
noted under data pollectiO rocedures, was mailed ',to all, of 0.e,
indfviduals who had been i ntified as major ..actors in the Projdtt-'
sypteM. l flr, ,iu

, 4,'.;;,
System members' part ipation in OSME activities was, ekatrrined \oh-
two levels : (1)' thei level of workshop. participation; and: C2)' tit
extent to which they unctioned -as workshop 1eaders : I n : . s

*case, participants 9 e, asked to ',provide a raw estimate, o eir
participation in wt*r opp over thle cotir tse of the roS .,eO Iii t e
second case, respoti to were asked to Check 4 'eategor .`'rep 9enting
a leadetship estimalt01 (The Pearson cprrelation betWee leve ofbe twee

`workshop 4participatign. and ex of wOrkshop leadersap was .59) .N. I

' /.

e Must ultiniatelYAe-examine:d.
pdes room pt4ctices .

min w. elate A04;
;/ement key participants

r satisfaction with partkcipitibn,
ifn :1



worksho
.,

In
,

:of p participation, the findings revealed that
th0!), e cre system,member participated in 9.6 workshops, with 48%
Paq c1pat ing in ,f0,11± or less, and 52% participating in five or
MO Related to Workshop leadership, the results indicated that
46 system members had led one or fewer workshops, and '54% had

vo or more. i

, .

-not 'Surprising that system members would be divided in
%ofworIrcppo participation and workshop leadership. Many

date land, maintained roles witbin the system as a
/lof variats' workshop activities conducted through the Pro-
"Oth members, however, were not so closely linked to
op q vities, i.e., members of OMEC, OMSI, etc. The data

orkshoip participation and workshop leadership is
note, however, as it shall be subsequently related
iables which are analyzed'in this report.

,satisfactionisfaction with participation in OSME activities,
respp s were ,asked to rate evaluative items using a five

...,P01401Akert-type.scale with "1" representing "Strongly Agree"
frf-r5'n representing "Strongly Disagree". (These items were ob-
'1 froM a scale used in the 1974 Stufflebeain evaluation.of

oject). The mean ratings for each item are presented in
ble 9, and indicate that system members were very positive
out their participation in Project activities.These findings

confirm the results of the survey conducted by Stufflebeam and
Bunda (1974). The pattern of responses in the earlier question-
neire also indicated that system members viewe -0SME's effects
positively:

eA
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MEAN-RATINbS.AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SYSTEM MEMBERS'

RESPONSES TO ACTIVITY SATISFACTION SCALES
.(N 130)

MS

The activities in which I participated responded
to my professional needs.

I have been able to utilize the ideas presented
inrthe project(s) in my work..

The activities in which I participated met my
expectahons.

I would welcome the opportunity to participatejn
additional, similar activities.

I would recommend the same experience to a
colleagUe..

Participation in the project(s) has led to.a
change it, my teaching /administrative style.

'Participation in the.project(s) has led'to;ex.
panded,cOmunication-with other profes§ionalS.

Noticeable changes have occurred'inmy students
because of my involvement with the project(s).

Medna
Rating

Standard
Deviation

1.4. .73

1.4 .70

1.5., .79

1.4 .75

1.3 .68

1.9 1.138

1.4 .68

2.0 .86

A

a
Responses to items were on a five-point Likert scale where 1 indicated
"strongly agree" and 5 indicated "Strongly disagree".



1.

PROCEDURES

Context

In temporary systems such as OSME, procedures represent effic-
acious means for achieving time-limited goals, and constitute
standards for assuring reasonable uniformity in the performance
of tasks. Together, with the structure of a' system, they allow
for the management and coordination of activities, and0for the
continuity of the system's operation regardless of changes in
personnel (Abbott, 1969, Miles,1969). According. to Havelock
(1974), judgments. about the effectiveness-"of procedures in a
'system concerned with innovation and change must take the sys-
tem's perspective into account, i.e., 4U)&11) perspective, problem-
solving perspective, open advocacy perspective: Fot 'systems
grounded in a problem-solving perspective, Miles (1969) and
Havelock '(1974) cite the following factors as indicators of pro-
cedural effectiveness:

. maximizing chances of participation by many
groups

finding, ared values as a basis for working

. providing a;climate conducive to sharing ideas
and mechahisns for evaluating their.effective-
ness

. stressing self-helplarY users in the system

This section will,describe OSME granting and monitoring proce-
dures. Information was obtained primarily through the document
review, interviews, and the Syst6 Questionnaire.

Results: Granting Procedures/Local Problem Identification

An important considerationin, viewing OSME on a procedural level
iethe.manner in which grants were distributed. The specific
granting procedures which the OSME staff used were not tied to a.
rigidly defined competitive proposal process. Rather, the appli:
cation process was deliberately made simple so as to be available
to all. OSME staff perspectives regarding granting procedures
can be summarized from the followingviews expressed by the Proj-
,ect Direator:

--Who gets furtled and who does not? We .have an ideal-
', istic view. If someone in the field has a need, we

try:to respond to it.
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--The proposal procedure is not particularly
effective... favors those who have learned

° . to pplay the proposal games and- eliminates
thoSe who are not skilled in proposal
iriting'but,who may be quite effective in
bringing about changes. -

--Proposal xiters "write what- they think will
get funded and not necessarily what they
intend to.do... (they) are forced to spell
out specifibs... long before it is logical
to do so-- it is much, easier to find out
,what people have in mind by talking to
them rather than reading a proposal.

--The proposal process hinders projects in dis-
tricts where no One can or will _prepare such

r.

a 'document,

--AlmOst every idea has .merit and almost every.
person or agency has some need consistent_
with the goals of OSME--=thus, when ideas
are submitted it should be an uncommon oc- .

currence for them to be rejected out of hand.

Given these beliefs, the. OSME staff implemented a,granting pro-
cess with 'the following characteristics (1) short proposals of
two, pages or less were requested from individuals interested in .

implementing a project; (2) the OSME staff used a-cooperative in-
formal style of reviewing potential projects--they- went into the
field and talked with people about their ideas rather than, setting
up a. highly formalized review process; (3) ideas were otialuated
mainly in terms of wheter they reflected some aspect of OSME's
goals and were congruent with the mathematics approaches the sys- )

tem was seeking to promote.

With respect to how the granting process actually worked, the
documents and onsite discussions revealed that originally the
OSME staff played a proactive role in generating ideas ,for fund-

, ing. 'In this sense, they' ttaveled extensively throughout the
state, discussing math education with individuals in both urban
and outlying-districts. They elicited local_perceptioRs of needs
and helped to clarify needs' 'and devise strategies to meet them.
However.; over the course of thd project," the staff's stance be-
came more reactive. That is, instead of helping districts to for-
mulate ideas for grants; they respOnded to the ideas presented
by the districts. While in nei4ter their proactive nor reactive
roles did the OSME staff ever>ilMpose solutions "upon districts ,

they did have definite ideas about which solutions would be more
effective and they were not hesitant to "Argue forcefully for
their 'point of view" Mtzman,1974, p,7).' Thus, ideas were only 'ap-
proved if they fell into OSME areas of 1 cdricern ; if they were con-
gruent with OSME's approach to matherhatics education,, and if the



proposed solutions.had local district support and held some, pro:
mise of success.

Once initial ideas for projects were approved by the OSME staff,
the districts (or in some cases university personnel applying for
funds) were asked to ,submit a one' or twb -page "proposal'. This
proposal'merely provided an outline of)activi!ties and estimated
costs; no evaluation design or anthing resembling evaluation was
required.. An, OSME staff member would ora.inarily approve the pro-
-posal and refer it to the OMEC executive committee for final
approval and costs negotiation. Finalcontract approval could
only be issued by OMEC, but in most cases,`thisapproval was pro-
forma.(( Onsite respondents indicated that MEG rarely rejected ,

applid.'ations.

Results: 'Monitoring Procedures

.., . .

It is,often the case, especially when dealing with experimental
projects, 'th'at internalimonitoring proCedures are created t pro-
vide feedback on the 4erating.asPects of various _project compo-

,nents: This is an important dimension of project management.
When information is _collected systelbatically over the course of
project development, t feedbacleenabaes,key decision- makers to
take corrective actiohni. the case of program "malfunction."
Monitoring is also important at the implementation level of a pro-
ject system..,.Indivi,d4als who are'responsible for, implementing
project activities cap benefit from information regarding the
effects, of their eff6rga. il
, .,

In viewing' OSME Operations, the doCuments and interviews revealed
very :few, if any, forMal internal monitoring'procedures. Once 2i

.

focal projects were funded, they were fairly autonomous in opera-.
Lion : System Questionnaire results sUbstantiated the absence of
formal monitoring prOcedures.

A .

N "
7

Whilej.espondents to.this questiOnn ti:xepresented .thebtost ac-
tive members of the system, 557? 'of thoae who -respondA to this
question `(N F. 87) reported two or fewtr instances of monitoring/
evaluation per.year; 80% reported four or fewer. (43 tespondents
did not-answer thei'quegtion.)

More suggestive of the Projects monitoring proce res were the
method& identified by the'respondents as being themoef cOmmodly
used by OSME staff to determine the status of their projects/pro-
grams,' Table 10 presents the percntage of respotdents who in-
dicated that a particular monitoring procedure was "most.commonly
used:" As the Table reveals, telephone and on-site visit's, were
selected most,frequently by system 'meMbers. Thus, OSME built a.,
System which did not rely upon forMal proposal mechanisms aild foim

_',monitoring procedures to acquire evaluative feedback on its
effectieness. Reducing red, tape and administrative burden at the
local school level appeared to be more important.considerations
a discussed previously.
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TABLE 10

PERCENT/Ad O SYSTEM MEMBERS INDICATING MONITORING

METHODS "MOS"i, COMMONLY 1.16ED" BY OSME STAFFS'

to Visits 29.8

led Questionnaire 21.1

Free, Form 'Written Material 11.4

: Othir`

. 4

) o .

5.3

thte, document Keiview;ancl. "informal inter'yiewd -revealed several fac-
tori whteh cop.trputed' to the lads of formal monitoring procedures.

the#Project Stlaff felt that :formal monitoring procedures
were apt,ithetical. to the Project's -operational,mode. Second,

--. there was no mandate from the funding source to dictate the course
of-',inte1-nk/ ,Vinatil, Teaching Research, the indepen,-
dent ievalUation agfht fOr.tht.Project did not develop a rigorous
formative evaluation :design, aid ,.di. not appear to be. succres_sful
in convincing ,..0SMe staffs or lo6a1 project: personnel of 'the value,.

t,and .need for sysgoemaic data collection. The-end result was that
little writtten dumdhtationa exists related to local project
activities or i'mpoct.



vb.An integral aspect of a system's operation is the reward struc-ture-- that is, the leyel of reinforcement that is p;ovided, to
individual members. Simon ,(1957) indicates that ail-Zational
'systems (i.e. ,; systems .that are, goal-direeted)..function as a re-'
suit of Ole balance between contributions (output by.systerd..mem-
bers) and inducements ,(contingencies tO perform). Therefore, -
managers of systems usually recognize the ,need'to. build a mecha-,
nism of rewards and sanctions for system members in Order to
ichieve a level of' desired output

Information relbtea to rewards ,:arici sanctions., .n the Project; gys7:
teem was obtained from the 'document review., interviews; 'anethe.'
System Questionnaire:

Results

In v-ieNkng the OSME operations,. document review and interview'
analysis provided clear eyidence, that the system,lrd a. reward.
structure . While the tISME staff, may not .have 'identified ',planned
reinforcements 'as such, -indeeci,iga' number of these existed' for'

, teachers who participated in project activities, espec;ially those
who were identified as "math'. enthusiasts" . The types of rein-
fOrcements that were identified in project literature as well as ,
the interviews Were:

Serving as a workSilop leader

. Participating in leadershiV conferences
Having the opportunity to travel to.lother
edkicational settings 4.

Publishing. in matheirrati_cs
journals

-$

Giving speeches

Receiving approval',from
Director ,

. Satisfaction from working with

Receiving college credits

. Receiving additional- grants t
ideas,



s.
Getting experience which resulted in professional
growth ., . ,

_-
Getting releaserd time towork on prdblems. at
the local level

Interestingly, only .one sanction was ,mentioned by individuals--
"grants not being given to those who were tncooperative". Given
the operational philosophy of OSME thc fact,that there were many
more positive ;ewards given for orTance than there

'. -were sanctions' to !'bring people I v,Is not surpris-
ing. - a -°

The extent to 1.7hich system members were "rewarded" through the
Project was 'determined through the System Questionnairtif Resportr-

dents were askdd to answer "Yes" or "No" to certain it s which-
were illustrative of reNards: The percentages of respondents who
answeredjnithe affirmative to these items are presented in
Table 11.

. g-

TABLE 11

PERCENTAGE; OF SYSTEM MEMtERS INDICATING THAT

THEY HAD RECEIVEDAN OSME. REWARD

= 130) .

T Item'. %. Indicating
4
"Yes

n

Did you ever receive financial support,from :71

OMEC or OSME?

, Did.you ever have an opportunity to speak 67

before a grOup as a result of OSME-related
.

activities?
0, ,

Did you ever receive a fee or honorarium. 52

when Ybu conducted workshops or inservice A
courses?

Did Your participation in OSME provide you ,Le, 48

with an opportunity to publish your. thoughts
Or views?

4 ^ 7r .,.., 4,:'Y

As
-a

result of.Your OSME activities, did. you 32

ever attend an outof-state .convention? V
'.Didsy.Ou ever make a formal presentation. at 31

an out -of -state Convention?

$

8
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As the Table shows, over 70&sof syfteM members received financial
support (grants)4phrough the system and over 50% had received fees
or honorariumor conducting workshops. Thus, monetary consider-
ations must be viewed as important aspects of. the reward structure
that motivated involvement in activities;, However, close to seventy.
percent (677) of the 'Erpondents were also provide'd with the oppor-,tunity speak,Upfore groups as a result of their association with
OSME, and close to 50 % 'had treir ides published. These factors
indicated that, professional recognition was used as a reinforcement
in the system,

,31
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COMMUNICATION

Context

No analysis'af a system is complete without an examination of
its -communication p#t,t-erns. Communication determines. how infor-
Oation is shared within a-system and influendes the distribution
of power (Abbott, 1949). In temporary syStems,' communication is 2e
generally encouraged and there are strong tendencies for informa-
tion sharing and openness. Moreover, new channels of communica-
tion tend to develop between people who are usually kept apart
because of their roles in permanent systems (Miles, 1964). The
influence of communication in temporary systems created to pro-
Mote innovation and change has been discussed.extensively in the
literature. Many authors agree on the importance of high.

.levels of communication, person-to-person contact, and collabora-
tive information sharing (Havelock, 1973.; Havelock & Lingwood, 1973;
Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971, and Glaser & Taylor, 1969).

Information pertaining to the OSME communication patterns was
obtained through two SystemQuestionnaire scales: a) mode of com-
munication scale and, b) network analysis. The/ latter' method is
an innovative approach to the study of communication in large
!social systems.

Results

Modes of. Communication

As noted throughout this report,-OSME emphasized a personalized
grass roots. approach. In order to determine if this approach was
congruent with-the modes of communication that were actually used
in the Project system; respondents to the System Questionnaire
were asked to rank order six modes of communication in terms of a)
frequency of use in OSME activities; and 2) their .own perscihal
preference, The results of the rankings are presented in Table
12

.1

Two findings:, are evident in examining the Table. F st,
OSME's communication modes were consistent with its hilosophicel
orientation. That.is, the most frequently used To were those
which can be characterized as personalized. Secon there was a
:great degree of Congruency between system members' overall com-

--munication preferences and the modes, used most frequently by OSME.



TABLE0
SYSTEM MEMBERS' RANK 'ORDER OF, COMMUNICATION METHODS

ACCORDING TO FREQUENCY OF USE IN OSMEHACTIVITIES AND

'THEIR OWN PERSONAL PREFERENCE

Communication Method OSME Frequency Personal Preference

Telephone

Face to Face
cre

Group,Meeting.

Personal letter

Newsletter

general Memo

1

.>4

2

Network Analysis
P

r
Network analysis 'was conducted primarily to describe the OME corn-
munication structure and to test the hypothesis of whether OSME
was'or was not a system. To study OSME communication, patterns,'.
the System Questionnaire asked respondents to indicate how fre-
quently they.c unicated with all other identified system mem-
bers listed inividually on the form (N = 216), with respect to
three topics:

et

1 OSME APPROACHES .1low.often members-discusSed OSME edu-
cational_approathes with their colleagues;

2. OSME OPERATIONS HoW often members discussed.OSME oper
ating procedures with their. colleagues;.
and

7 .
A

.. . ..

3... NON-OSME/OMEC 71-iow oftegmembers had professiOn41 .dis-,,
.PROFESSIONAL cussions With their colleagues not re-
DISCUSSIONS .; lated .to ;ORE.. :

0a'
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Nether Tipke asked, to indicate the frequency of their. contact
using then. ellowing scale t

= a little bommunication

2 = avexage communication
$

3 a loot of cbmmunication

The values of 1-3 represent the relative strength of acOmmunication,
contact or link :IT the higher the number, the greater the strenloth.
If no.cotniu4catioA took place either with an individual or about
a givon topic, the respondents were asked to leave the space

4 brank.

TwO analyses were- undertaken to determine comm4nicationastructure.
in-leafiest involved die original data seat of 216 individuals iden-
%ifiid,as being slOtem members,.2 The second valysis involved the
184 indivi als who could have possibly completed the System
Questionna e at the time of measurement.

1,*"

, For the first analysis, three types of communication contacts or
links were considered:

Reciprocated Links -- Person A reports talking
to person B and B reports talking, to A;

Unreciprocated Links -- Person A reports talking
to person B, but,B does not report talking to. A;

k4

. Added Links Person A reports, talking to a
questionnaire nonresporident.

For the second analysis, only reciprocated links were co idered.n4
a

=Findings Related to Structure. The number of communication links
were computed for the three communication topics (i.e., OSME
Approaches,OSME.Operations, Non-OSME Approaches) and thus com-
prised three separate network analyses. Table 13 present's the
findings for the "analysis which involved the,216 indiViduals.

2
Note. The 32 system members who were not present in the system
dt..ring the time of measurement were included in this analysis
since during "a three-year time:frame other system rs could
have been In contact with these individuals.



TABLE 13 .

NETWORK AN RESULTS. FOR THREE COMMUNICATION TOICS
,

USING THE Of DATA SET OF 216 OSME SYSTEM. MEMBERS

Comnuanicaion, Topics
MEC OSME/OFEC Non-OSME/ONEC
es. Operations. Professional Topics.

Percent .ReciProcat
/Asi .4` Links N..

...,
tr . , . , 1

,.4 ber of. UdnreiprocSted
,,,,::*

" `1." '' ..Y.Pt* ;
v- 4' f

r,i4,0 Cent. theieciProcaterl
s -, . ,

Number of Adde,d?Links

tIndivduals wPthin th'e, data.
indicated.' - Atb,S1,,,i,..

. SAA 4,,

From the Table it be seett, that, pxt, 'he ave gel', an individual
had

ctpetween
25 a ,conta,ctS relatl to :"each ot,tfie communication

tdpiOs k the IMost 4 *etif. contact involved .0SME/OMEC 'approaches
These data suggest''thatlitot Mitl did system members communicate
at a hIgh rate about OSME appr hesay.d operations, but there wassubstantial spill-over to °tit& , tottssiOnal topics. . Related to
the type of communication linR, Table 13 indicates that nearly
three-quarters of links

irocated. This is not a
network- analysis to pro,
(FSrace, Richards,, 'Mon&
level of reciprocation

at'l 'Communication topics were unrecip-
sual finding since it is nature of
a large humber of unreciprocated links
Jacobson 1973) . More importantly, the

7p) suggests that. OSWE was- a system, as 11this evel.is characteristics of formal organizations (Farace, et.*
al, , 1973). In past eXperiences with t4it procedure, the Evaluitors

. rarely found systems which exceeded 27 percent reciprocation.
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r

The rests of the second analysis are presented in'. T'gble ,i4.
;i7,

r, 't

Here2; to reiterate, the 'maximum N was based Up= 'the ,nUmbe of
, system Members ',who could have completed 'the questlionn4* the

.

1

and
N was the number of subjects who returned the cip.eit onn a i r e

e and, who had reciprocated contacts. It shogld be note4 theat. in
' gelpral,' network da.,a using reciprocated lihkS are Dluckfore re-

Iigble, since reciprdoated data require two irrdependeit ,Consistent
repo;ts. As Table 14 indicates, the average 1ihks,,a;4Vengthlwas
slightly above average (i.e. , above' 2) which is untILslial.A.Oligh for

0- syt1ems . 14.°4.eover, the average number of links% er,ihAtidual
s ,

wet "quite' high. , ,,.

i
a' 'TABII 14

. 4''..1.... .P

N WORK ANALYSIS. ULTS: FOR ;HREt.c(MM 1 kr,101iiiTOPICS'
, ,

.? , ', . t.
1 ' . 4%!

,. .(0. 46i.. .. . , .., : .0..r, -

' 14SING A D4.TA -SET .0iF .184 OSkX SYSTEM Mg$BER.S.
.'v i f . ." It -,t 1. '4,1 '' . .

.
. .t, I. ' -.. .

: ''t . ':..1 .. , r:11: .'.

.'

Opirnigi.thaeihn Topics.. ,,

T. , '..,2,0811E1.'01qt.C....:-.., ,...0S ";141..0 ,:' , ' Non-OSME/OMEC
- 4' 4' . ,Approaches Ope ons ,..c Professional Topics

,

*
... .

'11'4' "--7' ,te' .

.

'..
..T,

MaXimum .,. .484 ' t....
1..;...

.1.84:..v.' 184
a mftt,, 'i :..,' ... :...fr 4 ti

.

Real N 4. a 102. 1,..,`..,: f 86'. 103t.: 0,' ,.. i."
.,,. ,

i Per, of
, .;1.,,..t. ..

. . ..., ,/,..

-.1:..
i'.i5' it1,02 , 1,'186'; 1 526

.: .,...;

+111

> 14,

r

[

inks""

'Aterage Recirltkocated
,Liblper -tVuali..-

1;4i lk
Ife4n Li

6. i.

r6 ",14 15

2.0 2.1

Was OSIE. a S One aspec
tests 't ei 'othesis t t aos
the, densi.ty cOmmun
ber of bb,, ed links

of ngtwork ana ytis whiCh directly
tem txists gives consideration to

ion. Density is a function of the num-
'possible-links (possible links= N (N-1)

1 2

,
Table 15 gives 040 s.tructure

9
calculations for the_ various topicV s

off communicatiohs. ThOirt' row considers the ratio of observed
links to all possible lknIcs , while the second row considers the
ratio of observed'lii1 to. all possible connected links (the latter
computation Of density is fairer to use in considering "systemness"
since it pends on the real N for both reciprocated and unrecipro-

_cAted- data) . As- Table 15 indicates , with the exception ofb recip-
ocated data for all possible links, all values were above .10:

Generally in evaluating systems of this size, .07 is considered a
statistically significant F value for system density. Thus, erese,
data suggest' that OSME was a system.
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OSME . SYSTEM 'DENSITY

RATIO OF OBSERVED LINKS TO POSSIBLE LINKS.

OSMEICIMEC .0SME/CMEC :NonOSME/CMEC.
Approaches Operations Professional.

Recip. ,Unrecip. ReCip. Unrecip. Recip,' Unrecip.

berisity

Possible Links)
03 .13. .03 .13 .03 .1:11.

'Density (Only
-Possible Links)

.15 .

An addition'al test of systemness relates to the question bf a sys
tem core, that is, whether or not an organization contains a
highly-ranked group of individuals: who are accorded informal
status. Table 16 provides .a breakdown of the average number of
links and average link strength for OSME system roles, related to
OSME approaches and operations. The results clearly demonsttkte
that those closest to the formal center of the system had the .

largest 'number 'of contacts. More significantly, however, was
strength and frequency of workshop leader contacts': Again these
data substantiate. that. OSME was indeed a system.

TABLE-16

LINKS BY FORMAL ROLE.

N
Role Approaches Operations).

X L ks
Approaches Operations

X Strength
Approaches/Operations

a..

.

OSME 'Staff 44.8 43.2 2.1 2.1

OME2- Member* 11.7 12.6 _
'1'9

2.0

WOrkphop Leader 54 15.9 12.2 2.0 2.0

(others, not included)
o
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DISCUSSION'

The collective findings which portray the nature of OSME as a
system were impressive. They provided convincing evidence that
NSF funding of phis Project did result' in a "systems *approach"
to improving mathematics education on a statewide ba'sis. More-
over, in light of certain quality indicators,Phich:the litera-
ture associates with stfuctural and operational effectiveness,
the findings revealed OSME was a very strong system. These
results are 'discussed below as they relate to the various sys-
tem properties.

Philosophy

One of OSME's strongest characteristics was its commitment-o-a
philosophical mode of operation throughout the Project. TrOr4
its inception, OSME, as A system, had a 'philosophical sense'of
identity which stressed personal contact, hunenism,grass roots
problem-solving, and minimum bureauratic red tape. OSME's cen-
tral staff consistently exemplified this philosophy at all
levels of the projects operations (granting procedures, monitor-

'ing proceduies, etc.) The result was ;;a recognizable management
philosophy which guided the actions Of system members and which
indiNiduals4i Oregon associated with the Project--an important
aswect otsyitemness.

PerliapS t salient features of the OSME philosophy were
its openn s d flexibility. The literature indicates that
these fea res tend to make temporary systems which are in-.
volved in changaproce;s more effective. However, it must
be noted t!iat systelifs involve complex interactions which may
require varying levels of flexibility and openness. Thus,''as
will be discussed later, the system's flexible oV.enWion had
a positive influence on some operations, e.g., locallIroblem
identification and granting procedures, but was less'eTfective
foroothers, e.g., monitoring.

Goals

The literature on change suggests thot inappropriate, ambiguous
and diffuse, goals tend to diminish effectiveness and impede
change. OSME goals, however, could never-be described as in-
appropriate, ambiguous or diffuse. On the contrary,, the' goals
were rooted in need statements and recommendations developed by

9 4,
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a broad,sp trut of Oregon' educators, thus they were appropri-
°

ate. 'lit addition, system members clearly understood the
tents of the goals 'and correctlydperceived OSME as a service
oriented Project. More import4114y, the goals that were
eu0hasized by OSME were also t which were personally valued
by systet membeks. These findings'all tend topoint to,cohen-
siveness,.an attribute Whichis associated, with a healthy system.

An interesting finding that merits comment is the apparent in-
consruency of system members! emphasis on the goal related to
the improvement of student cognitive skills and OSME's lack of
emphasis on this goal. While this might be construed as a.
serious discrepancy by some, the writers feel that this is :a
common phenomenon., It is often the case that large scale del-
ivery systems which have teachers as their primary target
group do not emphasize student outcomes as a direct'otitput.cif
their efforts. Users of these delivery systems, however, such
as teachers and administrators who are faced with student
accountability issues on a daily basis are more likely to keep
in mind the vestion of student impact. Since Project training
activities consistently emphasized certain-types of instruction-
al approaches for students, there yas strong reason for system
members to feel that the 'improvement, of student performance
was an OSME goal.

The findings;alsb revealed'positive responses regarding system
members' perceptions of goal'attaipment,.). Thus on a system
level, positive aetitudps were operating about'OSME's perfor-
mance related to goal achievement. .Considering the fact that
the system members consisted of close to 200, of. the leading
mathematics educators-in the state, one can conclude that the

.W.system was'vied in Oregon aka effective, and accep-
table mechanisth for improving'mathethatics education.

Structure

°.
,

In reviewing the findings related to the OSME structure, Alk is..
clear that the :system Wa.Sreasonably well integrAted fromlboth.
an agency. as well as syStem memberperspective, .that the system
was. flexible and:openY.and that the core starff possessed per-
,sonality traits which are associated with'good leadership.

11



`System Integration

The relationshlp of ECC, OMSI, .5nd OSME, the relationghip of
external agencies with internal structurep and the affiliation
of system members' with structural parts .can be considered
positive dimensions of OSME functioning. On the other hand, .

'however, the relationship between ,OSME and OMEC and_between TR
and OSME can be'considered somewhat negative dimensions of the
system structure.

ECC, OMSI; and OSME. The roles played by ECC,.0MSI,- and OSME
with respect to -fiscal administration were very well integrated
with the system. Atthe.Project outset, the need for an estab-
lishedfiscal agency to administer Project funds was a major
consideration which influenced system structure. ECC provided
an existing structural mechanism.which could function as the
grant recipient in the state. OMSI was selected as the active
fiscal agent. In retrospect, the choice of OMSI had .a positive
effect on structural relationships associated with fiscal,
policies and procedures. This respected independent agency
provided fiscal accountability as well as flexibility and
neutrality in the disbursement of Project funds. OSME thus
recognized and avoided some of the drawbacks that might have
occurred if fiscal administration had been associated with
°agencies such as the State .Department of Education or a univer-
sity,. The writers consider the implications of OSME fiscal
arrangements important for qujtionsiof future replicabilitY.

Integration of External A:encies with Intern- Com onents!' The
resu is in icate t. at t e scope o 0 ME integration wit
agencies outside of its internal structure was extensive. Link-
ages were established with almost every agency in the state that
'played some role in mathematics education. Moreover, the
linkages influenced how the. agencies functioned relative to 4
mathematics education. For example, at the State Department,
Level, the Math Specialist was able to broaden his'role with
school districts in thebstate as a result of the cadre of math-
ematics leaders, created7through the Project. Professional or-
ganizations su'h as OCTM, OCCE, and TOTOM grew and flourished as
as result of th 'r association with OSME. Finally, all major.'
colldges and iversities became involved in Project act.ivitres,
and many modi idd their preservice and inservice programs for
teachers as rfesult of this involvement. Thus, it can bel
concluded th t OSME was sAacturally integrated with major
agencies andlinstitutions associated with mathematics education
in the state This level of integration is significant. It
reflects a broad representation, suggests a Iligh level of system
credibility, and dembnstrates the.potentiarvfor the continuance



of Project-rAated activities after the termination Qf funding.
System Member -Int&rration with StructUrAl Parts. Anotherfinding which merits discussion relates to the degree of-system.member integration with various agencies/instittitions in thesystem. As the data revealed, close to, SO percent of allsystem members; indicated an association with seven of the eightagencies/institutions which were linked to the 'Project system(exclusive of colleges and universitiOS). Moreover, over 80percent indicated an association with tOMEC, OCTM, and the StateDepartment of Education, the9three. maj4dr agencies through whichL. program:Improvement on a statewide basis -couldhave taken placeover the past five*years.

JThe integration of individuals indicates* a high levelof systemcohesivgness. Thus, not only ..did ,OSME achieve integrationamong the .internal and extternal-structural parts, Ink ,alSoamong individuals' interacting with 'the structural .parts.
OMEC and OSME., The data revealed that while at the ,outset ofthe Project, the functions of OMEC as the governingipolicy-
making ,body were well integrated with the,;functions rof 'OSMEas the agency which carried out policies and procedures, as theProject progre'ssed, OMEC's role became increasingly diffused:

.Essentially, OMEC',s ',role changed from one of ,involved dPcision-making to one of concurrence. It should- be, noted, however, thatthis type of shift is not unusual in a temporary system where
balance of power is a phenomenon that islhighly sensitive to l . itsituational constraints and personality factors.

4'
OSME's growth of power was Influenced by the fait that OMEC_mem-'.bers had other full time jobt and could not devote extensivepersonal time to reviewing Project proposals. An adage tellsus that knowledge is pdwer, and OMEC was 19,ependent upon, therecommendations and judgments of. OSME staff who 'had, become mostfamiliar with the local Projects seeking, 'nding approval.
In addition, both OMEC and OSME, members -4 demeTgeoUfrom a tra-dition of .strong relationships among mathematics educators inthe state.- They were colleagues ,and friends, andihe syetembrought .them together with a rellewed sense of prpp,ose. OMEC

. thus-operated on the basis of trust' aidireSpecV -Jr the cbuipe--;tence of the OSME staff. -It isotherefore not surprising thatOSME`'s. decision,- making power could gradually increase withlittle initial reaction from OMEC. ,*,
The strong,,leadership, style of-the'System Director, Gene Maier:,also'ilielped to 'shift the bglance of power to the operational,r



(OSME) rather than t ,poiliey (OMEC) leVel of management struc-'ture. Ultimately, p ligy was fonulated at the operational,
level'. It should be noted that Vhe influence of th'e Directorwas a functional ece df .decision-Making in OSME. In temp-
orarY systems where' thtre ,is,a, tendency toward egalitarianviews, a single person's influence can be substantial.
that influence creates a clear proven str:ucture, producti've
work does not occur.

Unfortunately, °MC's 'gradual' detachment froth what was per
ceived as xeal decisionrniaking powdr.resulted in, dissatisfac-
tion among some members of the mathematics, Community, in Oregon'
regarding the 'future of system-type' activities in the state:'.
Some feel that OMEC should continue 'to function as a represen-
tative policy-making body to, guide the extension' of systemrelated' strategies . Therefore, these' members do not support
the Math Learning 'Center 'recently formed non-profit ,or-
ganiation created throttgh.OSME staff efforts as a potential
vehicle for ,c6nt+inuing some system activities after the -termin-
ation of NS y funding. Thug,. the breakdown of system integration
between- OleiC and OSME: could jiave a?"q.egative influence on future
program improvement efforts in,rnathematics education'.

illegarding this aspect of system integration, the writers "feel
4 that system planners who hope to operate '-on personalized,
Thflexible basis, should not .nate the value..of some forinalized

mechaniipms of chedks and balances. These keep the parts.of a
system In harmony,. FormaliZed processres which provide for rec-ognized transfers pf authority can contribute to the structural
integration lof even the most informal system*.

dt?
TR and ;OSME. Feedback is. an important ingredient of a viableThis function is most often carried out by an evaluationiunit, and should be integrated with the various levels of decision-making: that are needed to manage the sfystetn effectiyely. Avariety of findings clearly indicated that the sYstem's evaluation
component:becarge less integrated into the mainstream' of the*- system as 'Project activitiies 15rogressed.
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The relationship between TR and OSME was not unique. Communica'-.
and , T *tion gaps between evaluators ano Project start are,common

project evaluations. Yet, 'the relationship is: 'illustrative df, .

how eValuatioh ,efforts los% focus-, the dialogue concerningevaluation intents ambiguous,.

In summary, the ,lack of a well defined'evaluation plan, as.4 ,welk.
as , he lack '.of clear mandates from NSF or:OSME1:41regarding: .041-

c
i .uat n, set the stage for weak system inte:iraitibn .with ;,.t

-eval tiwn agency; illtimately, 'this . reduced the intern ...-., eed-,,
back rhechanitm to more.of a reporting f'unction than a, dgdisi'ot, %

. making function which could bring abolat correcti've c,harige irr:,
the system. .. . t.

Structural Openness

Reference ha's beenmade throughaut this, report to.t,he, klexible.
and open nature of . OSME and the fact that the literature uto.

associates these qualitie,S with system effectiveness .1: -..1..n. trms*, .
of structure, the fimdings- -also sUggested. that IOSMg-,waS (Vet '5'acid 'flexible. :. q , 7....,' ± 4 . ' . * ..'Ai:' a. .

.
'; 17:,' i 4...-e7 ' ..') One asRect of .oiiennes :relates to the toles of agencies aiitt -,instit1itions. The data shbwed that within ORE,' stiCh roles

/
teip not rigidly defined, ,,rather, they, emanated frot:t1-tr...nai'life
na:'1evel of part.icipation that the agencies/institutib?Lls choe.

The open evolving quality °alio:We'd ,agencLes7institUtions to grow .-
-and change ,w,ithin themselves as 'a --;result of participation in ;,,

ok the Project. For example,' reyisiobs..were made' in th reservice
programs of certain .major,colleges's,and universittes 66.'1:Ise of ;''
Project involvement, - Also, the Tie of the Math Spec at i
the State Department'; of Education was affected :positi ,;.. li -

-... $ .
the Project .

, ,

A second aspect of truct-Ural:tfRenness relates.to 'the. tb.les of
individuals within, OSME.....th8 itOta revealed 'tha't. ,the Project',
allowed sySteM. members: to ?irow a Way.,that was congruent.
their profeS s needseank int..tvests Specifically,:
"iduars frbt dif,fer.eo.,,ochicationa".1. backgrounds .and professional
roles expressed.,-rsatio;EactiOn with project activiti,e4s.



Leadership Qualities 4

-- In viewing a.system such as OSME, one must raise the question

"of. whether the system could work without the particular indiv-

iduals who were responsible for leading the.Project. The focus,

however, should not be on the individuals themselves, but on the

qualities they represent. The literature-infotms us that sys-,,

tems which are concerned with innovation and change operate more

effectively if leaders are perceived'as competent, self-directed,

trustworthy, open, and sensitive to the needs and interests of

others. These qualities certainly characterized the OSME Direc-

tor as well as the central staff, and OSME-must be judged effec-

tively in this respect. The implications for future system

planners is that these leadership qualities may be necessary for

success.

1Approach to Mathematics Education.

t-

4

While OSME was cienceptualized as a comprehensive statewide

systems approach,! at the activity level, the 0.sults showed that

it was. not open td: 11 learning alternatives. Specifically,' the

Project's delivery s

activity-based'prob -solving approach to mathematics education
11 stem. was strongly tied to a developmental

to the exclusion of other approaches. While this orientation

provided a clear focus for integrating a great range of Project-

sponsored activities, it also provided.implicit standards, for the

selection and rejection of individual projects.

It is not the purpose of this evaluation to make judgmentS about

the parti.cular approach to mathematics education which was pro-

pagated by the, Project. There are many mathematic'S educators

who would applaud this orientation, and'. there are others who

would take issue with'it. However, it must be noted that the

Project's ties to a particular approach exerted a positiATe influ-

ence for the most part. , 4

On the positive side, OSME's
.
commitMent to the developmental

approach provided-a common language-and a common educational

perspective for syscem,participants. This 'establiShed a strong

thrust for improving Mathematics education': in Oregon based upon

a unified view of how children learn. The evaluation findings

provided evidence that this approach was consfStently articula-

ted thrbugh Project punications as,weB1 asAhrough the devdibp- .

mental nature, of teacher trainiftg ctiyitieL
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The central Projectstaff was 'committed to tithe conceptual ap-
proach and was able on a personal basis to communicate this
orientation to the field. Moreovqr, the mathematics "leaders"
who emerged as a result of participation in Project activities
also carried the message to school districts throughout the
State. Whether one examines the basis of preservice or inser-

c\N
Ivice courses offered through colleges, regional workshops of-
fered for local school districts, resource centers established
at the college or local level, or classroom demonstrations by
circuit-riding math specialists, one finds the same theoretical
foundation.' Even activities offered through the computer com-
ponent reflected an experimental problem-solving emphasis.
However,, it must be recognized that the approach was not transc
lated into a K-12 developmental sequence. Nor.did the Project
emphasize the establishment of evaluation procedures at the
local level to test, the efficiency of this approach in actual
classroom situations. r°

08ME's commitment to a single orientation did limit
.

participg-
tion in the system in t1at it influenced the acceptance or re-
.jection'of proposals. Moreover, in terms of replicability in
another state, commitment to a single educational approach'which
stands untested in terms of its efficacy for widely varying.stu7
dent populations might represent an unacceptable mechanism of
reform.

Activities

Organization and Scope

With respect to activity organization. OSME funded programs in
five general areas': Elementary, Secondary and College Curricula,
Computer Science, Leadtership, And Communications, Of these;'pro-
lects focused at the ,(including leadership) eletentary.level
received the greatest concentration of resources and appear to,
have had the greatest involveffient from the' mathematics community
in the state.

iThe component structure provided a relevant basis for organi-
zing projects, butfor the Leadership Component particularly,
the organizational scheme was not so clear. Leadership projects

,vere not easily distinguishable from the projects within the
Elementary, Secondary, and Computer Science Components' which
emphasized the development of leaders. Also, the Circuit Rider
Projects of the Leadership Component- could easily have been sub-
sumed undgr the Elementary Component. Thus, in terms of expor-
tability,'the Leadership Component may be an overlapping and
unnecessary element in the component structure.

9 .,
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*Component project activities were consistent with the Projec Ar

overall goals as Oell as component sub-goals. In terms of j

specific component project activities, several observations Can

be made. The Project staff attempted to optimize both breadth

and depth in its training and developmental efforts. Its ex-

,tensive program of workshops and inservice courses produced

a large number of teachers with exposure to the OSME philosophy

anditsaSsociated math learning constructs.

Specifically, the Project directly reached 61 percent of Oregonl,st,

elementary teachers and 71 percent of the State's secondary

mathematics teachers. The indirect falloufrom this population

may also have influenced' an other. teachers in the State. At

the same time, OSME prov. ncentrated leadership opportun-

ities for individuals who'displayed leadership potential. One

of the long term outcomes of the project may well be the informal

opinion leadership which this group can generate in the\state.,

,

Satisfaction

System members felt very pogitive about their participation

in Project activitieli Their responses indicated that they

felt the activities met their expectations, were relevant to

their needs, were applicable to their professional work situa-

tions, and had led to expanded communication with other profes-

sionals. These responses confirmed the _results of the
Stufflebeam/Bunda survey related to the same scale items.

Procedures

At the procedural level, OSME was characterized by a problem-

solving perspective rather than an RD&D perspective. As a -

result of thLs orientation, OSME stressed Self-help, and sought

to establish'a climate that was conducive to the sharing of

ideas. In light of this perspective, a number of observationt

can be made related to local problem identification, granting

procedures, and monitoring proceAures.

. . ,

Local Problem Identification

It was evident from 'the findings that the strategies that the

OSME staff used in identifying problems were consistent with the

operational philosophy which stressed informality, cooperative-

ness, and a "grass roots" approach':\ These strategies,'as

indicated neviously, were both proactive and reactive, and

seem commendable from several respects.
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In terms of the proactive stance, by traveling extensively

throughout the stage and discussing mathematics education with

teachers, administrators, and the like, the OSME staff was ,able

to reach many.distrftts and teachers who normally might not have

taken advantage-YOf the ProjeOt. Particularly in the, outlying

districts, where One room school houses are the norm rather than

the exception, it is unlikely that a formalized non-personal

process of pioblem identification would have r ulted in similar

coverage. Even in the more geographically a e areas,

the proactive process seemed to broaden the f project

funding

Related to the reactive strategy of vesting oblem iden-

tification in individual teachers, 'OSME was a et "grass

roots" problems directly addressed by those who o deal with

the problems.. Moreover, the reliance on indivi nput from

teachers seemed to function as an informal rewar tem by

acknowledging _the "professional judgment" of teachers.

While the personalized grass-roots nature of iemprobt dentifica-

tion appears to have broadened district 'and tea participa-.

tion, certain issues have to be raised when cons ring,

exportability. A proactive needs sensing state equires a

staff which 'is not only well versed in specific content areas,

but also skilled in commpnication and problem, solving techniques.

The OSME staff fortunately possessed these skills. The success-

ful implementation of the problem identification strategy in

other states would require similar levels of competence and

commitment.

With respect to the reactive strategy, the nature of the OSME

Project limited "needs" to the content area of mathematics.

Within this single. content scope, /an informal needs assessment

by teachers or administrators wa probably as accurate as a

formalized process,

Granting Procedures

OSME granting procedures were uncomplicated and Were designed to
be responsive to participants in the system. The pre-proposal
discussion of ideas coupled with the short written "proposal"
Minimized the amount of red-tape in the funding process and re-
sulted in a quick turnaround time between submission and

funding.

Moreover, the process encouraged an equitable distribution of
monies since districts which lacked personnel with proposal
writing skills could zipply for and subsequently. receive funds.

While on the surface the procedures seemed very informal, there

were implicit criteria Which ensured a congruency between local

project activities and OSME concerns.

'10
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The staff was also fairly insistent that ideas be approved only
if they had local district support. In some cases lat,a1 fun s ,

were used in conjunction with OSME funds at the start of pro ects.
More importantly, in certain'instances, local funds have
maintained projects after the termination of OSME funding. Un-

fortunately, it was not possible to determine precise figures
concerning the number of local projects assimilated into district
programs due to the lack'oof records on these projects and the
costliness of contacting all of the projects to obtain documen-,

tation data at this time.

Related to the issue of exportability, an informal and person-
alized granting process requires that system participants' as
well as the prime funding agency have confidence In the integrity
of the decisipn process, In this ease, confidence in the
granting recommendations made by the OSME central staff was

essential, There were times when members of the advisory group
(OMECY questioned certain granting decisions; but, foi-the, most
part, confrontations we're rare because individuals "had a sense
of trust about the staff". Given another setting with differ-
ent personality types, it is not so clear that the results
would be the same. Howevr, it must be stressed that in exam-
ining the advantages of the process in light of possible disad-
vantages, it would appear that the granting process was indeed ,

effective and could be exported. ,

Monitoring Procedures

Key elements in the flow of Project management are the monitoring.
procedures which provide for documentation, accountability,

and an accurate assessment of impact. Mention has already been
made regarding the lack of integration between the Project
and its evaluation component. Related to this, the monitoring
procedures implemented by the Proje t staff were inadequate.

While a personalized informal appr ach may be an effective
strategy with respect to focal problem identification and grant-
ing procedures, it did create monitoring and evaluation 'problems.
Accountability may not have loomed as a problem in the internal'
operation of a Project with strong leadtralip. , However, the
non-existence of individual project recordS and local impace data
impedes a true assessment af OSME's accomplishmentS. There is
much that will never be known about projects that were implementedl,
at the local level, and it is the type of data that is much too
costly to gather on a retrospective basis. In addition to this;
the individuals who served as project leader's at the lodal level
never acquired the monitoring skills that might have helped them
assess their own efforts nor did th*y benefit from evaluative
findings that might have enhanced their programs.

iO4;
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, .

Rewards and Sanctions

Systems managers usually recognize the need to build .'a mechanism
of rewards and sanctions for system members in. order to- motivate
participation. Thelfindings indicated,that'OSNE operated on the
principle that rewards are More motivating than sanctions.
These rewards cOnsigted of grants, professional recognition, and
opportunities to fOction asfeaders. The absence. of sanctions
within the SyStem was consistent with operational' procedUres
which valued people acknowledged their ideas, and encouraged
,their growth. This is'also consistent with, researchfindings
which emphasize th importance of positive reinercements" as
motivational fact s in systems or organizations... The writers.
thus conclude that OSME made, provisions for a rewards ,structure
that was poWerful in providing incentives for educators. to be
come involved in system activities.. !,r*

Communication and Systemness..'

Communication is one of the most IMportane dimensions of a :N..
,

system's properties and is a critical aspect of evaluating the
extent to which a systent actually exists . OSNE etripllaSized pemr-,

sonalized communication modes%:'a 'finding which' was consistent
P .

with the philosophical orientation.of*,the system, and another"

indication of cohesiveness. Most imprOsive, however,was,the'
remarkable level of communication that existed i among .system'
members. Communication channels developed amonvindl.viduals
who normally might have been separated by. their professional
roles, i.e., university professoal'and local school district
'personnel. The'data also indicated that not-only did these in-'
dividuals communicate at a high' rate about OSME educational
.approaches and operaVion4 procedures, but there was substantial'
spill over into other prdfessional topics. Thus, collaborative
information sharing which cut across professional roles end was .

inclusive of a variety of professional topics was an impyrtant
and positive 'characteristic of OSME. Moreover, commulia4cation
among a central core of individuals who funcioned.asItnformal.
opinion leadersin the system was especially strong. , This
finding is pertinent in that these communication links may have

'4

long lasting effects upon future interactions among leading.
mathematics educators in the State. ,In canclusion, the findings
,ielated to communication in OSME particularly substantiate 'the.
athieVement of a dynamic systems approach to improving mathe-
,matics education in the State of Oregon.

,

4,
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. SECTION II

IMPAck ON TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

COLLECTION1*.,A COLLECTION ACTIVITIES
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A

DATA COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

e
Two major data collection activities were

conducted to asSess',thedpmPac6rof OSME:

Teacher, Survey and St,udent-SprVey. These
7k-

activities are descriAo.ed here in terins'of

t
purpose! sample, instrumentation, procer

f

O

dure, and naly,s,is.

d

4.

4

\



Teacher, Survey

Purpose

The Teacher Survey was the primary data source for measuring
OSME's.impact upon teachers. The specific variables assessed
included: a) teacher skills and b) teacher classroom practices.

Sample .

The sampling design for determining impact upon' OSME teachers

-was strongly, and perhaps negatively) influenced by two. factors.

First, the Evaluation Stiff was confronted with the difficulty of

identifying ,a "true" 'control group. OSME had been 'n,existence

air five years, and during that time` was the'subj et of consider-

able discussion within.the Oregon. educational unity. It .

Could not be assumed, therefore; that an uncontaminated control

group was present among Oregon mathematics teachers, particularly

at the grade levels of interest.
I/

Second,-the EvaluatiOn staff was.faced with an inability to tan-

,domly 'sample either istricts or teachers with 'the entire math-

..ematics teaching poloffilation as 'the sample pool. -A key element of

the OSME program:was the identifi6atiOn of mathematics leaders or

"Math enthusiasts" (individuals who enjoyed mathematics and could

-lead future efforts to'improve mathematics,education) as target

for developmental effortg. Using random methods there was a high

probability of failing to incorporate these'individuals in the

subject pool.

Because of these factors, the Evaluation Team made certain sampl-

ing decisions. First, given the random sampling constraint, the

Evaluators asked the. OSME staff to identify 30 districts as "well as

schools within the districts where they perceived the possibility

of impact in elementary-education computer education, and math

for the uninvolved. Their perceptions .of impact were to be based

upon the number of OSME 'exposed teachers in the district and

upon a belief that OSME-type instructional activities were being,

implemented. From the list of 30 districts, the Evaluators selec-

ted nine divided among the three areas of 'impact (elementary edu-

cation, computer and math for the uninvolved). Within each'diS-

trict, impact schcpls were also identified;' "comparison" schools

were then. seleoted on a random basis from schools within the nine

districts which were not identified as "impact" schools by the

OSME staff. Table 17 contains specific information related to

district and school selection. The table shows that 49 different

schools were used in the study, with elementary schools outrtumber-

ing math for the uninvolved and computer.



TABLE .17

DISTRICTS. AND SCHOOLS USED TO MEASURE IMPACT '

OF ELEMENTARY, MATH FOR THE,UVINVOLVED,

AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS

District
Areas of Program Impact -- Number of Schools
Elementary Math for the Uninvolved Comptiter.

.ParkroSe

.Klamath Falls

. Albany

. Salem

. Medford

. Ashland

. Lebanon

. Eugene

.North Clackatas

TOTAL

6

4.

-6

12, :15

ti

A second decision related to the sampling plan involved the question
Hof a control group. As discussed earlier it could not be, assumed
that identified schools presented an uncontaminated compa'rison group.
Thus, for comparison purposes, the Teacher Survey included a parti-
cipation variable Wbereby respondents could be classified according
to whether or not they had ever participated in an OSME workshop.
The variable was a yes/no response to the question, "Have,you ever
participated in an OSME workshop or inservice course?"

10 :1
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Description of Teacher Sample. All mathematics teachers froim.the
44 schools within the nine districts were administered the survey
(N = 300). Two hundred and niAty-three (293) or 97.6 percent re-
sponded. A categorization of respondents accordiAg to program
component is found in Table 18.

TABLE ig

, RESPONDENTS TO TEACHER SURVEY

CATEGORIZED-ACCORDING TO PROGRAM COMPONENT.

4
Program Component N % of Sample

Elementary 191 65%

Math for the Uninvolved 62 21%

Computer 40 14%

TOTAL 293 100%

The relatively sparse number of math for the uninvolved (MAUN)
respondents and computer respondents reflected the. OSME program
emphasis at the elementary level as well as.the difficulty of
identifying affected teachers for the computer. and math for the
uninvolved areas.'

Impact and Comparison Groups. A classification of'respondents accor-
ding to whether or not they had participated in OSME worRshops is ,

shown in Table 19 for all three-program components.

As noted before, the Participation variableiwas generally..the var-
iable used to. split the teacher sample for comparison purposes..
Fortunately, Table 19 indicates anear even distribution in the
MAUN and computer' groups where the overall N was small.

With respect to the extent of participation, the teachers within
all three components spent an average of 12 days in training.

10



TABLE 19

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS AND NOWA TICIPANTS IN OSME. .

WORKSHOPS, ACCORDING TO FROG COMPONENT
N.

Participation .

Variable
Total N Elementary 'MAUN

Participants

Nonparticipants
...

'Missinga.

.Total

111

167

15

293

(387)

(57 ),

,.( #)'

Jr

63..033%)

IlL

115 (6q%)

, Is (f%)
,

191

30.,(48i)

I. (2Z)

62

TCompnter

aThis refers to in4ividtAls who did not respond to the participation item.

In Development

Several Procedures were Undertaken in the construction of the Teaches

Survey.

First, the Evaluators content t-analfzed a variety of -OSME

documents and transcripts of-onsite interviews to gener-
ate the preicise language for the instrument,.as well as.

to frame questions'in terms relevant-.to OSME program

efforts;

Second a draft version of the Survey was submit- 4

ted to the Evaluatj:on Review P nel,for comments and sug-
gestions; revisions were incor orated through group consensus;

rt

Third, the revAsed instrument as pilot tested with a sAm-

ple of-OSME.teacheis (N----8r to etermine"appropriatenesg
_Of,language and content asIvel. as response time; and,

Finally, the instrumerk as. submitted to the Office of

Management and Budget, for approval; certain changes
were made as a result of OMB suggestions.'

TheapproVed versioq of the Teacher Survey (OMB Approval. # 99-S78006)

consisted of several .scales as. follows:

r
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1. Math Scales -- Two scales were used to evaluate teacher

skills and classroom practices. The scales were' comprised

of 23, five - point. Likert-type items. In Tables.20

21 an appropriate label and explanatioh_are'provided for:.

each of the math scale variables. Table 20 presents the

math scale 'variables related to teacher skills. For' .

these variables, respondents'were asked to rate themselves'

as being: Highly Skilled, Quite Skilled, Somewhat Skilled,

Slightly ;Skilled, or Not at All Skilled. '(

(S,

The'next set'ofitems were designed to measure teacher's

actual application of certain classroom Practices as an

estimated frequency: These items were adapted from items

used in.a Teaching Research Survey (Haladyna, 1975)-

Respondents were asked to indicate whet r they used a

particular technique: Daily, Several Ines a Week, Once

a Week, Less,Than Once a Week, or Ne er. This set of

variables is presented in Table 211

A factor analysis was perfOrMed on the Math Scales using

a principal components analysis with Varimax rotation and

Kaiser Normalization. Fbur factors emerged -- one consis-

ting of computer scales,..a second consisting of teaching

strategies, a third related to learning centers, and the

foUrthsrelated to the use of computers. Appehdix C pre-

sents the factor loading for ,specific variables oh the

Math Scales; in addition,intercorrelatibn matrices for

the variables for each program component are fOuad in

Appendix C.

2 Participation. Scales -- Teachers were classified into

exposure and nonexposure to OSME gtoups based upon their

responses to workshop participation (PARTIC variable).. .

Additieral participation
variables were listed on. the

survey `as binary choices as to Whether or not a, respon-

dent received one or more of the,rewards available 'to

OSME teachers.

3. Other items requested certain descriptive data and infor-'

nation related to association with statewide mathematics.

agencies.

Procedures

'reacher survey data were gathered in April 1978, by a trained on-

site collector. Prior to distributing the Survey in the targeted

school, the Evaluators met with people from each of the nine

school districts to obtain necessary clearances.

1 0
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TABLE 20

TEACHER SKILL VARIABLES

MATHL4B: Teaching Mathematics through a math lab approach. The MathLab.ap-
.

proach.was promoteeby OSME as away of providing students with

direct experiences in manipulatives and problem-solving activities

emphasizing the utility of mathematics in d ily life.

SELFDEV:. Developing self-made mathematics instruction l'materials. Through

inservice_cputse, OSME math leaders emphasiz d;the importance of

feacherdeyeloped instruttional. aids.

PROBSOL: Evaluating students through problem-solving m thOds'. OSME staff
-r-

attempted to train teachers to use probleth solving techniques in

evaluating student behavior.

DIVERSE: Making.use ofa great diversity of mathematics teaching' materials.

OSME staff indicated that variation was.the 'spice' of mathematical

life. They emphasized in theirtraining, the need for teacher's to

use individualized approaches which provided tailored solutions to ,

the needs of particularstudents.,

MATEAD: Identifyihg general or remedial mathematics materials and methods.

This fcaie measures a teacher's perceived ability to find apptopri7

ate materials for motivating the involvement of students- who are

plated,in remedial or general mathematic.kclasses.

'LEARN C: Setting' mathematics learning centers. OSME trained teachers to

establi4R mathematics learning centers which could functiod as both

p resouice'tenter where material were stored, and an instructional

area fOi students.
.

PERSONC:" Individualised Instruction in Mathematics. Based on the analysis

$f OSME, phitheophical and operational objectives, individualizing

instruction was the central prRmise from which all instructional

modalities seemed to stem.

GAMES:' Using models, games, and a variety of manipulatives for eaching

mathematics. This was another key OSME objective. It lated dir-

ectly.to individualizingeturriculum and to the objevi of .provi-

ding students with real-life problem solving opportunItfes.

CALCU: Using electronic calculators as teaching devices. In emphasizing

the importance of the calculator to mathematical training. OSME

.

staff emphasized that real math literacy requires an understanding

of the calculator, its functions and its operational modes. .
'

6

COMPUTER: Making pse of computer applications in mathematics Instruction.

This is ascale Of particular inrerest to the computer oriented

OSME programs.

COMPMAT: Using computer related instructional material. This variable bOth

follows from and extends the previous two. This scale rases the

issue of not only, the applicability of machines to mathematical pro-

blem solving, but the use of computer related materials:

COMEQU: Using computer equipment in the mathematics instructional program.

This scale measures the skill.teachers have in the actual "hands%on"

use of computer hardware in math programs.

BASIC: Using aprogramming language such as BASIC, FORTRAN, or FOCAL. This

scale measures ,teacher skill at training students in software language.

ft/.



TABLE 21

VARIABLES FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICES

NORML: Do .seatwork using commercially-prepared materials such as handouts or

workbooks. This is `a negative item. OSME emphasized-mobillty and

tried to minimize constraint on student learning strategies. The tea-

cher was expected to attend to individual student needs rather than

allgw the-material to do the work of teaching.

PROJECT: Work on prgiects that may take several days to complete and may invol-

ve one or more students. This is a correlate.of both the concept of

self-made instructional materials and using the math lab approach. The

.0SME student was encouraged to take on prgblems which,extended over a

period of time and involVed more than one person.

'MAGAME: Use math games. This measures the frequency with which teachers use

the math "game approach.

CENTERS: Work at learning centers. This variable was designed to measure the

degree to which students work at learning centers.

HMMADE: Use teacher-made instructional materials. This variable is the behav-

ior indicator for SELFDEV.

CALCU2: Us electronic calculators as part of your classwork. This is the be-

hav oral correlate .of teacher skill at introducing calculatots into

the athematics curriculum.

COMREL: Use computer-related materials. This is the behavioral correlate of

the va iables, "COMPUTER," and ,"COMPMAT."

MODELS: Work wit physical models and manipulatives. This is the behavioral

correlat of the variable, "GAMES"-and its assocaited constructs.

COMP:' - Use compu ers." This is the behavioral correlate of the computer var-

iables a patticUlarly, "COMEQU" and "BASIC."

ALONE: Work an independent projects.
"This is the behavioral measure of stu-

dent dependence. It ought to be associated with "PROJECT," "MATFIND,"

and " ERSONL."
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Analysis and,Synthesis

A variety of statistical kocedures were used to analyze the Teacher e
Survey.data Including de§driptive statidtics, chi-square, and t- ,

tests. The latter three, statistics were the principal procedu-ies

used to compare OSME and non-OSME, teachers in order to'answer cer7
taro key queStions related to impact.' (Appendix D contains a I

copy of the Questionnaire,)

PUrpose,

Student-, Survey

The&Student Survey was designed' to assess student attitudes towards
mathematics, student attitudes towards their teachers,, and student

preference for mathematics curriculum.

Sample

Assessment,of OSME effects upon students was limited to the 'elemen;-'

'tary level'. These students were selected frbm intact classrooms.

in the four elementary school districts from which teachers partic-

ipating in the study were selected. A total of 521 fourth. grade

students were administered the survey from 22 separate schools

within the districts. The average school provided 20 stpdents and

the largest provided 38. Table 22 presents a description of the

-student sample for the, four districts. The average age of students

was 9.6 yeaes.

TABLE 22

DISTRICTS AND NUMBERS OF STUDENTS USED TO MEASURE IMPACT:.

District Number of Students

Parkrose 122

Klamath Falls 139

,Eugene 144

0

North Clackamas 103

Missing .13

'3Note: Because of the diffuse nature of the computer programs and math
for the uninvolved programs, it would have been difficult to ideutif1
students directly affected by either program. The difficulty of idell
tification led to a collaborative decision by the.Evaluators and NSF
to only assess program effects at the elementary levels, and in
particular the fourth grade level.
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Classification of Students. Students'were grouped into,one of
three.1eyels .of treatment as follows:

Group 1:
(Non-Osme)

Group 2:
(Low-OSME)

Students.having no teacher in the past two
years ho was regarded as having participated
in OS HE workshops.-

Students who met one df three possible
conditio0i

a: either the most recent teacher,was OSME.
trained and the previous teacher was not
OSME trained; S

. either the' previous teacher. was OSME
trained and the present teacher was not
OSME trained;

c. the present teacher was 'OSME trained and
the student had,transferred into the mea-
sured school or the student provided an 1

unrecognized teacher's° name:

Group 3: Students for whom both this year's teacher

(High-OSME) and last year's teacher were OSME trained.

p

-Originally, the Evaluators intended to classify students by matching

them toAkeachers who had been classified into high and low OSME

groups based upon the scales in the 41.eacher Survey. eUnfortunately,
most teachers did not sign the questionnaire and so defeated this end.

Instead, the OSME math leader for the specific school district class-
ified teachers as either participants or nonparticipants in OSME

workshops. Since students were, requested to provide the names of

current and past teachers on the Student Suivey, it was possible to

match students to teachers. Understandably, using 'the math, leader

to identify teachers poses somedifficulties; howevex,, given the way
OSME functioned, and given themath leaders' certainty-in classifying
the various teachers, it is felt'that the analysis was an appropriate

sort medhanism.

Table 23 provides a categorization of respondents by partitipation

level. As indicated in Column I, 205 students were instructed by
high OSME teachers.and 316 by non-OSME teachers. Ninety-five stu-

dents changed schoolg or gave a teacher naMe that was unrecognizable..
Separate testswere'run on all variables to determine whether or not

the absence of these 95 students affected group means and standard

deviations. Since no differences were obtained the students were
included in the analysis as part of GROUP 2 or 3 'In addition,

tests were run to 'determine whether or not there was a.primacy or .

recency, affect for GROUP -2 students. Again, there was no difference

among students whose present teacher was OSME trained and students

whose past teacher was OSME trained. Thus, these groups aggregated.
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TABLE 23

NUMBER OF STUDENT RESPONDENTS CLASSIFIED

ACCORDING TO TEACHER PARTICIPATION LEVEL
.

5

Column I
77:1- 78 School Year

.: Column II
76 - 77 School Year

High-OSME Teacher 205' 224

Non-OSME Teacher 316 202

.Changed School or 95

Teacher Not Codeable

''TOTAL 512 521

Tall4e 24 provides a classification of treatment group sizes. As

can be seen,.101 students were high-OSME (Group 227 students
were low-OSME (GroUp,2), and 193 students were non-OSME (Group 1).
(Note that it 'was possible for a student with missing data in the
1976-77 school year to be classified non-OSME. If a student pro-
vided a teacher's name or a district which was unrecognizable,
then both their present teacher and their prior teacher were con-
sidered non-OSME ttained. A.separate analysis on these individuals
revealed that they were homogeneous with other non-OSME students.)

TABLE 2'14

A 'CATEGORIZATION OF STUDENTS ACCORDING TO THREE TREATMENT GROUPS

Number

.High -OSME 101

Low-OSME 227

Non-OSME- 193

Total. 521
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Instrument Development

The procedures undertaken in the construction of the Student-ur-

vey were similar to those uti41zed in the development of the

Teacher Survey.. That is, OSME documents and onsite'intesrviews

with teachers were, content analyzed to generate appropriate lan-

guage; the Survey was reviewed by the Evaluation Review Panel and

OSME staff, and, the instrument was Informally pilot tested with a

group of fourth grade children. The approved version of the
Student Survey (OMB Approval #99-S78006), consisted of the'follow-

ing scales:
J

1. Math Scal,es -- The matt' scales were ,used to evaluate udent

attitude towards mathematics and towards their teaChe
The scales consisted Of 10 items in.the form of a sent nce

and a drawing of a "thermometer" adjacent tb each sente ce.
Students were asked to indicate how much they agreed with
each sentence by drawing a line across the thermometer. In-
structions directed theth to place the mark high if they ,

thought the sentence described them'anct low if they,4thought

that the sentence did not describe them.

Items were coded by overlaying an interval graded template

over the thermometer. The scale ranged from zero to ten.

Any mark falling in the "bulb" of the termometer was 'coded

a 'zero. Inter-judge reliabilities were analyzed by compar-

ing the judgment on fifty randomly selected questionnaires.
This produced a pool of 500 judgments, and excepting 14
missing items, only 22 errors were observed. Of the 22

errors, 14 were "Judgment calls" due to an.angular line

across the thermometer. The inter-judge reliability coef-

ficient (Pearson",s r) is equal to .97.

cIt should be noted parenthetically that' this method, orig-

inally developed byMarket Opihion Research Corporation,
proved to be very effective. Nearly all students completed .

° all items. Scale ranges indicated that all values were

utilize& Truncated ranges were found where expected.

Also, no teachers complained that their students were unable

to perform the task. Table 25 prOvides a Label and an

explanation for each of the Math Scale Variables.

2'. Paired Comparisons -- The paired comparison scale Was used

to assess student preference for math curriculum. The scale

consisted of 15 paired items using six subjects:

1. spelling

2. writing

3. reading

4. gym

5. math

6. art
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TABLE 25"

STUDENT SURVEY MATH SCALE VARIABLES

LMATH I like to study my math. .This was a diredt

e operationalization of the liking for math
concept,

f ,

HOMEWRK' I like my math homework TIVA variable = was assumed
to measure studentsr- pr ference for math materials
in a traditionally negative context:

I-

MATHFUN T think math is fun measured the degree to 4wflich
students enjoy 'their math course.

/ .

LTEACH I like my teacher. This item was the simple estima-
tion of students' affiliative impulses with respect
to their teachers.

HELPS My teacher helps me wen I am stuck. This item was
designed to .

measure the extent of teacher interven-
tion in student work.

GRADEHS I need math t get good grades in high school. Given
OSME's orien Ation to the practical importance of math
learnings, t is seemed to be.a reasonable operation-
alization.

MATHJOB I need math to get a good job when'I grow up. This
variable was related to the preceding items. Again,
the use of demonstrations, and practical problem.
solving, should have produced differential understand-
ings of the importance of math to "real life" as a
fuhction of 6SKE conditioning.

PARMATH M parents want me to do well in math. This item,was
designed to tap into the consequence& of student inr
teraction with their parents about mathematics.

MOMDAD I. talk with my Tim and dad about my math class. This
was designed to tap into students' interactions with
their parents.

DLTEST I don't like to come to school when there is a math
test. This variable was supposed to be a negative
item measuring student perceptions of the least liked,
classroom event. In all frankness, this was an un-
fortunate\operationalization. Since OSME emphasized
individuaization in criteria referencing, there is
no reason to expect that OSME students .would like'.
'math tests any more or less than other students, par-
ticularly since the qiiestion refers to a finite set.
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-Students were asked to select the subject they liked most
,,within each- pair.. .Pairs were then coded "checked': or

. "not checked" (1, 0)-." A composite score was constructed

- for each subject bY.41Bding the number l's or the number

times it was chedked. The scale, cherefore, rangdd 4

from 0 to 5for each school aubject.

3, Other Scales. includecrthe'follOv.7ing:

1

a. Occupation'-,-,Students were asked to indicatd their
occupational choice when they grew up.- Occupations-,.

were 'coded for "math content." vAn occupation was-

coded a "1 "' if there was,no ap1parent rdlatidhship
between knowledge of math and the occupation (e.'g.

'stewardess, basketball playdr): wIf there was some
relationship between the occupation and. math (for

example airline-pilot, nurse), the-occupation .was.

was a cleaand- im rtant relationship between the
coded 2. Th0 coded "3" if there

occupation and math (e.g. scientist, math teacher).
Inter-judge reliabilities were calculated on, a

sample of fifty responses. (Inter-judge, r = .74,)

Unfortunately, among fourth graders, there is a
tendency to select glamorous occupations such as

movie star, professional basketball player, and
stewardess,-over more conventional occupations.
Because'of these predilections the data were dif
ficult to interpret and were not included in the-

analyaes.

b Perfo ante "in School -- Finally, students were asked

to indicate how well they usually did in school sub-

'ects and how well they did in mathematics on tlfleir

ast report card. Students respotidedx4o these items

ith either "very well," "about in the'9iddle," or

'poor." These items were seen by the researchers as

a check against a loaded sample consisting largely
' of successful students.

'Procedure
.

Student Survey'datavere gathered in April, 1978:. Data were
lected:in the presence of the students' regular teacher.

Analysis and Synthesis

Data:were analyzed using chi square, analysis of variance, and

rank ordering. (See Appendix E for Survey.)

110L.)
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.EFFECTS ON TEACHERS

Context

Implications for system effects on teachers can be found,through,
out OSME,literature.. Goals and activities clearly suggested the
improvement of teacher skills, and changes in classroom practices

as a result of OSME participation:

41".71'

For elementary teachers, OSME emphasized the use of individua7
lized and highly active learning approachei. Teachers were
trained to incqrporate gimes and manipulatives into their class-
room repertoire, and to relate mathematics exercises to reals
world applications. They were also encouraged to seek out a
broad range of instructional materials, to make their own mater-
ials, and to avoid narrow pedagogical approaches which relied
solely upon textbooks.

The orientation for teachers of the "uninvolved" at the secondary
level was pedagogically similar to whaeOME had stressed at the

elementary level. In this case, highly active indiM.dualized
approaches were related to theneed to motivate "turned off"
students in'general and remedial mathematics.

Finally, an OSME focus on computer literacy inliolved familiariz-
ing teachers with computer languages, and training'them to make
use of computer apOlications, computer-related instructional ma-
terials, and compute equipment in the teaching of mathematics.

In light of 'the emphasis reflected in the teacher training activ-
ities.sporisored by the Project, the following key questions. were
formulated with respect to impact .on teachers:

1 Did teachers who participated in OSME activities
.rate themselves higher in skill areas emphasized
,by the Project than teachers-who did not participate?

2 Didte'achers who participated in OSME, 'activities
implement classroom practices emphasized-by the
Project more frequently than teachers who did not
participate?,

The questionS were atdressed through the math. scales and are pre-
sented separately for the elementary, math for the uninvolved.,

and computer components.

1
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1% Elementary

As noted in the description, of the teacher sample, sixty three're-
spondents indicated that they had participated in OSME/OMEC spon-
sored workshops, and 115 respondents indicated they-had not. Table,
26 provides means forthe skill and classroom practice variables as
well as variablei associated with edudational'level attained, level
of teaching, and years of teaching.

Comparison, of the two groups on level of teaching, years of teach-
ing, and educational level attained revealed"that they'were very'
compatible.' Both samples could be characteri2ed as having attained
the Bachelors Degree +45 leyel of education.. More importantly, the
average teacher in both sauOles had more than ten years of teathing
experience and taught at the third grade level.

In terms of the math scale variables, the differences between the two
groups were slight. (Note: five point Likert-type ratings were used
for the scale items, with "1" being the most positive response; thus,
the lower the mean, the better.) It is important-to point out that
the-mean ratings for most of the scale items were very. low. This
means that both OSME teachers and non-OSME teachers rate themselves
as being skilled in instructional approaches which were valued by
the Project and indicated that they utilized classroom practices em- -

phasized by-OSME. The items, which received higher, mean ratings,
indicating a negative response, were related to coMputer skills and
practices -- areas which were not emphasized at tie. elementary level
and where one would not expect to find high skill' levels among teachers.

/f

Means were statistically compared using t The results are
found in ,Table 27: In .terms of the skirl variables (MATHLAB through
BASIO), 'the data revealed no significant differences with the ex-
ception of the.DIVERSE variable. In this' case, OSME teachers con-
sidered themselves more skilled in using a diversity of materials
then non-OSME teachers. Related to the classrbom practice variables,
no significant differences were found.

The lack of statistically significant
?

results is consistent with
earlier evaluation rindings reported by Teaching Research. As noted
in' the instrumentation discussion of the Teacher Survey, the,class-
rom practice scales were adapted from TR, thus, making 00 above
Twarisorrpossible.

e
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. TABLE 26-

'ELEMENTARY' TEACHER SAMPLE

SIZES AND MEANS FOR SELECTED VARIABLES:

WHOLE SAMPLE,. PARTICIPANTS AND NONPARTICIPANTS

Variable*
Whole Sample
Mean . N

:Participants
Mean

Nonparticipants
Mean N -

Level Taught
Years Teaching
Education Level
MATHLAB
SELFDEV
PROBSOL
DIVERSE
MATFIND
LERNC
PERSONL
GAMES
CALCU
COMPUTER

. COMPMAT
COMEQU
BASIC
NORML
PROJECT/
MAGAME
CENTERS
HMMADE
CALOU2
contif,
MODELS
COMP
ALONE

3.2
12.6
2.1

2.6
2.4
2.5
2.2
2.3
2.8
2.4
2.2
3.9
4-3
4.3

4.4

4.8
2,0
3.7
2.7

3.6.

2.3

4.7
Le.fi

2.8
4.9

3.5

156

189

189

189

189

188

189

187

187

186

189

186

186

188

185,

80

186:

181

187

179
177

184

183,

184

180.

1844

2.9
13.4

1.98

2.5
2.5
2.6

2.0
2.2
2.7

2.3
2.1

3.9

4.3
4.3

4.4
4.6
2.0
3.8.

2.8
3.6
2.3

4.6

4.8
2.8

4.9

3.5

53

61

61

62

63

63

63

63

62

63

63

60
69

62

61

29

62

61

63

61

63

60

60
63

59
62

3.0
11.6
2.11

2.7
2.4

2.5
2.4
2.4
2.8
2.4
2.2
3.9
4.2

4.2
4.3
4.7
1.9
3.7

2.8
3.6

2.2

4.7
4.6

2.9..

4.9

3.4

100
.115

114
114

115

113*

114

113

115
115

111'111111111!

4'7 /

109

113
109

113

1.13

113

111

111

112

1 1
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TABLE .27

ELEMENTARY DATA

t TESTS: PARTICIPANTS BY NONPARTICIPANTS

Variables Participants Nonparticipants
Mean. DF t Value Probability

MATHLAB
SELFDEV
PROBSOL
DIVERSE
MATFIND
LEARNC
PERSONL
GAME6,

CALCU.
COMPUTER
COMPMAT

' COM.EQU

BASIC
NORM
PROJECT
MADAME
CENTERS
HMMADE
CALCU2
COMREL
MODELS

COMP

'ALONE

62 2.5

63 2.5
63 2.6
63 2.0
63 2.2
62 2.7
63 2.3
63 2.1

60 3.9
60 4.3
62 4.3

61 4.4
29 4.6

'62 2.0
61 3.8

63 2.8

61 3.6

63 2.3
60 .6
60 4.8
63 2.8
59 4.9
62 3.5

N Mean. N

114

11V
HI
114
112

113
111

114

115

115

,115

113
47

113

109

113

109

113
113

113

111

111

112,

L

{

2.7 174 -1.03 .30
2.4 '176 , .56 .58
2.5 174 .66 .51

2.4 175 -2.58 .01*
2.4 173 -1.55 512
2.8 173 - .82 .41

2.4 172 - '.53 ..59
2.2 175- - ,98.; .32
3.9 173 - .08

4.2 17.3 . .9634.48
'4.2, 175. .98' :33
4.3 172 :.61 .54
4.7 74 -..80 .42

' 1.8 173 "1.33 .19

3.7 168 .75 '.45

2.8 174 - .11 .91

4.6 168 -..33 .74
2.2 .174 .14 .89

4.7 171' -1.52 ,13

4.6 171 1.31 .19

2.9 172 -. .22 .83

4.9 168 - .01 .99

3.5 172 .18 .86
it

*p ;01
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.

Math for the Uninvolved .

, .

.
a,

Related to this prtgram area,,30 resPondents were OSME participants
and 31 were not. The'eharacteristics of,thse respondents in terms
of educational- level, years of teaching% and' the-skills and class-
TOOM practice variables are found in Table 28, As with the elemen-
tary sample, the two groups were on the descriptive
variables; for both grour, the aVerage educational level wadsthe
Masters Degree and the asterage number of years in teaching was 12.4
for the. OSME group and 13.4 for'the Non:-.OSME ,group...,

(.'
In terms' of the math scale means, the figures for the math for the
uninvolved groups are higher than those for the elementary groups,
indicating lower self ratings for skills and clustoom practices.
Given that secondary .level' instructional approadRes .tend to be
more structured and.less individualized,-this finding is'not

,

surprising.

A t Test. was used to compare the. ineans of the OSME nd Non-OSME
teachers. The findings are shown', in Table "2g.. As with the elemen-
tary findings, the groups did, not differ'signifi,.Cantly for most 'of

. the variables. However, th0 two ins where significant Oif-
ferences did.occur, merit commeft. Iflpectedly, in terms- of the
skill variable concerned with evealuating students through a problem
solving approach (PROBSOL), Non-OSMB4teachtrs expressed higher
confide4ce. On the positiie side, howeve-r-,,etheOSNE.teachers indi-
cated more frequent use-of math games (MAGAMD4 than Non -OSME teachers

,

A
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TABLE 28

MATH FOR THE UNINVOLVED TEACHER SAMPLE

MEANS FOR SELECTED. VARIABLES:

WHOLE SAMPLE, PARTICIPANTSAND NONPARTICIPANTS

,, .. Variable , Whole Sample
Mean N

Participants
. ,Meart.. N

r. .
m0

l Nonparticipants
Mean- ... N.

Level Taught a ...° ,

,
- - -

Years Taught 12.8 62 12.4 Jo :13.4 31

Education Level 2.8 62 . 2.7 30 2.8 31

MATHIAS 2.9. 61 3.2 30 2.8 30

SELFDEV 2.5 '62 2..4 30 2.6 31

PROBSOL 2.7 6,1 3.0 29 2.4 31

DIVERSE -----
,

2.4 r 62 2.5 30 2.3 31

MATFIND ...,
2.2 62 2.1 30 2.3 31

LEARNC 3,.6 61 3.6 30 3.5 30

PERS ONL 2.6 61 2.8 36 2.6 30

GAMES ' 2.8 62 2.8 30 2.8 31

CALCU 3 0. 60 3.3 29 2.8

,'COMPUTER, 3.5 60 3.5 29 ,3.5

COMPMAT . 3.5 61 3.6 29 3..4 31

COMEQU 3.7 62 3.6 30 3:6 30'

BASIC 3.4 51 3.4 26 3.5 25

NORML 2.1 .5r .= 2,, 1 30 2.0 , 28

PROJECT 4.0 62 = 4'0 ,30 4.1 31

MADAME 3.4 59 3.2. , 28 3.7 30

CENTERS 4.7 61 4 -.6 3'0 4.8 30

11MMADE 2.4 60 2.6 30 2.3 29

CALCU2 4.0 59 6.2 29 3.9 29

COMREL. 4.4 61 , 4.4 29 , 4.4 31

MODELS ' 3.8 3.8 27 3.8 30

SCOMP 4.4 62 4.4 30 4.5 31

ALONE 4.1 60 4.0 30 fi . 2 29

aInsuf ficient responses f or ')eelculation
'



TABLE 29

MATH FOR THE UNINVOLVED

t TESTS: PARTICIPANTS BY NONPARTICIPANTS

Participaits Nonparticipants

Variables N Mean N Mean DF Value Probability

q 4

MATHLAB 30 3:2 30 2.8 58 1.48 .14

SELFDEV 30 2.4 31 2.6 ,59 .63 .53

PROBSOL 29 3.0 31 2.4 58 2.50 .01**

DIVERSE 30 2.5 31 2.3 59 .60 .55

MATFIND .30 2.1 31 2.3 59 .75 .46

LEARNC 30 3.6 30 3.5 58 .27 .78

PERSONL 30 2.8 30 2.6, 58 .66 .51

GAMES 30 2.8 .31 2.8 59 .29 .77-

CALCU' 29 3.3 30 2.8 57 1.66 .10-.

COMPUTER 29 3.5 0 3.5 57 .19 .85

COMPMAT 29 3.6 31 3.4 58 .96 .34

COMEQU, 30 3.6 30 3.6 58 0.00 1.00

BASIC 26 3.4 25 3.5 49 - .25 .80

NORM 30 2.1 28 2.0 56 .34 .74

PROJECT . 30 3.9 31 4.1 59 .77 .45

,MAGAME 28 3.2,.. 30 3.6 56 - 2.38 .02*

-CENTERS . 30 4.6 ' 30 4.8 58 - 1.47 .15 ,

HMMADE 30 2.6 29 2.3 57 .95 .35

. CALCU2 ".29 4..2 29 .39 5.6 1.15 .26

COMPREL 129 4.4 31 4.4 58 .27 .69

MODELS 27 3.B 30 3.8 55 .40 .67

.COMP 30 4.4 31 4.5 59 - .48. .63

ALONE 30 4.0, 29 4.2 57 .83 .41

1

*pst .05
**p <z.01
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Computer

The computer sample consisted of 39 spOndents, of whom 18 were

OSME teachers and 21 were Non-OSME teachers. escriptive data

related to years of teaching and levels 'of education, found in

Table 30 reveal that the groups were Comparable. 4The average

level of education for both groups exceeded the Masters Degree

level, and the average number of teaching years was 15 for the

OSME group and 12 for Non-OSME teachers.

'TABLE 30.

COMPUTER TEACHER SAMPLE

MEANS FOR SELECTED VARIABLES:

WHOLE SAMPLE, PARTICIPANTS AND NONPARTICIPANTS

Variable

Whole.Sample ParticipantF' Nonparticipants

Mean N Mean N Mean N

Level Taught
a - -, -

Years Teaching 13.6 40 15.1 18 12.0 21,

Education Level 3.1 40 3.2 16' ,3.4 19

MATHLAB 2.8 39 2.7 18 2.9 21

SELETEV 2.5 39 18
0

2.5 21

PROBSOL 2.3 39- , 2.1 18 2.5 21

DIVERSE 2.3 39 2.1 18 2.5 21

MATFIND 2.4 39 2.4 18 2.3 21

LEARNC 3.3 39 3.3 18 2.2 21

PERSONL 2.7 38 2.8 17 2.6 21

GAMES 2.5 39 - 2.2 18 2.8 21

CALCU 2.6 39' 2.3 18 2.9 21

.COMPUTER 3:2 39 2.8 18 3.5 21

COMPMAT 3.3 39 2.9 18 3.7 21

COMEQU 3.2 39 2.9. 18 3.4 21

BASIC 2.7 24 2.2 12 3.0 12

NORML 2.5 37 2.7 17 2.2 20

PROJECT 3.9 39 3.8 18 3.9 21

MAGAME
,.

3.6 39 3.6 18 -3.6 21'

CENTERS 4.6 39 4.3. 18 4.8 21

HMMADE 2.2 39 4.3 18 4.8 21

CALCU2 3.6 .38 3.1 17 3.9 21

COMREL 4.0 39 3.7 18 4.3 21

MODELS 3.5 39 3.0 18 3.9 21

COMP 4.0, 38 3.7 18 4.2 20

ALONE '3.8 38 3.5 17 3.9 21

alnsufficient response rate. for calculation

1%! )
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With respect to the math scales, there were five skill variables
and three classroom practice variables that were of particular
interest for determining impact with the 'computer sample. The
five skill variables were: ,1) using electronic calculators as
devices for teaching mathematics skills (CALCU); 2) making use
of computer applications in mathematics instruction (COMPUTER);
3) using computer-related instructional materials (COMPMAT);
4) using computer equipment in the mathematics instructional
program (COMEQU). and 5) using a programming language'such as
BASIC or FOCAL (BASIC). The three classroom practice variables
related to the actual use of electronic calculators (CALCU2),
Computer-related materials (COMREL) and computers (COMP) in the
classroom.

In general, the lower.means found in Table 30 for the OSME tea-
chers indicate'that they were more likely to see themselves as
skilled and to use computer- related classroom practices more
frequently than the. Non-OSME teachers.

Table 31 presents t test results for the math scale means. The
data indicates thaE in almost every instance the direction of
the t fairored the 'OSME group. Moreolier, in three instances the
difarences were statistically significant (CALCU, CALCU2, and
MODELS). As noted-above, CALCU and.CALCU2 were two variables
of interest to the computer component, the Cs approached
significance.

12,2
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TABLE 31

COMPUTER DATA

t TESTS: PARTICIPANTS BY NONPARTICIPANTS

I

Variables Participants
N Mean

Nonparticipants
N Mean -

'DF t Value - Probability
-

.

MATHLAB 18 2.7 21' 2.9 37 - .76 .45

SELFDEV 18 2.4 .21 2.5 .37 -..40 .69

PROBSOL 18 2.0 21 2.5 37 - .19 -.07

DIVERSE 18 2.0 21 25. 37 -1.56
'

.13

MATFIND r 18 2.4 21 2.3 37 .42 .68

LEARNC 18 3.3 21 3.3 37 - .02 .98

PERSON', 17 2.8 21 2.6 36 .45 .66

GAMES' 18 2.2 21 2.8 37 -2.05 .04*

CALCU 18 2.3 21 '2.9 37. -1.82 .08

COMPUTER 18 . 2.8 21 3.5 37 -1.4 , .15

COMPMAT 18 2.9 21 3.7 37 1-1.8 .08

COMEQU 18 2.9 21 3.4 37 -1.0 .32

BASIC 12 2.2 12 1 22 -1.5 .14

NORML 17 2.7 20 2.2 35 1.12 .27,

PROJECT 18 3.8 '21 3.9 37 - .74 .46

MAGAME 18. 3.6 21 -3.7 37 -".06 .95

CENTERS . 18. 4.3 21 4.8 38 -1.74 .09

HMMADE 18 2.2 21 2.8 38 - .21 .83

CALCU2 17 3.1 y 21 3:9 36 -2.08., .04*

COMREL 18 3.7 21 4.3 37 -1.78 .08

MODELS 18 3.0 21 3.9 37 -2.30 .03*

COMP 18 3.6 20 4.3 '36 -1.42 .16

ALONE 17 3.5 , 21 3.8 36 -1.12 .27

Icp < .05



EFFECTS. ON 'STUDENTS.

Context

cj

A final aspect of the research design called for an analysis of
the effect of OSME programming on students. Initially; the study
was to .examine student impact in three Project component areas: ele-
mentary, math for the .unirvolved, and computer. However, the
diffuse nature of t e latter two programs would have made it ex-
tremely difficult d costly to construct student samples. There-
fore, the study foc ed oh student effects at the elementary level.

The question of student impact has been a'very elusive construct
in the research agenda of tido valu'ation. The OSME program was
not designed for direct contlitt with students. Rather, the pro-'
ject developed teachers' capacity to lead other teachers, and pro
vided opportunities for classroom teachers to learn about innova
tive approaches which they could use in their classrooms.

As noted throughout this report, the OSME approach stressed devel-
opmental, individualized, activity-based teaching strategies which
were to-be implemented"through the extensive use of manipulatives,
learning centers, math games, and creative problem-solving exer-
cises. At no point did the Project claim that their efforts
would have a direct impact upon student achievement scores. R.e-
erences were made, however, to better classroom interactions be-
tween.teachereand students, and a greater appreciation for math-
ematics on the part' of students.

' 10

In keeping with a systems orientation which directly focused on
changing teachei behaviors, the direct system outputs.must be
thought of as alternative teacher behaviors. The secondary conse-
quences of the alternative behaviors would be higher levels of
appreciation for mathematics learning episodes on the part of stu-
dents who have been instructed by OSME-trained'teachers. Thus, the
assessment of student effects at the elemen ary level focussed on
student attitudes toward` mathematics, stude t attitudes toward
teachers, student perceptions of the relatio ships between mathe-
=tics, and occupational success. The key estiohs
addiessed 'in this assessment were:

1. Are high-OSME students more likely to sele t mathematics- .

as a preferred subject than low-OSME or nonZ ME students?

2.. Are high-OSME students more likely to indicate a liking
for mathenatics than low and non-OSME students?

3. Are .high -OSME students more likely to prefer mathematics
assignments than low and non-OSME-students?

19 '2'411
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4. Are high-OSME students more likely to involve their

parents in their mathematics educatymn than low and

non-OSME students?

5.,Are high-OSME students more likely.to see a higher

relationship between mathematics and life success

than low-or non-OSME students?

These ;questions were addressed through the various $tudent Survey .

scale items which were described previously.

Result's

Are OSME Students More Likely to Select Mathematics as a Preferred

Curriculum than non-OSME Students?

The paired comparison scales-were used to provide data related to

this key question. Table32 presents the mean ranks for the three
comparison' groups (note non-OSME results appear in the first column,

and high-OSME in the third column). As can be seen, the non-OSME

group tended .to give slightly higher ranks for mathematics than

the high=0SME group. The differences, however, were not statistical-

ly significant; moreover,'the overall rank order for the six shb-

ject areas,"as shown in Table 33 were identical. Interestingly,

the' mathematics rank was third, following gym and art, respectively.

Apparently, both OSME and non-OSME students view mathematics as a'

preferred curriculum to reading, spelXing, and writing.' In the

free choice selection of curriculum/ 39 percent of the high-OSME,

and non-OSME students indicated math, and 29 percent of the low-

OSME. students did so.
,

Are High -OSME Students More Likely to.Indicate a Liking for Math Than

Low-OSME and Non-OSME Students?

Information pertaining to this key question was gathered through the

math scales; three scale variables were of interest: LMATH, HOME-

WRK,'and MFUN. The results appear in Table 34, An examination of

the analysis of variance Table (ANOVA) reveals significant F ratios

for the three variables. Post Hoc-tests to determine the locus of

significance however, indicatedthat the observed' differences did

not come from the comparison high-OSME/non-OSA; instead the compar-

'i'sons between the low-OSME students with high-OSME and non-OSME stu-

dents produced significant differences., Thus, again, tt appears as

if Oregon students in general like math, but, there is no difference

between high-OSME and non-OSME students.



TABLE 32

MEAN PAIR SCORE,Sa BY STUDENT GROUPS ON PAIRED, COMPARISONS

Variables Non -OSME Low-OSME. High -OSME

Mathematics 2.82 2.37 2.77

.Spelling 1.25 1.44 1.31

Reading 1.71 1.84 2.07

Writing 1.75 1.63 1.60

Gym 3.53 3.69 3.71

Art 3.70 3.56 3.28

aThe higher the score (rank) the more preferred the subject

TABLE 33

OVERALL'RANKS BY STUDENT GROUPS ON PAIRED COMPARISONS

Variables All Subjects Hon-OSME, Low-OSME High -OSME

e

Mathematics 3\

.Spelfifig
6

Reading 4 4

Writing .5 5 5

G-Srm ,
1 2 1 1

Art 2
+.1

13:1
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TABLE 34

ANOVA OF MATH SCALE VARIABLES

-VARIABLE Non-OSME.
Mean

Low-OSME
Mean

igh-OSME
Mean

TOTAL
Mean

DF F
..RATIO

F
PROB.

L.

MATH 5.8 5.1 6.0. 5.5 519 4.4 0I**

HOMEWORK 4.5 3.6 4.1 4,0 518 3.8 .02*

LTEACH 8.2 7.7 7.5 ) 7.9 '520
L.

4.5 .01**

MFUN 6.4 5.6 6.6 6.1 519 5.6
.

.01**

MATHJOB 7.4 .7.4 . 7.3 7.4 517 .03 .97

PARMATH 8.4 8.3 8.8 8.4 516 3.7 .02*

DLTEST 3.9 1 3.8 4.1 3.9 519 .28 .75.

THELPS 8.1 7.8 7.4 7.8 517 2.8 .06

AMOAD 5.9 , 4.6 5.6 5.3 518 7.9 .01**

MUM 8.2 8.1 8.6 8.2 515 2.1 13

*p < .05

**pcz .01

Are High-OSME Students More Likely to Prefer Math Assignments Than

Low-OSNE and Non-OSNE Students?

Four variables of the math scales related to this key question:
HONEWRK,.MATHFpL,-LTEACH, AND THELPS. As indicated previously,
HOMEWRK AND MAMHFUL did not provide support for a "yes" answer to

the question. That is, high -OSME studentswere not mote likely to
prefer mathematics assignments than non-OSNE students.

In terms of LTEACH and THELPS, Table 34 indicates that both the'non-
OSNE and low7OSNE groups had higher mean scores than the high-OSNE

group. In fact, the difference between high- and non-OSNE 'groups for

LTEACH was statistically significant. Moreover 27 percent of the

high -OSME students rated their teachers below the scale midpoint on
THELPS while only 14 percent of the'non-OSNE students did the same.
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Are. High-OSME Students More Likely to Involve Their Parents in

Their Mathematics Education ThanLow-OSME or Non-OSME.Students?

Two variables onthe _math scales were associated with this key
question: MOMDAD and PAMATH. Table 34 indicates statistically,
significant results for both variables. In terms of MOMDAD, the
locus of significance can be attributed to the lower mean .score
for the low-OSME group; post hoc tests showed no difference'be-
tween high -OSME and non-OSME students. Thus, high-OSME students
were not 'more likely to talk to their parents about math class,
then non-OSME.

Related to PARMATH, high-OSME students did attain statistically
higher scores than either low- or non-OSME students. thus, they:
apparently felt that their parents wanted them to do well in math
more so than the other two groups.

Are High-OSMEStudents More Likely to see a Relationship Between

Mathematics and'Life Success. Than Low- or Non -OSNE Students?

The variables MATHJOB and GRADEHS related to this question. As

shown in Table 34, no differences of any kind were found for
MATHJOB beyond a .slight dfstributional tendency, .In fact, very
few students failed to recognize the important relationship be-

tween math studies and'occupational success. More than 75 percent
of the sample scored, this variable above the scaler midpoint.
GRADHS provided some support for the conceptualization implicit
in the question; post, hoc tests revealed significant differences
between high-OSME and low-OSME students,"and between high-OSME

and non-OSME students. t

In summary, the data indicated no support for the contention that
high-OSME students feel more favorably toward mathematics or their

teachers. The findings are consistent with earlier TR results
using a different type of attitude scale.
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'DISCUSSION

The findings and discussion related to OSME as .a system were,

for the most part, quite positive. However, the bottom line.

for system effectiveness,E6 its impact upon system participahts.
It has already been discussed that in terms of system members,
OSME's influence was apparent. A cadre of leaders wasloriled
who indicated extremely positive feelings about the project and

about OSME's influence upon their activities. But, OSME was

not only concerned with creatingleadership in the state; its
main concern was to impact upon teacher attitudes, skills, and
classroom practices with an underlying implication that students
would be affected as a result.

In considering impact upon' teachers and students, an apkopriate
research,question might have been, "to what extent did teacher
attitudes, skills, and classroom practices change as a result

of the project?" However, the lack of baseline data made this

comparison infeasible. Instead, the research questions probed
in this study focused upon differences between teachers who had
participated in the project and teachers who had not.

The latter design was also fraught with difficulties partidularly
related to the problem of idehtifyinga "control" grolip. The

fact that OSME affected 61 percent of all elementary teachers and
7.2 percent of all secondary mathematics teachers almost guaran-

teed contamination in a statewide study. Therefore, the findings

discussed below must be considered in light of a contamination

effect.

,

Teachers

fn examining OSME's impact upon teachers, the Evaluators were'
primarily interested in determining effects upon skill.areas,

classroom practices, and attitudes.4 , Within the skills area,

it was expected that teachers who had partiCipated in OSME work-
shops ih comparison to teachers who had not would feel more
highly skilled in: '1) teaching through a math labi5oach;



2) develop[mg self-made instructional materials; 3) evaluating .

students through problem solving methods; 4) identifying general

or remedial mathematics materials and methods;5) setting up
learning centers; 6) individualizing instruction-;:P 7). using

'-' games and models,for teaching math; and 8) using electronid cal-
culators, computer applications, computer equipment, computer

language. It was further expected that OSME teacherg in com-
parison to non-OSME teachers would m re frequently use with
students: 1) math games; 2) learnin centers; 3) teTCHPr made
instructionalmaterialg; 4) manipul tives; and 5) calculators,IP
computer .relaeed materials and computers. Also, it wag antic-
ipated that OSME teachers would more frequently involve students
in long-term projects, and less frequently involve them in seat-
work using commercially made materials.

, Findings were presented for elementary, math for the uninvolved

and computer components. As the data revealed there was very
little difference:between OSME elementary and math for theun-
involved teachers and non-OSME teachers on either'thd_s4i1ls or

classroom practice variables. -TPachers involved inIthetomputer

component however, rated.themselves more positivel3r than non-

OSME teachers'- -in some cases tlie differences were significant

and in others, there was definitely a trend toward significance
on skill and use variables related to computers and calculators.

In terms Of the elementary results, it is interesting tb note
that .the mean ratings for OSME teachers'were consistent with
those reported in a 76,-77 TR study with regard to use variables.
However, the TR study also;reported lower (less positive on their,
scaleYmean rafings for uon-OSME teachers, while the current

study indicated similar ratings for the two groups.
'One,possibleexplanation for the discrepancy can be attributed to, the contam-,%

ination effect. in the two years since the TR Aa0tu,,
;:was conducted the nOn-OSE,teachers had a canc.e to "catch up" r'

to OSME teachers in classroom practices, making differences
lbetween.the groups neglible. Whatever the explanation, it is?
signifieant that bath OSME and non-OSME teachers report feeling

,skilled and using:Classroom practices associated with the OSME

approaCh.

t.With regard .tOmath.for the uninimN de 0 p . groups indicate

that they didliot feel highly skilled (in',.gging classroom mitet.'

ials and' methods 'promoted by OSME" and also that th-ey did n'ot'

frequently use such materialsorbeehOds.vith their students .

explaniltion for, this m'ay,l)p,Aha't.the project emphasis

Was nbt as strong at the secondary



In terms of the cOmputer componelnt, the findings were encour-,
aging. In this area OSME seems to have made an impact both in.
terms of skills end classroDM usage. ,

Students

. The- student findings were similer,t0:teaCher X.eSiiltS4nYthk,
all three treatment group's dem6nstrated'positiVeattitudeto
wards mathematics, but, for the most part therewere-rici
ficant differences between high-OSME and non-68ME.Stildent
'Given the possible contamination effect-operating for :eIenietary
teachers, the reAults for students are not supriSing, .1.t:should

, be noted that TR also conduCted a survey of:student attituOes
towards mathethatids and found Similar_scores for both CISMEnd
non-OSAE students.

. ,

.In conclusion,-it is apparent that in OregonlYoth.teachers limP
',students, especially at' the elementary, leveLare favor4b1Y. 2:
deisposed toward mathematics'wheOer.ornot the.teacheXs 'have . 's

been exposed to OSME workshcps.'''.,

bitothe:lack of baseline ,data aficLother cOnfoundinglaris
, :Ls not possible tA;state'cOncluSivelT that .OSME..

fluened these results. however, ,the.histOripal preSpectiVe
prOvided,by:s-review of TR4lialpation*udiesrOlated td,-tea0er
and studerit'dhgn es-indioailenneases,in.innolietye classroom"

epractices over 't e course of the' project. Th.ps lt.iO probable

that OSME,affeC d teacher classroom practices` in Oregon.
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CONCLUSIONS
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Throughout this report, the accomplishments as well as the weaknesses

of the Oregon System in Mathematics Education have been presented.

Judgments have been made and implications have beet'discussed. How-

ever, the ultimate relevance of the study for the National Science

Foundation as well as for other interested parties lies in the con-

c,Ilisions that can be drawn relative to the following major questions,

i. What overall statements can be made about the effpctive-

ness and impact of the Oregon System in Mathematics
Education?

To what extent did NSF funding of OSME-result in a viable
systems model for achieving program improvement on 'a

statewide basis?

3. What are the strengths and what are the weaknesses of

this model?

4. What elements of OSME have' the greatest potential for
transportability, and what are the overall implications

for future systems planning and implementation efforts?

The conclusions presented in this section relative to these major_.

questions reflect the collaborative insights and recommendations of

the Review Panel, of Experts and the Evaluation staff.

t

The Effectiveness and Impact of OSME

Regarding the effectiveness and.impact of OSME, the available data

supports four general'conclus*ns:

^1."" The levek.of,teacher involvement stimulated by Project

activities was remarkably high. -For, example, OSME s

varied component projects reached 'an estimated 61% of

the State's elethentary teachers and an estimat9cY71;

of its secondary teachers. This factor is simifibant
in that one aspect of assessing the effectiveness ,ora
dissemination/training system relates to t44eSpread;and\

.exchange of
dissemination. /training

-- participation is ind1 gpenA0le to

spre'ad and exchange. A cynic might note the paucity of

data documenting the effectiveness of spread and exchange
activities;'but it is clear that the attention of the

target group was gained by the OSME Project.

2. System Members expressed uniformly positive perceptions

of and satisfaction with, OSME. programs and activities.

The evidence revealed: high congruency between system
member's goals and their perception of OSME emphasis..on

goals; congruence between system member's overall ceimmun-
icationjreferences and the mode used most frequently by

OSME; 'concurrence on perceived effective leaderphip by
the 'OSME staff; and expressions of satisfaction about
participation in Project activities. Although positive

affective responses by participants are no guarantee of

change in-behavior'or increased effectiveness,
3



,
.

dissat.sfaction anddnegative perceptions' would be strong
eiddenice that little or no change had occurred. OSME
avoided this outcome at least on a system level basis.

3.
.

Although evidential data on the effects of individual
pro'ects were not gathered systematically throughOut the

Pro ect, there was concrete evidence
f3

that ,change was
of ected Teilthin Oregon educational agencies through par-

ticipation in OSME activities. Furthermore, there was

evidende of institutionalization of some of these . ,

At the SEA level, as a result of involvement w.th OSME,

the role of the Mathematics Specialist changed trout that

of 'a direct consultant to a facilitator and' resource
, L.

linker., Mathematics profesSional organizatitins in Oregon

flourished as a result of support and influence. At the

LEA levelevidence indicated that the twelve elementary
resource ceriteid initiated through OSME funding were
maintained after funding ceased, and the "circuit rider"

programs were continued through local district support in.
,'Oregon's Harney, Lake, and Eugene counties. Higher educa-

tion institutions were also influenced. OSME methods were

pd9pted in the pre-service training programs at 'all of

- the major schools of'education in the state and thest in -

stitutions are maintaining instructional resource centers
that were initiated through OSME funding.

A

. There is no elYldence available to support the contention
of impact by CaME on either,cche classroom behavior of
teachers or the attitude ol!students toward mathematics
except in the area of computer use. Thi conclusion-must
be examined in light of certain factors, however, Viewing
the project in light of process and summative emphases
leads to an interesting counterpoint of findings. Br and

large, formative questions of effectiveness can be answered

in the affirmative, while summative questions of impact on

teachers anestudents must be answered negatively in terms
of the evidence at hand. However, the dearth of summative
impact cannot be interpreted as a totally negative judg-

ment of the Project's efforts in Oregon. Whatever the
reasbins, the blame can be placed broadly. First, the

Oltructure, process, and support for internal evaluation
never 'adequately materialized. Secondly, the need for
external evaluation was. recognized too late for the instal-

lation of designs appiopriate to the nature of the Project.

Thus, as the, PrOjectd.drew to a close, summative evaluation

results were insufficiently powerful, sampling prohlent
interfered\N1,th control group measurement, and analyses

incorporatifig pre-post measurement were infeasible. The

problems that result from thes* 'factors arise seriously;
an the interpretation of finilings. As mentioned in the

report, there is much that can never be determined about

, the Project's impact on teachers and students because of'

the weaknesses in evaluation caused by conditions over

which the Capla study had no control. The possibility for
assessing summative impact was severely impeded by the

lack of rigorous documentation and evaluation procedures
throughout the project.
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Other considerations also come to mind in the interpre-
tation of the summative findings.' There was clear
.agreement in OSME's needs assessment and goal statements
that change in teacher attitude6 and behavior was an
essential outcome of OSME as a Project, and Project efforts
were consistent with those-expectations. That strong
'differences between OSME and non-OSME ,teachers did not
occur, therefore, may be viewed with legitimate disappoint-
ment .

poweverin light, of sampling contamination, it is not
definite that the OSME and non-OSME teacher samples were
substantially different from each other in terms of their
raposure to the OSME Project. As the report pointed out,
rge numbers of Oregon teachers had been reached by OSME

over the course of five operational years. The fact that
some teachers had not participated directly in OSME Proj-
ects does not rule out the strong possibility, over that
length of time, that they would not have been influenced
by the publicity and wide-spread communication surrounding
it. Other influences also.may have operated to weaken
differences between OSME and non-OSME teachers: attendance
at professional society meetings where OSME was dis-
cussed; journal articles on the subject; in-servicetrain
ing programs; school system newsletters to all teachetti,;
and, personal-social contacts among teacher's.

It is interesting to speculate on the possibility. that
differences between OSME and'non-OSME teachers might have
been found if measurements had. been taken much earlier,
for example, at one or two years after the introduction
of the Project, when the OSME and non-OSME teachers would

have been more cleanly differentiated. One could further
hypothesize that early, differences might erode as time

passed. If this is true, a retrospective analysis con-
ducted five years after progvam introduction would reveal
only the results of the 'wash -out" of differences, and ,

in no way could show what positive effects had occurred
earlier. It is also important to note that the absence
of pre-post measurements obviated the possibility to estab-
lish changes in the behavior of OSME teachers: the com-
parison of post-treatment findings for the OSME and non-
OSME teachers does not of itself attest to the fact that
gains had not occurred in the OSME group as a result of
participation.

In terms of student impact, this outcome was not overtly
specified by OSME and when it was, it received low,priority
among the direct consequences to be expected from the

Project. Since direct student results had not been built
into the Project. design, the Project cannot be judged as
a failure in this respect.
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In summary, notwithstanding an inability to ascertain the magnitude

of effects that the foregoing factors had on the impact results that

were obtained, it is clear that the findings of "no, difference
between ORE and non-O§NE teachers, or for that matter their students,:

cannot be accepted as a "true" assessment of the Project.

OSME As a State Systems Model.

Viewing OSME as a Systems Model is a complex consideration. At the

simplest level, one might ask whether OSME achieved the "syptems

approach" to program improvement envisioned by NSF.' This was de-

fined as " - - -an effort to sharpen the focus of state and local

government and private agencies, now engaged in educational activities

more or less independently, to deal with the mathematics needs of a

region or state." The answer to that question is "yes". The

positive responge,to that query is made easier by the fact that at

the next higher level of questioning,, the Gapla 'Btudy imposed stronger
for determining "systemness" than was included in the NSF

definition; and study results presented convincing evidence tht
OSME did, indeed, meet the criteria normally used to define formal,

temporary systeis.

The more nagging question is whether or not the system created by

OSME is a state systems model for program improvement. In the sense

that any functioning organizational entity can be construed as a

model for all subsequent entities the answer is simple enough. But

there is little or no evidence that the inventors of the "model" had

any systematic plan in mind for addressing questions of the general-

izability or utility of their program improvement efforts for other

tes or regions. They set out to sharpen the focus of state and

loc agencies on mathematics needs in Oregon using strategies and

tactics hat, seemed to fit their state and their style. This resulted

in some un ne strategies and tactics.which would, be of var ing

utility in other states depending upon such factors as: (1) the

historical development of program improvement efforts in mathematics

in such .states; (2) the configuration of educational organizations
and agencies within the states; and (3) the size and complexity of

the states.

Thus, OSME's strength as a system model does not rest in its potential

for emulation and exportability. As noted above, too many factors

complicate an assessment of OSME in this respect. However, when

OSME is assessed as a demonstration of the fact that program improve-

ment in mathematics education can be organized-on a statewide basis

to involve all pertinent organizations, agencies, and institutions,

it must be concluded that OSME was an effective systems model.
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Strengths and Weaknesses of the OSME Model

The escriptive information about OSME revealed several character-

istics which might be termed features of .the "model". Certain of

these elements seemed essential to the Project's success, and thus

might be called the system's strengths. These included:

1. A consensus-based philosophical orientation toward im-

provement in mathematics-education exemplified by the

developmental, problem-solving approach.

2. A needs-based definition of activity areas as reflected

in the component sub-prOject structure.

3. A sanctioning organization which integrated, OSME-with
the state leadership in mathematics education -.0MEC.
This might be considered to be a device for sustaining

an operational level of consensus.

4. A leadership team and staff committed to (a) advocacy

of the philosophic orientation;'(b) confidence fin local
professionals to carry out project level activities; and,

(c) a general posture of stimulation and support rather

than specification and control.

An inclusive program approach, with activities spanning

the elementary through collegiate levels and involving

.all concerned state agencies.

6. Procedutes consonant with the emphasis on stimulation and

support: (a) a proactive staff traveling throughout the

state stimulating interest in OSME; (b) grant procedure

designed to help rather than' judge submitters o ropos-

als; (c) a flexible finAncing structure;.and, an

informal reward s

It-might be argued that OSME re- adopted its philosophical orientation-

toward mathematics education as its general change'strategy for pro-

gram improvement in Oregon, i.e., a developmental, problem-solving

approach. OSME seems to have tried to accept individuals and agen-

cies where they were and supported them to do what they wanted to do

leading to such ohservations in the study as:
4'

"The open evolving quality allowed agencies/institutions
to grow 'and change within themselves as a result of

participation in the Project."

"The data 'revealed that the Project allowed system mem-
bers to grow in a way.that was congruent with their
professional needs and interests. Specifically, indiv-

iduals from different educational backgrounds and
professional roles expressed satisfaction with project

activities."
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The ,OSME approach seemed to combine Havelock's problem-solving
model of eduCational change with the description of the config-
uration change process in education explicated by Guba and Clark

(1975). The latter authors argued that the change process de-
pends.upon the willingness Of the change agency to accept the
goals of pducational agencies and individuals as the building
blocks upbn which ...change efforts must be constructed.

The Capla study also noted features,of OSME which could be con
.strued as'weaknesses.- As the Project progressed, the evaluation
component became .less and less integrated into the mainstream of
Project activities, and Very little etraphasis was plated upon
systematic evaluation and monitoring processes. Thus, little
written documentation existed related to Project activities, and
it was virtually impossible to determine the real illipact of OSME

on teacher' behavior in the State. The study also noted that while

a philosophic commitment to a particular approach tp mathematics
education provided-a common language and perspective for system
participants, it also,'resulted in the exclusion of some educators

who might have participated.

While the above factors seem eo represent identifiable and support-
able weaknesses,the nature of how systems operate complicates the

process of classifying characteristics as, either strengths or

weaknesses. The elements of OSME were integrated within-the Project

system and manipulating one to remedy an apparent weakness might
provoke unanticipated consequences for other elements. Conversely,

adopting one or a sub-set of OSME elements which appeared to be
strengths might lead to less than anticipaled results because others

were not chosen for adoption. Could OSME have remedied its most
visible weaknesses in evaluation, documentation, and monitoring and

still retained its flexibility, responsiveness, informality, and
confidence in local professionals? The answer to this question is

not at all obvious.

The components of a dissemination/training system such as .OSME are

probably better viewed as a series of trade -offs rather than a

list of strengths and weaknesses. The low level of OSME functioning
in evaluation and monitoring may have been the trade-off necessary
to maintain other positive features in the system; just as very in-
formal grant. procedures increased local enthusiasm for OSME; and the
unifying focus provided by, the philosophic orientation advocated by

the central staff eliminated the participation of some educators.

Transportability and Future Implications

As noted earlier, answers to questions related to OSME transportabil-
ity depend heavily on the destination of the transfer. Th.14,5, it is

more meaningful to conjecture about the features of OSME which seem
worthy of further exploration and experimentation in other states.

k
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Perhaps explicitly, probably implicitly, OSME seems to

have assumed the posture that educational agencies and

individuals have self-Wrovement a endas of their own;

and that,supporting t.he± ideas amPl.rograms will cum-

ulate over time intO:a synergistic :stem of reinforcing

program.improyenent ;efforts. Few .., ange agencies have

adopted this poature. It deserves . ther exploration.

OSME seems to have been able to balance a sense of Ur-

ection against overdirectedness. Perhaps this was

achieved by avoiding a tradi

(::

al needs survey and con-
centrating instead on establ'shing goals consensus. This

approach was apparent at all eels of projectroperations
and merits further us,e, as an alternative goal-setting.

process it' large scale projects.
s

.

,
The, concept
performance
agent is to
judge ideas

that grants can be viewed as'mutually developed
contracts, and that the role of the change
stimulate, foster, and refine rather than to

, seems worthy of futther-study.
flb

One of the keys tO OSME success appears to have been in-

clusiveness rather than exclusiveness. All educational

agencies within the State wer encouraged to participate

in the_program. .No..oneHorgaiLzat1on was identified as a

Rey agency or an agency wh%c constrained others by such

processes as approval' or s, ction. The activity compon-

ents stretched across gradOleltpl interests although the

philosophical orientation placed some brokd'boundaries on

inclusivenes. ,
, . ,. . ,,.

OSME achieved commbnitation among prof4iionals across

agency lines at a level that is rarely itlisp*red in eval-

uation.of program improvement efforts. This seems to

have been achieved'by avoiding the error of compelling

individuals and agencies to submit joint projects or to

work.together. Again, theAN6pcept of allowing agendies

and agents to work at their 'own improvement 'efforts may

be the best way_to foster literagency communication.

.

In conclusion, the overall impression of the Evaluation staff and

Review Panel of the Capla Study, is tiktiOSME was a successful pro

gram improvement effort. What made iT work seems to have been its

.openness, inclusiveness, flexib4liby,'and trust in. Project partic7

ipants. Those very features provoke' anomaly for most funding.

agencies which are requite o demon :te accountability, prudence,

and solid evidence of effe
t

learnveness e' may have to lea slowly

from the incomplete docum!t tat uany OSME-like programs that
effective change systems rely. ooser management structures than

have been considered tolerable in the past.
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APPENDIX A

FACTOR LOADINGS AND INTER-ITEM CORRELATIONS

'OR ACTIVITY :"SATIS,FACTION SCALES. ,
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TABLE

%'
FACTOR LOADINGS FOR ACTIVITY Ser,01

VAR020

VAR021

VAR022

VAR023

VAR024

VAR025

VAR026

VAR027

, .

''Isbe items are tested as VA1i020 to VAR027 for conve;lienca, 4ice. PPP. P4,ge
',I4'report for oArAtiOnal definitions,

TABLE B.

INTERITNHCORRLEATi.ONS-FOR ACTIiiTTSATTgFACTXON SCALES
. , . .

Variable Labels

VAIttiO VAR02 VA11022 VA 023 ,:,.7VAR024

;:tiAR020

VAR021 .75

VAR022.: . 71

VAR023 .64 .58 .65

VAR024 . 69 .65 .74

VAR025 .62 ..67 .51

026 .65 . 55 .49.

VAR027 .54 .58 .44

:79

.47

.64

:47

.43. .63. , 7
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SYSTEM QINSTIONNAiRE



Office: of Management and Budget

Ixpirda: December, 1978
Approval Number:- 99-578006 .

1.

OREGON SYSTEM IN, MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

SYSiTEM .QUESTIONNAIRE

This qUeStionnaire 'consists of two 'major sections. Section I is

entitled "System Evaluation," and Section II, "System Communication;';

Since you have been identified as a Iey person in OSME activities,

we would appreciate your carefully answering the sections and re-

.turning them as quickly as possiblein the postage -paid envelope

which is provided. Thank you.

1
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SECTION I

SYSTEM EVALUATION

i. What is yiwur 'position/job title (eig., third grade

tfacher, assistant trihoipar, etc.)?

2. Were ypur OSME activities mostly connected with:

a

- Workshops or- ittservice Bourses for elementary teachers

-Mathematics for the uninvolved

--Compufer education program

, -

-Other (.

\ (Specify) . . 6

3. In the past five years, about bow many:OSME-sponsored work-

shopsand/or inservl.ce,sessions have you participated in?

4. Did you particfpatejn any National Science Foundatl.on

sponsored institutes prior to 'OSME?

5.. With regard to your educational background, what i

your present status ?' (Check highest. degree.)

Education Major Field

Bachelor's Degree Master's Degree plus
45 quarter hours

,n 1?o_ctorate
.

(Ph.D.tEd.fi.,ekc.

(Position)

Education

Bachelor's Degree plus

45 quarter hours

Master's Degree
Other

(Specify)

;6. Please indicatesfrom whom and how you first heard about OSME

(i.e. from a friend,'at a meeting, from a newsletter, from a

peison connected with a unfversity).. loft

7. In a few sentences, can you describe your role in OSME?

(Number)

Yes n No

Major Field

Specify)

1
-L

2
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8. Please prvide the following'information about all OSME - sponsored projects

which you directed or.coordinated?'

PROJECT

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

BEGINNING ENDING
DATE DATE

. Please rate the following statements in view of,your

experience(s) in OSME-sponsored projects/ Circle the

number which most closely. represents your feelings.

The number "1" indicates that you stron ly agree with

the statements, while the number "5" indicates strong-

disagreement.

AVERAGE DAYS PER
MONTH DEVOTED TO
PROJECT ACTIVITY

a).
a)

0

0

a. The activities in'which I partic

to my professional needs.

. I have heen,able to utilize th
in the project(s) in my work.

c. The activities in which I pa ticipated met my

expectations,.

ated responded

ideas presented

d. I would welcome the opportunity to participate

in additiOnal similar ac vities.

e. I would recommend the

colleague.

,
s me expert ence to a

f. Participation in the/project(s) has led to a

change in my' teaching/administrative style.

g. Participation in the project(s) has led to

expanded communiction with other professionals.

h.:Noticeable changes have occurred in my students

because of-my invOlvement with the project(s).

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

1'
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10. From your own perspective, rank order the following ten goal statements in

terms of: a) how important they are to OSME, and b) how important they are

to your own activities in association with OSME. Place a ."1" on the line

next to the most impOrtant goal, a "2" next to the second most_important.

gol, etc., until all ten goals have been ranked. Remember to do this for.

-both columns.

A. Build and strengthen professional organizations

in mathematics education

c b. Improve teacher attitudes towards mathematics

c. Develop mathematics- education leaders

d. Improve elementary mathematics edUcation

e. Improve student attitudes towards mathematics

f. Develop illustrative mathematics programs in

elementary and secondary schools

g. Improve communication among mathematics

educators and various organizations

b. Strengthen and assist professional organizations

i. Improve student performance in mathematics

*skills

j. Improve the instructional use of computers

in the schools

k. Improve secondary mathematics education

1. other.

IMPORTANT. IMPORTANT

TO OSME TO ME

.

Indicate

'11. Which one of the above goals'came the closest to

being ;attained ls a consequence of OSME?

Which came second?

Which came third?

12. Do you feel that OSME failed to attain any of the

above goals?

If yes, please indicate by letter (a,b,c,etc.), from

above list, which goals you felt were not attained.

15t

y letter of:goal

n Yes '121 No



13. During the pastfive years,have you had any association With the
agencIep relatiVe to your role as a mathematics educator? (Check

"no" tOr each agency listed below.)

a. 0 N MATHEMATICS EDUCATION COUNCIL (OMEC)

b. 0 GON MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY (OMSI)

c. STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION (SDE)

d. OREGON COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS (OCTM)

e. OREGON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS ASSOCIATION (OESPA)
. . 1

f. ,OREGON COUNCIL OF COMPUTER, EDUCATION (OCCE)

lg. OREGON ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL SUPERVISORS (OASS)'

h. EDUCATION COORDINATING COUNCIb (ECC)

,t
I. OREGON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION '(OEA)

j. TEACHERS OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS (TOTOM)

k. TEACHING RESEARCH (TR)

1. ANY OTHER AGENCY?
. (Specify)

14. When9you have aAuestion related to mathematics education,'what group(

do y6u.customaltily contact for an answer?

Yes

following
."yes" or'

No

15. Pleage rank order the-following six communication methods (a-f) in terms of:

1) your frequency of use in OSME activities, and b) your personal preference.

For'each column, use "1" to represent t4e highest, etc., until all six

methods have been ranked.

FREQUENCY PREFERENCE

a. FACE-TO-FACE

'b. TELEPHONE

c. GROUP MEETING

d. GENERAL MEMO

e. PERSONAL LETTER

f: NEWSLETTER

16. a. How many, times a year did OSME monitor or evaluate

yourproject(s)?

FREQUENCY PREFERENCE

(Times per year)

b. Elease identify the t7:4o most common methods. OSME staff members used to

ask you_about your program or project. Place ,a "1" in the box next to

the method most .commonly used, and a "2" next to the second most commonly

used.
lb

a. Mailed questionnaire

b. Free form written material

c. Personal site visitation

d. Telephone calls

. Other
(Specify)



17. a. Have you ever been a workshop
OSME in the past five years?

or inservice leader for

b. If yes, how many times (check appropriate box)?

D less than 10

-. 25

26 - 50

Dover 50

C. Did you ever receive a fee or honorarium when,:you con-

ducted workshops or inservice curses?
4

18. a. As a result of your OSME activities, did you ever
,

attend an out-of-state convention?

b. If yes, what percent of your expenses were ever

paid by OSME?

19. a. Did you eVerimak&a formal presentation at an out-

of. state :COnvention (e.g.,,. 10d':a.workshop)?

b. Did you ever havean.opI0t4nittO*40efote a
grOup_as a result of OSOrelated aotiN4t4eS'

20. Did your participation in OSMEptoVide you
opportunity to publish your thOughtstir:k0s:

u

21.. Did you ever receive financial support ftom'OSNrWOME

22.. Do you provide leadership in mathematics education at

your job or local district?

.23. Do you annually upgrade and/or change program material

you use in providing service to yOur students?

ol

PLEASE CONTINUE ON TO SECTION II.

15
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Yes n No

0 Yes El No

nYes n No

(Percent)

UlYee FIN0

nyes 'DNo

0 Yes ri No

6 No

n Yes. EINo

ri Yes ri No
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SECTION II

SYSTEM COMMUNICATION

,

What is meant by "communication?" You communicate whenever you talk with someone on

a face-to-face basis, use the telephone, or write.or read a letter or memo. Exchang.7.

ing ideas or advice, or asking or receiving people's views, are examples of commun-

ication.' We would like you to describe your communication contacts with other mathe-

matics education personnel throughout the state. The results of this part of the

study will allOw the construction of an overall "map" of InfOrmation flow inthe state.

04 the. pages that follow,, the names of some 200 people
who have been associated with

the Oregon System in Mathematics Education are arranged alphabetically. preliminary

'identification number is next to each name: a final number will be a s edby the

evaluation staff to keep your replies 'confidential. However, in or r to avoid problems

caused by personnel changes, we need to verify that the person to om this questionnaire

is sent is.theone who completes the form. Therefore, please sign your name on the first

page of the communication section. No one besides the evaluation staff will have access

to your individual reply. Without your name, your data cannot be used to construct the

communication network.

'There are three columns next to the name of each person. Each column heading refers to

.a different topic of professional communication
you'might have had with a colleague.

The typeS of communication topics are defined as follows -:

Column I: -A discussion related to math education ideas prOmoted

by OSME/OMEC--materialprOgrama, and approachesem-,

phasized by the projec---

A diScusSiontelated to OSME/OMEC'operations--goals,-

organization,' and.:' procedures

''"A professional discussion having .no relatiship toy

"OSME/0Mg.C'

We are interested in finding out frolvhom you sought and/or received nformation about

these communication topics--this couldhavOieen on a face -to -face basis, by telephone,

lorby written memq.
.

PleeSe read down the li6t of names and decide whether you have conimunicatedwith'eadh..

perSon at least once in the past three or so yearson one:ormorecf the three topics.

If you have communicated a lot in,the past few years, place a "3" in the box.If'you

have communicated about average (compared to communication with other colleagues),

place a "2" in the box.- ,AIt you have communicated very little, place a "1" in the box.

'If you have not communicated at all, either about a topic, or with an individual,

leave the boxes blank.

15
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EXAMPLE: An example of how to fill out the:form is,shown beloW. The three topic

headings are in columns. The number "1" in the first column adjacent to person 128

means that you communicated with D. Bouchard a little in the past three years about

OSME/OMEC approaches. The second row is left blank because you did not communicate

with person 037 at all. However, with person 465 you communicated (1) a little about

OSME/OMEC approaches, (2) An average amount about OSME/OMEC operations,. and (3) had

a lot of professional disCussion not related to OSME/OMEC..

Communication TopicII-III
Discuss

OSME/OMEC
Math Ed.

Approaches

PAST

Discuss

OSME/OMEC
Operations

3

Non-OSME/OMEC
Professional
Discussions

YEARS
Contact Names Amount Amount Amount

128 Bouchard, D.

037 Miller, J.

465 Richards, N. I
3

r

PLEASE CONTINUE WITH isyszEN COMUNICATION.

15,1.
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TABLE C

FAbTOR,LOADINGS FOR TEACHER MATH SCALE

Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Fadtor 4

CALCU .66

COMPUTER .94

COMpMAT .94

COMEQU .92

BASIC . 79

CalREL : .65

.63

14Nrika
SELFDEV
PROBSOL
DIVERSE
MATT IND

LERNC
PERSONL
GAMES
,MAGAME

CENTERS
:MODELS:
PALCO2..,,

*PROJECT':

*IIMMADE

*ALONE .

Eigenv,alne'. 5;37

% ,of Variance 46%'

*These variables did not load ori any faCtors'

.62

.54

. 74

.61

. 62

4 62

.61

4.76

40.6%

1.02 .59

8.7% 5.0%



MATHIAS

SELFDEV

TRO8S01.:

DIVERSE'

MATE INO

LEARNC,

PERSON1

GAMES

CALCU

COMPUTER

COMPMAT

..COMEQU

BASIC

NORML

PROJECT

MAGAME

,"CENTERS

...011.CU2

;CQMPREI.

110QP,S

'.ALONE

TABLE ,D

Fifer -Item,
Correlations -- Elementary D

.49

.42 .48

.52 .60 .54

.35 .39 .50 .47

.54 .57 .41 .53 .48

.41 .48 .46 .48 .51 .48

.42 .61 .42 .59 .35 .52 .39

,13 .01 .25 .15 .17 .16 .18 .18

.16 .04' .26 .19 .14 .17 .76

;15 .01 .27 .1,4 ..17 .15 .16 ..14 .70

.16 .02 .24 .17 .18 .17 .21 .15 .63 .86

.11 .16 .15 .16 -.03 .09 .09 .01 .31 .25' .18 2

-.11 -.20 -.15 -.06 -.20 -.09 -.14 -.17 .00 -.09 -.Or,: .16

.35 .20 .22 .2,2 .23 .17 .26 ;23 ?sea .27 .24 .23 .09

.16 .4:%;: .25 .31 .24 .34 .20 .46 -.02 ;c1,12' .00 .02 .00 -.04

.36 .31 .37 .23 ,.56 .Z2 .40 .06 -;03 .00 ',15 -.01

.21 .41' .23 .28 .35..38 .51 01',-.02 Q4 .05 -.11

.04 .09 .05 .11`k .10 .07' .01 .28 .42: .38 .23 .23 -.04

.15 41 .15 .09. .19, .09 .10 7.10 43. ..05 -.09

49 .28 .37' .21 .,35 .28 ..41, -.07 (:00 ,Q4 -.13.

44::` .16 .13 .04 .05 .06' .O8 .33 .35 '!,.34 .08 .08

.28 .21 .23 .17 .16 ;29 x.25 .22 .09'..04 .04 '.14 .11 -.08

15,

-J
0

0
O.

U Z
Z '0 V) /

Ct v1 Lit a.. at
< .L.J E Et

e< < 0. 0'
U U u,

,

U
W 1-1

2
0
u co

_1

.12

.12 .51

.0,8 .40 .4'

.03 -.08 -.02

.32 .15 .00 act),

418 .48 .48

.12 .06 .09 .03

.28 .10' .32 .27

2

35

05 .07

.31 ..42 .00

.02 .00' .36 .10
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U
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0
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KATIILAB.

,SEI,TDEV

PROBSOL . .27 17

DtVERSE, ;58 52 26

MATFIND .32 62 .13 .68

LEARNC .65 .30'. .16 .70 .49

PERSONL .31 ..26 .12.. .48, .48 .60

GAMES .52 .37 .23, .53 .32 .54

CALCLI J 9/

COMPUTER, .03 -.30 -.16 -.05 - .22..22 .14 .05

TALE E

Inter-Item Correlationsr-Moth
For theUninvolired Data

COMPMAT Al .27 -.10 :07 -.18 ,24, .11 .09

COMEQU .06 -.19,-.02 .01 -.22 .24 .12 .02

.8ASIC ,
.16 -.06 -.09 -.04 -.18 .21 .04 .06

NORML .01 -.14 .08 -.09 -.08 .03 -,05 .01

PROJECT .27 '.,34 .26 .38 .33 .35 .18 .32 .04 .10 25..32 .13 :-.26

MAGAME .26 ;31 .28 ..33 .35 .36 .27 32 -.00 .02 45 .09 -,03 -.14

CENTERS .18 .17 .15' .27 .19 .28 .26 .29 :11 .24 .11 .26

U.9

-.04

H1ADE .21 .06' .19 .06 .21 .21 .29 .06 .06 12. ,.13:" .14 -.14

CALCU2 .24 .01 .02' .00 4.10. .11 .12 2.12 .60. .21 .21, .29 .26 -.08

COMREL' .02 .05 -.08. .21 .10 .20 .27 .03 .17 .51 #56 .65

MODELS ..45 .23 .0I3 .31 .19 .29 .17 ;5? .29 ,02 .03 ,,01 .02 ..,17

'DP .11 -.07 -.06 ..09 -.08 .17 .11 -.01 .16 .56. .49 .65, ;'48 -.39
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.MATHLAB

SELFDEV .69

PROBSOL .21

DIVERSE . .42

MATFIND .15

LEARNC .44

PERSONL .32

GAMES , .57

CALCU '46

COMPUTER .08

COMPMAT .18

COMEQU .08

BASIC .04

NORML .18

PROJECT' :35

MADAME .13

CENTERS .41

HMMADE .33

CALCU2 .30

COMREL .19

MODELk .17

COMP .15

ALONE .36

z

,11

.41 .45

19 .1Q .25

.48, -.01 .21 .41

.38 .32 .39 .28 .33

_.65 ,57 ,43 ,I1Q .37

TABLE F

Inter-Item Correlations7Cemputer Data

.33 .22 .44 .19 .48 .10 .43

.07 .03 .18 . .02 .19 v.01 ,.15

.17 .10 .26 .03 .24 -.00 .21

.09 .01 ,.20 .04 .21 -.01 .11

.16 ,30 ,37 .11 .11 -.13 .30

.15 .01 -.07 .22 .07 .48 .04

.25 ,OZ .14 .13 .37 -.13 :32.

:33 -.12 .07, .15 .17 .09 .34

.28 JO .19 .02 .23 .12 .36

.45.L.04 .17 .18 .00 .16

05' --.17 .04 -.23 :28 -.26 .09

.25 -,05 .18 -.14 .23 -.01 .23

.20- /.09 .20 .05 .31,-.13' .41

.25 .13 -.09 ,26 -.11 .28,

.35 .04 ,01 -.36 .27 .02 .13

z
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APPENDIX D

TEACHER SURVEY



Office Of-Management and Budget

spires: December, 1978

Approval Number: 99-S78006

OREGON SYSTEM IN ivlATHEMATI CS EDUCATION

(OSME)

TEACHER SURVEY

Please .complete Section I and II of the Survey. The

information you provide will be kept strictly confiden-

tiaL, Identification information which requests your

name and.name Of-school is used for maintaining a record

of questionnaire returns only. Thank yOjn for your time

and consideration.

0



NAME NAME OF SCHOOL

SECTION 1

1. a.' Please - indicate the level at,which you teach by circling the,

appropriate grade or grades..

K 1 2 3 4 5 '6 7 8 9 10 11 12

b. How many years have yoU taught?
(Years)

2. How often do you teach mathematics?

Ongperioda clay At least half of the. school day Full time

. An the average, how 'many different students do you

teach in the course of a school year?

With regard to your.edUcationalbackground, what

is your present status? (Check highest degree).

Bachelor's Degree ,

Bacheloes Degree plus .,

4-5 quarter hours .

Master's Degree

No: Different Students)

Master's Degree plus
45 quarter hours

Doctorate
Ed.D., etc.

Other

(SPecj--fY)

5. How many courses inmathetatics and/or mathematics education have you

taken in the past five years - include both credit and nod-credit in-

service courses as well as graduate courses.

No. Courses

6. Please identify any courses you remember as outstanding - please indicate

the.cours'e name, the course sponsor (this could be a college/university,

school district, or an agency suchas the State Department,of Education.

OCTM, or OMEC),nd the course instructor.

-a .

b.

c.

COURSE NAME COURSE SPONSOR- COURSE INSTRUCTOR
,



7. a. Have you been a member of the Oregon Council

of Teachers of Mathematics:(DCTM)?

-,b. Have you been a member of the C0gon Council.

for Computer Education (OCCE) ?,

c. Have you ever read or used the Math Enthusiast,

Arithmetic Teacher, Math Teacher; or OCTM

Newsletter?

d. Prior to receiving this quistiOnnaire, had you

ever heard of OSME or OMEC? .

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes No

8. Please indiqate whether you think the follpwing

statements about OSME/OMEC'are true orlalse.

a. OSMEOMEC received part of its funding from

the State of Oregon.

b. The OSME/OMEC project was designed to develop

leaders in.Oregon'mathematics.education..

OSME/OMEC did not provide funds for local .

district. projects.

d. OSME/OMEC diffused specific educational pro-

grams to Oregon schools.

e. order to be funded by OSME/OMEC a detailed

proposal had 'to be submitted.

f. OSMEYOAEC mostly achieved its goals by work-

ing through colleges and universities.

<1;.

g.. OSME/OMEC played 'an important role in develop-

ing the current'state mathematics guide,

"Math in Oregon School's."
N

.Mosf of the Wikshopsconducted.by OSME/OMEC

were designed by the Oregon Department nf

Education. -

i. Teachers 4ould get'college 5eAkt by partici-

pating in OSME/,OMEC sponsored lw64shops/in--

servicerrses.
4

f.

OSME /OMB emphasized the use of behavioral

objectives ie math classes for children.

V 'et
4.,

a

True False

14-7----7'

$



9. ,fisted below are various items which relate to

thematics instruction. We would like you to

rate your level of skill. for each item by circling

a number from "1" to "5". The number "1" indicates

that you feel highly skilled, while the number "5"

'indicates that you do not feel skilled for that item.

a. teaching mathematics through a math lab approach

b.

c.

developing self-made instructional materials

for mathematics

evaluating, students through, probltm-solving

methods

d. making use of a great diversity-of mathematics

teaching materials

e. identifying materials and Methods appropriate

for use in a general.o remedial mathematics

class

f. setting.up mathematics learning centers

g-
individualizing instruction in mathematics

h. using models, games, and a ;Variety of manipu-

latives 4or teaFhing mathematics

i. using electronic calculatoks as devices for

teaching mathematics-skills
N

making use of computer applications in mathe-

matics instruction

k. using computer-related instructional materials

1. using computer equipment in the mathematics

instructional program

ng a programming language such as BASIC,

tran , or 10CAL
1. 1

1

S

a)1H
"I

CA

CU

r4r

1 2 -13

.,

Ada

1
,krt
2- '3 4

1 2

1" 2

4t

Q'

,1 2 3

sr

2 3 5
.e/



10. This question is concerned with classroom activities. For each item please

put a check on the line.

:Several Times, ,Once Less Than

MY STUDENTS Daily A Week A Week Once A Week Never

a. do seatwork using

commercially-prepared
materials,. such. as

handouts or workbooks

b. work on projects that
may take several days
to complete and' pay
involve one or more

students

c. use math games
.

d.. work at. learning centers

use teacher=made instruc-
tional materials

A

use electronic calcula-L.

tors as part of their'

classwork

use .computer -related

materials

h. work with physical
models, and manipulatives

i. use computers

work on independent
projects

ill. Have you.ever participatpd in an'OSME/OMEC sponsored activity?

This may have been a workshop for Computer Literacy, Math En-.

thuseligts,;Math Lab, Math:for the Uninvolved, Math Resource

CenteM, a Math Round-Up, or New Trends in Mathematics. Yes No

tit

If you answered YES, please complete items 12-23 and then go on to

SECTION II.

If you answered CVO, skip items 12-23 and go.on'to SECTION 1k.



12. Please indicate the OSME/OMEC program component with whiCh.you were most

actively involved. (CHECK ONLY ONE.)

.Workshops or inservice courses

foi elementary, teachers (Math Lab,

,Math Entbudiasts workshops/courses)

.Computeryducation.

.Math for the Uninvolved for Jr. Hight'

.High SchOolStudents

..Other

O

.13. How many OSME/OMEC workshops or inservice courses have you

tak(n in the last five years?

\-,

14. In the lest five years, how many hours or days have

you spent in OSME/OMEC sponsored workshops or inservice

courses?
49

Hours) or (Days

'15. Have'you conducted workshops for other educators

under OSME/OMEC auspices?,

'16. Did you ever get release time for attending an

OSME/OMEC-sponsored workshopwr inservice course?

17. Did you ever receive inservice credit for attend-

ing an OSME/OMEC-sponsored workshop?

18. Did you ever receive any travel expenses for attend-

ing an OSME/WC-sponsored workshop from OSME?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yds No

.19. Did OSME/OMEC ever subsidize your tuition f9r a ,

workshop or inservice course?
Yes No

20. Did OSME/OMEC ever sponsor your attendance at a

conference?
Yes No

4..,

21. Did yo4 ever receive free materials at an OSME/

MEC-sponsored workshop or inservice course?. Yes No

22 Did you ever. receive technical assistance.through

an OSME/OMEC-related project?
N

Yes No

23. a. . Do you ever use mathematics resource centers?
1

Yes No

b. If yi's, how many times, in the past year?
(Times in past year)



, .

SECTION I.I.

INSTRUCTIONSAO RESPONDENTS

.
.

. .

The following questionnaire asks you to'give us your judgment on some important topics in

mathematics education.' The questiOnnaire-will probably seetil unusual; however, it,has been

designed especially for EValuation whicWneeds precise answers. Each topic is paired with

other topics or concepts important to mathematicg edncation in Oregon. We want to find out

how much alike, or how different, these topics are Because it is easier' for most people to

think in terms of how things, are different, We'will ask you-to tell us howIar apart each topic
.,.

is from some other topic.. I $

.4.

The questionnaire is composed of pairs. of concepts,(topics). We want you to. tell us how far

apart thconcepta in each pair are from each Other. To make it'easier for you to do thig,-

we will use a sort of mental "yardstick." We wilTaay that'A HISTORY AND A 11ATH CLASS ARE .

100 UNITS APART. This is,just a yardstick. AnyrnuMber, ho matter how-large or small, may be

used to desCribe how different two items area

.

In other words, all the differences between a history class and a path class together add up

to 100 units. (Differences between topics or concepts. are measured in units, so the more ",

different two concepts are; the more units they, are apart.), .Remember, as you'Complete thil,,,,

questionhaire,'that some pairs of concepts may be uld,re different than a history 4nd .milath 1,-1,

class, and some may be less different. If you think.a" pair is more different,or farther apart,

than a.histOry and math class, you will want to use a number larger than 100. If you think a

pair is less dif rent, or closer together thania history and a ninth hass,. you sill use a

number smaller tha 00. Providing you with a 100 unit'differenceetween history class and
.

math class assists you in judging how difftrent the other pairs are.
,

EXAMPLE:' gave special' education teachers Oe follOwing yardstick: A SPECIAL EDUCATION

CLASSROOM AND A GENERAL EDUCATION CLASSROOM, ARE 100 UNITS ,PART.. Then we asked them; how far-

apart are:

EFFICIENT4AND
i_
FRUSTRATED .

- ,=.!,----L-

0
,

Since they thought CHILD-CENTERED AND YOUR JOB (the respondent's 'job) were less.different than

A SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSROOM AND A GENERAL EDUCATION CLASSROOM; their answer looked'like.this: .

CHILD-CENTERED AND YOUR JOB

CHILD-CENTERED AND OUR JOB 45

The "45" means they thou t the concepts, CHILD -CENTERED, and. their job (YOUR JOB), were
abOut

half as diffefent as the "yardstick!! concepts.

Since they thought EFFICIENT AND FRUSTRATED are more different than A,SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASS-

ROOMeD A GENERAL EDUCATION CLASSROOM, their answer looked like this:

EFFICIENT AND'FRUSTRATED '150

We realize that yoUsmight feel you cannot be perfectly accurate about eyery pair. (REMEMBER,

THERE IS NO RIGHT ANSWER. YOUR BEST ESTIMATE OF THE DISTANCE BETWEEN EACI PAIR WILL BE FINE,

FOR.OUR PURPOSES.) If ,ou.do not recognize or cannot give a number for a pair, leave the

space-blank.

re you start, we should remind_you that OSME is the Oregon System in Mathematics Educatilbn.

Remember, your rule is: A HISTORY CLASS AND A MATH CLASS ARE 100 UNITS APART. This is in-

tended to be a middle range value.

6 -



IF A HISTORY CLASS AND MATH CLASS ARE 100 UNITS APART, HOW FAR APART ARE:

OSME/OMEC AND DISLIKE

NEWMAyERIALS.AND IMPORTANT.

IMPORTANT AND COMPUTERS

'IMPORTANT AND USEFUL

YOUR JOB AND USEFUL'

MATHEMATICS AND NEW.MATERIALS

CHANGE AND COMMUNICATION

MATHEMATICS AND,COMPUTERS

COMMUNICATION AND USEFUL

IMPORTANT AND DISLIKE

USEFUL AND DISLIKE

MATHEMATICS. AND YOUR JOB

YOUR JOB AND IMPORTANT

LEADERS AND DISLIKE

MATHEMATICS AND USEFUL

SATISFYING AND IMPORTANT

COMMUNICATION AND DISLIKE

MATHEMATICS AND _IMPORTANT

YOUR JOB.AND SATISFYING

OSME/OMEC AND 'IMPORTANT

CHANGE AND SATISFYING

LEADERS..AND USEFUL.

MATHEMATICS AND CHANGE

OSME/OMEC AND USEFUL



a

r

1

;It

IF A HISTORY CLASS AND A MATH CLASS ARE 100 UNITS APART HOW FAR APARI

,MATHEMATICS AND LEADERS

. CHANGE AND IMPORTANT

LEADERS AND NEW MATERIALS

NEW MATERIALS AND COMMUNICATION

SATISFYING AND DISLIKE

YOUR JOB AND DISLIKE

NEW MATERIALS ANp COMPUTERS

NEW MAARIALg'AND DISLIKE

MATHEMATICS AND SATISFYING o.

CHANGE .AND OSME/OMEC

YOUR JOB AND OSME/OMEC'

USEFUL ANDCOMPUTERS

." OSME/OMEC AND NEW
D !

LEADERS AND IMPORTANT,

CHANGE AND'USEFUL.

'MATHEMATICS AND COMMUNICATION

.IMPORTANT AND COMMUNICATION

DISLIKE AND. COMPUTERS

COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTERS

CHANGE AND YOUR JOB

LEADERS AND YOUR JOB

LEADERS AND SATISFYING

SATISFYING AND OSME/OMEC

LEADERS AND COMMUNICATION

8?



IF A HISTORY CLASS AND MATH CLASS ARE 100
. ITS APART, HOW FAR APART ARE:

YOUR JOB AND NEW MATERIALS

YOUR JOB AND COMMUNICATION

'SATISFYING AND COMMUNICATION-

NEW MATERIALS AND USEFUL

CHANGE AND DISLIKE:

LEADERS AND OSME /OMEC.

CHANGE,AND LEADERS

MATHEMATICSAND OSME/OMEC

MATHEMATICS AND DISLIKE
.

CHANGEAND COMPUTERS

SATISFYING AND USEFUL

YOUR JOB AND COMPUTERS

SATISFYING AND NEW.MATERIALS.

SATISFYING AND COMPUTERS

OSMTMEC AND. COMMUNICATION

CHANGE AND NEW MATERIALS

A

LEADERS AND COMPUTERS

OSME/OMEC AND COMPUTERS

Thank you for your 614erition:

- -.
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Office of rinagement and Budget
Approval Number: 99-S78006

Expires: December, ,1978

4

OREGON SYSTEM IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

(OSME)

STUDENT SURVEY

DEW ,DNT

WE ARE INTERESTED IN. HOW YOU'FEEL ABOUT SOME THINGS YO'J HAVE DONE

.IN SCHOOL. WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO HELP US, BY ANSWERING SOME QUES-

TIONS, YOUR TEACHER WILL HELP YOU IF YOU GET STUCK ON'A QUESTION

OR HAVE TROUBLE UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE THIRK,AgOUT THE QUESTIONS,

AND AMER THEM AS BEST YOU CAN; THANK YOU.

HOW OLD ARE AYOU?

HOW WELL DO YOU USUALLY DO IN SCHOOL SUBJECTS?

VERY WELL

ABOUT IN THE MIDDLE

POOR

WHO IS YOUR MATH TEACHER NOW?
k

(WRITE THE-TEACHER'S NAME)

WHO WAS YOUR MATH TEACHER LAST YEAR?

at

(WRITE THE TEACHER'S NAME)

DID IOU GO TO'THESAME SCHOOL LAST YEAR?

YES NO

16,0



2

.BELOW E SOME SENTENCES, TELLUS. HOW EACH ONE OF THE SENTENCES

DES BES HOWYOU FEEL. YOU TELL US HOW YOU FEEL BY DRAWING A.

LINE THROUGH THE THERMOMETER NEXT. TO EACH SENTENCE. IF YOU THINK

A SENTENCE LS TRUE OF YOU, DRAW A LINE THROUGH THE THERMOMETER

UP HIGH. IF YOU THINK A SENTENCE IS NOT TRUE OF YOU, DRAW A LINE

NEAR THE BOTTOM OF THE THERMOMETER. IF YOU FEEL SORTTFIN-BETWEEN,

DRAW &LINE THROUGH THE MIDDLE.

;EXAMPLE: WE ASKED SOME BOYS AND GIRLS. IN THE FOURTH GRADE HOW THEY

FELT ABOUT BASKETBALL. 'WE DID IT LIKE THIS:

I LIKE BASKETBALL

SOME BOYS AND GIRLS REALLY LIKED BASKETBALL, SO THEY MARKED THEIR

AFRMOMETERS LIKE THIS:

I LIKE BASKETBALL

-

OTHER KIDS JUST SORT ow LIKED BASKETBALL, AND THEY MARKED THEIR

THERMOMETERS LIKETHIS:

I LIKE. BASKETBALL

I

AND. SOME KIDS DIDN'T LIKE BASKETBALL AT ALL. THEY MARKED THEIR

THERMOMETERS LIKE THIS:

I LIKE BASKETBALL

NOW REMEMBER, THESE KIDS WERE TELLING US HOW THEY FELT, WE WANT YOU

TO READ EACH SENTENCE AND TELL US IF IT DESCRIBES YOU, OR THE. WAY

YOU FEEL.

181



I LIKE TO STUDY MY MATH

I LIKE MY MATH HOMEWORK

I LIKE MY MATH TEACHEW17

...

I THIlt MATH IS FUN



5. I NEED MATH TO GET A GOOD

JOB WHEN I GROW UP

MY PARENTS WANT ME TO DO

WELL IN MATH
r

I DON'T LIKE TO COME TO ,

SCHOOL WHEN THERE IS A

MATH TEST

8 ;'._141`- MATH TEACHER HELPS ME

WHEN .I AM STUCK

A

1

P



94 ,I TALK WITH MY MOM AND DAD

ABOUT MY-MATH CLASS

104 I NEED MATH TO GET GOOD

GRADES IN HIGH SCHOOL



FOR THE NEXT PART, WE WANT*OV TOiTKINK ABOUT SUBJECTS YOU LEARN

ABOUT IN SCHOOL, THE SUBJEC-WARE LIKE THE KINDS OF CLASSES YOU

TAKE. WE HAVE THEM IN'PAIRS'(TWO'S). LOOK AT EACH PAIR AND THEN

CHOOSE THE SUBJECT YOU ICE TOW THE MOST AND PUT AN (X) BY IT.

DO EVERY SET. or

SPELLING OR WRITING ( )

SPELLING OR READING

SPELLING OR GYM

4.. SPELLING ' OR MATH ('

5. SPELLING OR ART ( )

Y

).

6. READING ( ) OR GYM )

READING OR... _MATH

READING OR ART )

WRITING OR ART

6

0, 11. WRITING OR READING (

12. WRITING OR MATH ( )
Y t-

13. MATH OR ART

'14. MATH OR GYM

15., ART ( ) OR GYM



TELL US WHAT YOU WANT TO BE WHEN YOU GROW UP.

FIRST CHOICE, 4

SECOND CHOICE:

WHAT SUBJECT DO YOb LIKE THE MOST?

WHAT SUBJECT po YOU LIKE THE LEAST?

HOW WELL DID YOU 9, IN MATHEMATICS ON YOUR REPORT CARD?

414::

VERY WELL

IN-BETWEEN

POOR


